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Abstract 
The African American experience has always been a controversial topic throughout American 
history. African Americans have fought for centuries for equal rights in employment, education, 
recreation, and other everyday activities. The most important aspect, though, is in education. 
Many African Americans pride education as being the basis through which future generations 
will succeed and overcome oppression. By looking at it in a local aspect through the lens of the 
Ball State African American experience, a more in-depth look can be obtained to identify the 
struggles and the victories achieved by African American alumni. I was guided through this 
project by reading Ball State University: An Interpretive History (2001) and The Other Side of 
Middletown: Exploring Muncie's African American Community (2004), along with practical 
research from Doing Oral History: A Practical Guide (2014) and a visit to the Smithsonian 
Institution’s National Museum of African American History and Culture in Washington, D.C. 
With this guidance, I was able to conduct and transcribe two different two-hour interviews with 
Cardinals of Color to gain their perspective on their Ball State experience and what challenges 
and lessons helped them grow and succeed. 
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Process Analysis Statement 
Being able to capture a part of history such as the African American experience of Ball 
State alumni was an eye-opening opportunity. This project was something I never saw myself 
doing while at Ball State, but it has transformed my perspective on Ball State and the value of 
my education. Putting together such an intricate project was something I have never done before. 
It was truly a team effort to make everything possible, but it also took a tremendous amount of 
individual research and investigation. We were capturing stories of Cardinals of Color that are 
established in their careers and well known in their professions. Some jumped at the chance to 
come back to Ball State and share their individual experiences here and how it has helped them 
succeed in their time after graduation. Conversely, some were reluctant to come because they did 
not want to recall some of their more negative experiences. However, as a team we fought hard 
to convince them to come, because every perspective was necessary to give this project value. 
With countless hours of reading, recording, and transcription, I was able to contribute to phase 
two of this project and add two more interviews to the collection of over 42 Cardinals of Color 
imparting their very real experiences here at Ball State. 
The project started with extensive research. We began by reading Ball State University: 
An Interpretive History to give us insight on how Ball State University as we know it came to be. 
It was very interesting to read of all the different changes the university went through to become 
the inclusive school it is today, and not just culturally but academically. We then read The Other 
Side of Middletown: Exploring Muncie's African American Community. This text gave a 
background on the initial attempts to understand the African American living experience in 
Muncie. There were different themes that resounded across the different subjects in the text. 
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These included the importance of family, community engagement, and spirituality. We focused 
in on these themes to draw a basis on which to pull parts of the interviews we conducted to 
create the documentary. We also utilized the University Archives and Special Collections in 
Bracken Library to find documents in university records pertaining to African American alumni. 
Lastly, we would not be able to conduct proper interviews without knowing exactly how to 
record and transcribe. We read Doing Oral History: A Practical Guide along with instruction 
from Michael Szajewski and Brandon Pieczko from the University Libraries Archives and 
Special Collections to understand the form and structure of an oral interview. We learned things 
such as how to format questions during an interview, how to ask them in a timeline perspective, 
and how to properly format a transcription.  
The next phase in our research process included a trip to Washington, D.C. My 
classmates and I got to explore the city and take opportunities to widen our experiences beyond a 
text. Our first full day ended with attending the premier of the movie I Am Not Your Negro. From 
this film, I got to see the struggles of the past and present as they pertain to the African American 
race. This film was based on the unfinished novel by James Baldwin entitled Remember This 
House, recounting issues in race relations through his relationships with civil rights activists 
including Malcolm X, Medgar Evers, and Martin Luther King, Jr., as well as his personal 
observations. The film also incorporated modern-day issues of social justice.  Consequently, I 
was able to identify improvements in today’s culture relating to issues of diversity, but also 
strides we have yet to take to improve our society. 
 The last two days, and in my opinion the most important days, of the trip comprised a 
visit to the National Museum of African American History and Culture. We were fortunate to be 
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able to visit the museum just a few months after its grand opening as well as during Black 
History Month. This museum was overwhelmingly informational. From the exterior design, to 
the interior layout and intentional floor plan to elude an actual travel through time, this museum 
covered almost every segment of African American history one could ever imagine. There were 
so many artifacts, collections, and exhibits that it took us two days to cover the entire museum, 
and we still could not completely wrap our minds around the wealth of knowledge stored in that 
building. This was a good point to create a stronger team bond as we split into smaller groups to 
complete an additional writing assignment. The assignment was to split into groups and each 
member take on a specific floor of the museum and generate questions that pertained to the 
interviewees based on the artifacts and exhibits in the exhibition galleries. This helped us apply 
immersive learning and substituted reading a monograph on African American history to create 
more context for ourselves in a three-dimensional space. We got to learn through experience, and 
it helped demonstrate the thinking and learning process of our peers, because we all see things 
differently through our unique perspectives and experiences. 
The most important areas to us as students preparing ourselves for these long-form 
interviews, were the exhibits focused on African Americans and the education experience. These 
exhibits told the stories of the struggles and triumphs that African Americans have faced for 
decades to achieve excellence in higher education. There were long standing battles for African 
Americans to have access to equal education, but with courage and persistence many have been 
recognized for their accomplishments as graduates from predominantly-white institutions 
(PWIs), doctorates in math and science, and so much more. Getting a chronology and insight into 
these experiences of the past were essential in being able to find material to generate ideas and 
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questions as to what similar experiences our interviewees had in their venture for education at 
Ball State.  
Applying what we had learned through text and travel, each student was asked to conduct 
two interviews a piece. For my interviews, I served as the interviewer of course, but in the 
interviews of my peers I also served as camera operator. This was another interesting training 
component for the project. Only two people in our project group were experienced 
telecommunications students, so they took the liberty of setting up the lights and equipment in 
the room, trained us on the equipment, and even wrote a manual for quick reference. This part of 
the process made the interviews even more special, because these interviews became more 
personal. Every part of this process had student involvement to some extent, so it did feel like we 
were bringing history to life. There was significant pressure to make sure lighting, positioning, 
and sound was correct or else it could ruin the entire process. However, the intense attention to 
detail made the interviews seem flawless.  
This experience for me was life-changing. As an African American woman, the stories I 
heard were eye-opening. It was interesting to see that so many things have changed since the 
time of our Cardinals of Color. However, there were also things that were mentioned during the 
interviews that I had also experienced. For example, in my first interview with Cynda Williams, 
she spoke of how she was the only African American woman in the Theatre Program at the time. 
She enjoyed this though, because it forced her to work hard and she gained countless 
opportunities from it. I too have experienced this, being either the only, or one of two or three, 
African American in a class. I have also embraced this in my life and used it as a tool to 
strengthen my work and belief in myself to achieve anything I set my mind to. There were other 
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tragic instances that made me so grateful that I am living in a more progressive time where 
people are making active efforts to be inclusive and to decrease the racial tension that surrounds 
our world. My second interviewee, Muriel Weeden, experienced direct hatred from a professor, 
but she did not give up. She continued to push through and overcome the obstacles presented to 
her and achieve academic success. Weeden was the older of the two interviewees, so her 
experiences came from a time of increased struggle. However, the obstacles she faced and later 
conquered paved the way for people like Ms. Williams and me to continue in our ventures of 
education with decreases in obstacles over time. The courage and faith these two women 
embodied was encouragement for me to continue to rise despite any challenges that I may face. 
Fortunately, I have not had to encounter nearly as many difficulties as those before me, but it is 
because of their stories that I continue to strive for success in all facets of life, even outside of the 
educational sector. 
As a current Cardinal of Color, it was very encouraging to hear the stories of the African 
American alumni speak on the bad times, but also the good times and impart the reasons why, 
even though not perfect at times, they cherish and value their time at Ball State University. Some 
of the same reasons I chose to come to Ball State, the African American alumni also chose to 
come here decades ago. The small, quaint campus; affordable education; countless opportunities 
to experience and learn new things or create new experiences for all of campus to enjoy. I saw 
this as a testament to Ball State University. That this is an institution that prides itself on growing 
and changing any chance it gets to suit the needs of its students.  
Since the conclusion of the project, I have been able to share the findings and experience 
of the African American Alumni Oral History Project. We have presented at conferences on the 
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impact of the interviews not only on our personal experiences as students, but the impact it has 
on the campus at large. Some of the challenges I faced were obviously the technical aspect of 
operating the camera and learning how to conduct an oral interview and create a formal 
transcript in just a few short weeks. Beyond this, though, I faced the challenge of figuring out 
how to take the lessons from the stories I heard in these interviews and apply their courage and 
bravery to my journey. There were so many touching stories that empowered me to figure out 
what my legacy was in life and here on Ball State’s campus. I want to leave a legacy of 
empowerment, bravery, and the ability to overcome obstacles and be completely you in 
everything you do. I hope through the connections I have made and the interactions I have had 
with so many on this campus that this rings true. 
The experiences related by these “Cardinals of Color” tell a story that transcends history. 
The story of wanting more, whether through work or education, and being able to make an 
honest living for themselves and their families despite the trying circumstances is a battle many 
people of color can relate to. Many of our interviewees struggled to gain an education at Ball 
State, and despite all challenges they prevailed and were active members on campus through 
time, talent, and treasure. A lot of people put themselves on the front line and created safe spaces 
for people of color to come together and agitate for equality amongst white and non-white 
students and citizens. For example, Cynda Williams spoke of her minister father’s church in 
Muncie, and the church, especially in the historical context, was a main safe haven for African 
Americans to come together and celebrate, share woes, and foster children to grow up in better 
days. In The Other Side of Middletown there was mention of black-owned barbershops and 
beauty salons as communication hubs for African Americans to not only compose themselves in 
style but also socialize and discuss community issues and ways to rise above the conflict and 
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disarray. My father is a barber and has owned his own barbershop for over 20 years, so I can 
attest to the fact that barbershops and beauty salons are huge facet of African American culture 
and are a venue of gathering and communication within the African American community. 
I think this project will serve as a piece of history on its own. Many people will have the 
opportunity for years to come to view these interviews, and just like myself, be able to gain 
knowledge and wisdom. Also, they could compare experiences and learn how to navigate their 
journey here at Ball State and get the most out of their time here. This project will shine light on 
the positives and negatives to help Ball State administrators, faculty, and students continue to 
create a more inclusive, kind and generous campus that will continue to grow and prosper for 
years to come. 
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Gee: Hello, my name is Marquice Gee. Today is Sunday, March 26, 2017, and I'm 
interviewing Cynda Williams on Ball State's campus as part of the Ball State 
University African American Alumni Oral History Project. Welcome Ms. 
Williams! How are you today? 
Williams: I am very well. Glad to be here! 
Gee: That's good! So, I would like to begin by starting from the very beginning. You 
were born May 17, 1966 in Chicago, Illinois, correct? 
Williams: Yes, I was. 
Gee: So, first off tell us about your parents, what their names were and how it was 
growing up in Chicago. 
Williams: Well I think I should preface it, because I think it's important that I was conceived 
in Muncie, Indiana. My parents both lived in this area. My mother went to Ball 
State. My father went to Ball State, and my father moved to Muncie as a senior in 
high school because his father, Reverend J. C. Williams Senior, is a pastor here at 
[1:00] 
Trinity United Methodist Church. And my mother lived in Parker, Indiana, and 
also went to United Methodist Church, and so that's how they met. Obviously, 
that was a very interesting thing considering she was white and he was black, and 
back in those days it was illegal for interracial couples—definitely illegal to 
marry. So, when my parents got together they went to Ohio where it was legal to
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get married, and they got married there. And then my father went to away to the 
army, and my mother came back to Ball State. And she had a lot of issues at the 
time, because of the fact that she was illegally married to a black man. Then when 
she got pregnant with a black man's child it became a very—problematic. So, she 
was in her 
[2:00] 
senior year here, and she was in Pathology and in the medical side of things, and 
she was doing her labs and all of that for the final year. But eventually she got to 
the point where her pregnancy was visible. She couldn't hide it anymore, and they 
didn't want her there. So, in my mother's very and last semester of her senior year, 
fully pregnant with me and by herself, my family was here but she was by herself, 
she had to move and she had to quit school, and that is how I ended up being born 
in Chicago. She had a phenomenal teacher here that was very supportive of her 
and said, “You know what? Come work for me in Chicago.” She had just gotten a 
job in Chicago in some lab, and so my mother moved to Chicago 
[3:00] 
fully pregnant with me and got a job, and by the way my mother has always had 
physical challenges; she had polio. And so, she was constantly having surgeries. 
So, my mother was very brave and strong to make such a move to a brand-new 
place where she knew no one except for this one woman, fully pregnant and 
alone. I was fortunate, and she was fortunate, that my father’s family supported 
her—Her mother—they supported her to a certain degree—and she was able to 
find a place there, and my Aunt Analee came and helped her when I was born. So, 
that's my beginnings. So, I say, yes, I'm technically from Chicago, but my real 
beginnings began here in Muncie, Indiana. Growing up in Chicago, 
[4:00] 
I block a lot of things when things aren't great, and there were some difficult 
times. But for the most part, the neighborhood that we eventually moved in, I was 
five-years old. Now it's called the Wild, the Wild One Hundreds in Chicago. At 
that time, when we moved in, it was an all-white neighborhood. Within a year, it 
completely just switched over. We were, I think, the second black family to move 
in. I say black family, but, interracial family. But, to move in, and within a year it 
was completely black. So, I grew up in that circumstance: My mom being white, 
which at the time in the sixties and seventies, that was not common. And I went 
from—She went from the white lifestyle in Parker, Indiana to this all black thing. 
So, my mom was trying to 
[5:00] 
look black. She would tan all the time. She got a perm, so she had an afro, 
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because she wanted to fit in and she tripped some people (laughs) and my— 
eventually my father got out of the army, and we had a fun life for the most part. 
You know? I had difficulties, I had things that had happened to me that were 
challenging that I didn't tell my parents about that I lived through alone. So, that 
made my experience a little bit more somber, and I was a very quiet child because 
of some things that had happened to me. But our house was the neighborhood 
house. Everybody came there: all the kids. It was primarily boys: my brothers. 
And at some point or another, all my aunts and uncles lived with us at some point. 
So, I grew up with all male cousins. My sisters, the other girls, didn’t come along 
until my 
[6:00] 
sister came, Monica, and I was fourteen, and by then I moved back to Muncie. 
But I enjoyed my time there. I enjoyed it. I did get to the point, though, that I was 
ready to go, because the neighborhood was turning into something very 
dangerous. Gangs were starting to come about. The drug world was starting to 
come about right in that time. And unfortunately, a lot of the boys that I was very 
close friends with ended up either passed away, murdered, in gangs, life of crime, 
in prison. A good deal of the boys that I knew are gone. And so, my father saw 
this coming, being a Chicago policeman, and as soon as I was supposed to start 
high school he moved us back to Muncie. 
Gee: So how did seeing that violence start to 
[7:00] 
build over time—because this was once an all-white community then, like you 
said, in a matter of a year it went to an all-black community, and then this 
violence starts to escalate. How did that affect you personally? 
Williams: Well, it was, it angered me because my neighborhood was a great neighborhood. 
It was good people. And all these outside influences started coming in, and they 
started—all these businesses that were there started shutting down. So, people 
couldn't find a job and were becoming helpless and hopeless, because they didn't 
have a way to maintain their households. And so, these drugs are coming in; an 
easy way to make money. People are getting addicted. I was very angry. Even as a 
young child, I used to have to deal with walking down the street and being 
accosted by people. And I remember for 
[8:00] 
the longest time—It's interesting I'm back in Illinois, because I said I would never 
live there again because I just didn't like that I had to constantly be on the watch 
out for my health, and my—that I was going to be okay. And what really 
precipitated us moving away was that a cat-burglar broke into our house, and he 
had been doing this and he was he was pretty awful. He was raping the women, 
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and stealing their things, and he as terrorizing Chicago, the south side of Chicago. 
And my father was a policeman, and he had timed it. He had obviously cased our 
house. And and I won't go into the full story, but he just he tried to break in our 
house twice. The first time he tried to break in our house, my father wasn’t there. 
He was working, but the 
[9:00] 
window crashed, so it woke us up. We thought it was the wind. A month later, he 
came back, and this time he got in and that night my father started working, I 
mean a different shift, so he was home that night. So, I would never forget when 
this man walks into my room and I woke up by—I felt him. I felt something, and I 
had a butcher knife under my bed, and I felt him and I had the knife and he walks 
into my room and he's staring at me and he's grinning and I said, "Daddy?" And 
then I hear my mother say "Sonny, there's a man in the house. There's a man in 
the house." And he starts laughing because he thinks he knows that we're alone. 
He thinks we're bluffing. And then my father wakes up (unintelligible). He knew 
that we were telling the truth, and he flew. And we moved. Yeah. 
[10:00] 
Gee: That was it? So, before we continue, I just wanted to get your parents' names. 
Williams: Yes, of course. My father's name is Charles Kenneth Williams, and my mother is 
Beverly Ann Williams. Her maiden name was Connor. 
Gee: Okay. So, backing up to your mom. You said that at the time her and your father 
met, this was a time where interracial couples, and more specifically marriages, 
were not well accepted if at all. And she was also suffering from polio as well, 
and correct me if I'm wrong, your father was in the army at the time you were 
born? 
Williams: Yes. 
Gee: So, how was seeing your—or knowing at this point—that your mom was going 
through all these things: she was alone, suffering from polio, she has a child 
coming, she can't finish school because of the hatred towards her because of the 
situation she's in. Knowing how she had to live at that time, how has that 
[11:00] 
affected you growing up, and into becoming the woman you are now? 
Williams: Well, like I said, my mom is very, very strong. She's lived through some amazing 
things. Eventually, I'm writing now, I will write her story, because the life that 
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she's led it amazes me. She had a hard time emotionally dealing with life, because 
I wonder—I say what was the lesson for her? Was her life about breaking 
patterns? Was her life about her children? Because the things that she went 
through, the strength that she had, the courage that she had made us like we are, 
because I never had any excuses. If my mother could do this, why can't I? If my 
mother could— (pause for mic) 
Pause in recording 
[12:00] 
So, my other was very strong. My mother is amazing. Went through a lot. Had 
some very emotionally difficult times. Suffered from depression, because of this 
constant assault of life. Life was very hard for her. And I've often wondered if her 
life and experiences were also about her children and how her children dealt with 
life, and the successes of them based on not just my mom but my father. They 
both went through a lot, and none of us ever could make any excuses because we 
could always say, Well it could have been worse. Look what mommy went 
through. 
[13:00] 
It could have been worse, look what daddy went through. What our grandparents 
went through. And I believe that life is about evolution from generation to 
generation. And I'm hoping that my daughter, when she's older and as she's 
growing, can look at the things that I've experienced—and I'm very honest with 
her about my life, I don't hold back—it gives her the impotence to push through 
whatever challenges she's going through, because she sees that mommy did it. 
Just like I did. 
Gee: Okay. You mentioned that your grandfather is Reverend J. C. Williams, who we 
actually got to read about in this class, and what we read about him is his activism 
during the fifties and sixties and the Civil Rights [Movement]. Tell us a little bit 
about what you know about his participation in that era. 
Williams: My grandfather, was Martin Luther King before Martin Luther King was 
[14:00] 
Martin Luther King (laughs). My grandfather was doing all those things before 
the history that we talk about. As a matter of fact, he knew Martin Luther King, 
Jr. when he was a little boy. And he said he was so surprised that he turned into 
such a great kid, because he was so spoiled (laughs). But my grandfather was here 
in Muncie. He ran for mayor. He—his church was to me the true essence of 
Christianity, because often times Christianity can turn into a social club. His 
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church was about helping people. It was Christ-like in its mission. He wasn't 
trying to exclude anyone. We had members of every race that is in this 
surrounding area. We 
[15:00] 
had Aborigine Americans, we had of course black people, we had white people, 
we had poor people, we had upper class, every class. It was everyone that needed 
help in any way: emotionally, spiritually, financially, came to the church. It was a 
constant flow of people, and my grandfather was about—he was like Bernie 
Sanders (laughs). That was like my grandfather. My grandfather with dark skin 
was Bernie Sanders of the day. 
Gee: (laughs) Right! 
Williams: He was all about making sure working people had enough food, so they wouldn't 
have to concentrate on the basics of life. So they could concentrate on who they 
were, what their character was like. Make sure that they're living life in such a 
way that they're giving education to their children; so they have somewhere to go 
in this life and can see that there's more 
[16:00] 
out there for them than this darkness, and this hopelessness, and this racism, and 
this prejudice. And that if we all come together and love each other, and work 
together, and serve each other, that we can make this world a better place. That 
was my grandfather. And it was very interesting, because like a lot of very 
powerful moving men and women, their family can get lost because their mission 
takes over. Their people become their family, and so it was confusing sometimes 
for me because I completely respected and loved everything about what my 
grandfather was doing in this city and beyond, but I saw my uncles and aunts and 
my father, Hey!! 
[17:00] 
We're over here! (laughs). And sometimes they got lost in that, because my 
grandparents were so active and everyone was their kid, and everyone was their 
grandchild and ever—I had a special relationship with my grandfather for some 
reason. I don't know why? He considered me more of a peer than a child, it was 
weird. He would talk to me about everything. Dark things, happy thing, spiritual 
things. The truth about his family life, and where he came from, and how hard it 
was. He was very open with me, so I have a very special relationship with him. 
He always used to say, "You're the one that's going to take over for me. You're the 
one that's going to follow in my footsteps. Not my kids." And I was like, "Why 
not your kids?" So, I was caught up in this confusion 
[18:00] 
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because I'm like, "Your kids are just as special, and just as smart, and just—and 
have as much to give as me, or as you because they're from you." But for him 
they—that generation was about something else. So, I had a conflicted 
relationship with my grandfather. I never put him on a pedestal like so many 
people did. Never did. Because I knew his frailties, I knew his vulnerabilities, 
because he shared them with me. He was very honest with me about things, and I 
love him very much and I feel like he's still with me. Just like I feel like my 
grandmother—I had a very special relationship with both of my grandmothers., 
although my grandmother on my mother's side came along later. But I feel like 
they're still with me, and leading me, and helping me, and—my grandfather did 
huge things. 
[19:00] 
And he's—I believe that people like him, he wasn't the only one, opened the door 
for the Martin Luther King's. And they were the reason why they were able to do 
what they did. 
Gee: Do you feel like you have stepped into that role of carrying on for him, as he 
mentioned? 
Williams: In certain ways, certainly. My grandfather was a writer. He wrote a lot, and I'm 
writing now. And I am a part—I participate in a nonprofit here called Guiding 
Light that William Lee started. His thoughts, my thoughts, and a few other people 
I've met here in Muncie when I came, finally came back to Muncie, our thought is 
if we can change the world here we can change the world anywhere. Because of 
the poverty, and the lack, and the fear, and the violence, and the drugs, we feel 
that if we can 
[20:00] 
be a part of change in Muncie, the middle America (??), then everywhere can 
change. If we can shift perceptions, if we can bring people together—and that is 
kind of what my grandfather did. As a matter of fact, William Lee reminds me of 
my grandfather very, very much. Very much. An evolved version of my 
grandfather. But, me—when I do my speaking, when I do my writing, I think he 
channels me sometimes. Because I literally, when I when I speak will say, Okay 
God, just use my mouth because I don't know who these people are, or what I 
need to say, so you just do it. And I don't even remember sometimes the things 
that come out, you know. So yeah I guess I would be like him. 
Gee: Now you touched on this a few times. Your mother is white, and your father is 
black, which means you 
[21:00] 
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grew up biracial. How did you handle this growing up, and how did you choose to 
identify as black or white? 
Williams: (sighs) It's funny, I was just talking about this today. When I grew up in Chicago, 
like I said, I was surrounded by black people. I was surrounded by black people. I 
think I had one white teacher. And it was a good experience. And then there was 
my mother, you know. For quite some time, it changed, I didn't have a good 
relationship with my mother's side of the family. I didn't know anything about 
them, because I was hidden. Because it was okay for my mother and my father to 
be friends through the church, but it wasn't okay for two mixed races. So, there 
were issues in her family, and I mean I was an adult before I even knew about the 
family. I never heard of them, never met them. 
[22:00] 
I met a cousin in in Los Angeles of all places, in an acting class, and that's how I 
started to get to know about that side of the family. So, I was comfortable in that 
world. I didn't have any issues with white people, because white people went to 
my grandfather's church. And when I would come back to Muncie, which was 
every summer, I would be with those people and they were wonderful, you know. 
But I didn’t know them. Then when I moved back to Muncie, I had a very 
different experience. Like the church fell apart, my grandparents got a divorce, 
after 45 years of marriage. 
Gee: Wow! 
Williams: Some of the white people that I had been close to changed their tune and treated 
me differently. And then I went to Northside High School, at the time, where it 
was I think 1 percent black people. And I was very, very mistreated. So, for a 
[23:00] 
while I had an—and I had a really bad experience with my grandmother. I went to 
my grandmother's house, surprised to surprise her, and they wouldn't let me in 
because it was during the day. And then I started remembering that I'd always 
went there at night, so they were hiding us. And so, I had a moment of (noise) of 
real angst towards white people. I was just like my mom is just a fluke, my mom 
is different. Then, I met different teachers at Northside: Mrs. Nancy Crouse, Mr. 
John Winning. I can't remember the principal and the assistant principal's names, 
but they were very, very supportive. So, I had a negative experience with the kids, 
but the adults helped me to develop into 
[24:00] 
who I am today. I knew I wanted to sing, but I didn't know I wanted to act until I 
went to Northside and Nancy Crouse said, "You are talented, and I'm going to 
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make sure we're dong plays in this school that you can be a part of." And she 
would cast me in plays that parents were upset about. She made me Nancy In 
Oliver, the lead female in Oliver. She got so much flack for that, because, She's in 
England. How's this black girl going to be Nancy? They really put her through the 
ringer, and she did not care what they—she said, "I don't care what you say. We 
are doing this." And then we did Raisin in the Sun, which is an all-black cast. My 
brother was in it. And she found kids to do that show. She's like, "These kids are a 
part of this population, and to deny them the chance 
[25:00] 
to be creative is unthinkable, and I refuse to do it." So, that shifted my 
perceptions. And then I came to Ball State, which I had no intention of doing. I 
had every intention of moving to Atlanta and going to Spelman. That's what I 
wanted to do. I was like, I need to get away from this and go back to me! You 
know this is me over here. I want to go to Spelman College, which is an all-black 
women's college. And, or traditionally black. I'm sure there are other races there 
now. But, my mom got pregnant with my youngest sister of my parents. There's 
five of us. I have two little sisters now, also. My father remarried. And I cried 
when she—because they weren't even together anymore. They just got together 
one more time, and she got pregnant. I cried, because I was like, I'm 16 years old. 
I'm ready to 
[26:00] 
move. I'm ready to get out of Muncie. I don’t want to be here! And I had to stay, 
because I had to help my mother. She's physically challenged, she's depressed 
because my parents aren't together anymore. My brothers are knucklehead 
teenagers, and there's two little girls. I couldn't go anywhere, so I stayed because I 
was helping. I was mommy and daddy to those kids. And it was the best thing that 
could happen to me, because I came here and there was Beth. Beth May back 
then, Beth Turcotte now. Don LaCasse, who at the time was new to Ball state 
theatre. He was the chair. The teachers that I had here were phenomenal. And 
there were— 
[27:00] 
I think I might have been, when I started, the only black girl that was in the 
theatre program. And that changed in the time that I was here. They changed my 
life, because they cross-cast. They tried to think of things for me to be in. "It 
doesn't matter, this play race is not an issue. We're going to do this play, so you 
can be in it." And, I did a lot of musical theatre, because I'm a singer also. I—and 
they started doing things at the Civic Theatre in Muncie. So, I was in a play or a 
musical nonstop for seven years straight. From high school, all the way through 
college. That is how I was able to go have a career, because I was ready. I never 
stopped. All year long. Everybody else was partying, everybody else was doing 
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all these 
[28:00] 
other things. I was doing a musical, a play, I was singing at church, I had my own 
band. I was constantly preparing. That was my life. That was my social life. And 
that was all I cared about. And that's what I did. And these people made sure that I 
could. If I had gone to Spelman, great school that it is, my life would have gone in 
a completely different rode, but I don't think I would have healed when it came to 
the pain that I experienced when it came to the racism. I don't think I would have 
healed. I think I would have been set back in my growth as a person, as a human 
being. Being here helped me with that, helped me forgive. And I had positive and 
negative experiences with blacks and whites. And what I came to the conclusion 
of was people are just people and they just messed up no matter what. 
Gee: Right. 
Williams: You know? 
[29:00] 
People are just people, and we differentiate ourselves, and we have egos, and you 
have to feel better than somebody. So, I love them all, and I forgive them all, and 
I move forward. So, if you say to me, "What do you identify? Black or white?" In 
this country, I identify as black because if you got one drop you black, right? And 
I am very comfortable and proud of my black heritage. But neither do I deny my 
white heritage. And you know I just celebrated St. Patrick's Day. My mother 
comes from Scott-Irish, and I celebrate that. On Columbus Day, I celebrate the 
Aboriginals, because I have Cherokee and Blackfoot. I celebrate them all, you 
know? I have a lot of Spanish in me from my grandmother's s—I celebrate Cinco 
de Mayo. I celebrate all of it. So, I'm an American, 
[30:00] 
cause that's what Americans are essentially, we're just everything. 
Gee: Right. 
Williams: We're not one thing or another. 
Gee: So how do you feel—how does it make you feel knowing that you grew up in this 
black environment, you come back to Muncie and have this, essentially a culture 
shock, and you have these teachers putting their foot down, going to bat for you? 
Do you feel that that might have pushed you in the direction in having the passion 
for acting that you do now? 
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Williams: Oh yes! They—If I hadn't had the opportunity, if I hadn't had the shows to show 
me how much, how good I was for one, and how much passion I had and how 
much fun and how much joy it brought in my life, I may not have done it. I mean 
I’m a smart girl, I think I could have done anything and been successful. I think I 
could have been—nothing to do with blood. No, no doctors. 
[31:00] 
Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: But, in business, and I'm—I could have been successful at anything, but I don't 
know if I would have had the joy. 
Gee: That you have now— 
Williams: Um-hm! 
Gee: —with acting? 
Williams: Yes! 
Gee: Okay, so you mentioned that you were the only black student in your theatre 
program at the time you were here. How did that—Was that another challenge 
that you had to go through? Or how did that help you grow in your profession and 
as a student here at Ball State? 
Williams: Oh, I didn't care. You know? I didn't miss black people, because all I was thinking 
about was my lines, and if I was gone be real, and all other kind of—I just really 
forgot about race when I was working. I just didn’t think about it. It was brought 
to my attention a few times. But then, I have a very easy time blocking negativity. 
I coped that way. I just forget about it, and I move forward all the time. One part 
of my life was very interesting. 
[32:00] 
I was never into the soror thing. The sorority/fraternity thing. I call myself Me- 
Phi-Me— 
Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: —because I wasn't about a group. I grew up in a great big family, surrounded with 
church. I didn’t need that, you know? And so, I didn’t get that experience that 
way, which you would think I would, but I didn't. But when it really came to my 
attention, the black/white thing again, was when I—it was suggested to me that I 
do Miss Ball State. They said, "You need to do Miss Ball State. Don't you need 
more money?" Because I wanted to move off campus. I was living in the dorms, 
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and I was having an—I did not have a good experience in the dorms, both years I 
had very interesting—great stories to tell, but not positive experiences. At the 
time, I wasn't comfortable living with my roommates. 
[33:00] 
That wasn't good. It was great in in that I learned how to cope in conflict, but I 
had been dealing with conflict my whole life. I just wanted to work on learning. 
So, my final year I wanted to move out. I didn't know how I was going to do it 
financially, because I was getting grants, I was getting, you know, a theatre 
scholarship. I had academic scholarship, and so I had enough money to pay for 
school, and I'd gotten a little—now its likes hundreds of thousands, and I think 
my loan was just three thousand dollars. Isn’t that crazy? Well I wanted to live off 
campus, so—and I didn't have time to work a job. So how do I do that? 
Somebody said, "Do Miss Ball State! That'll pay for your living off campus." And 
I had never considered pageants, I'm not that kind of girl. Not a girly-girl believe 
it or not! 
Gee: (laughs) 
[34:00] 
Williams: I'm not into the flowers and the frill, I'm not into the—I'm just not. I'm very down 
to earth, and a tomboy because I grew up with all boys. 
Gee: Right. 
Williams: But it was money. And I was like, Why not? So, I went for it. I got so much flack 
from people, black people, because I didn't do Miss Black Ball State. "Why aren't 
you doing Miss Black Ball State? Why would you do Miss Ball State?" And I just 
couldn't understand that? I was like, "Why would I confine myself to competing 
against just one race of people, when I can compete against everybody? This is 
the world we live in. I don't live in Africa. I live in the United States of America 
where I'm going to have to compete with everybody. Why would I just compete 
with blacks, black women? I want to do Miss Ball State and so should you! 
[35:00] 
Matter of fact, I don't even necessarily think we need a Miss Black Ball State 
anymore. They not telling you can't be in this. Be in this instead, so you can 
compete against them, because that's who you're going to be competing against in 
the world!" 
Gee: Right. 
Williams: Oh, I had so much hate for that. They were mad at me. "You think you better than 
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us." "No I don't! I think I'm—I want to compete against the people I'm going to be 
competing against in the world. And I want to do something, and I don't want to 
just be successful in that little pond. I want to be successful in the ocean." So, I 
did. And it was interesting, because I won! I won Miss Ball State— 
Gee: Yes! 
Williams: —which was very cool! I think, maybe there have been one other black girl, but I 
don't know? I hear two stories: someone says I was the second, someone says I— 
a lot of people say I was the first black Miss Ball State. I have no idea? That will 
be for you to find out. 
[36:00] 
Then I went to Miss Indiana. And that's when racism reared its ugly head again. 
And I had two experiences that year. That's when I really knew I just got to love 
and forgive people. So, I did Miss Indiana my senior year, and I did competition 
for Black Expo. (pause for background noise) Got it! So, I had two experiences in 
the same year. I went to Miss Indiana. The competition was (unintelligible) "I can 
win in this! I'm gone go to Miss America! I can do this; I can do this." And 
because I'm a good singer—okay I'm a great singer! (laughs) 
Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: And I had the look, I had the—I learned how to walk, I learned 
[37:00] 
how to be a girl. I did all those things. I learned how to smile all the time, and be 
comfortable with it and all the tricks so you wouldn't hurt your face. I learned it 
all. I was a great interviewer. I was smart. I was at that point, I was you know, I 
graduated cum laude, so I was you know academically on top of things. And 
(sighs) we got to the competition, the competition happens, and I get third runner 
up. And the audience is like, What? Nobody can believe it! The girl that won was 
the cutest little country singer. She was about five foot. She was very attractive in 
her way, but not the Miss America way. And nobody understood what was 
happening. And I saw the judges, and I saw this confusion, and I saw the people 
that were running the pageant and they were like, What in the world? 
[38:00] 
I was devastated. I was devastated, because I thought this was how my life was 
going to open up to the world because I was gone be on Miss America. 
Afterwards, they did something I think that probably—they may not have done 
before. I was with my boyfriend at the time, and I was with my parents, and the 
people that ran the pageant came up to me and they were just drawn and pale and 
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the man said, "We just want to tell you that we are so sorry. You are Miss In— 
you are Miss Indiana." I say, "No I'm not, I'm third runner up." They say, "We 
have a judge from down South who gave you zero points because she did not 
want you to win." She said, "I will not 
[39:00] 
allow Indiana have a nigger be Miss Indiana. I will not have another Vanessa 
Williams," because it was after the experience with Vanessa Williams. She gave 
me zero points, but the other judges had scored me so high that I still placed. So, I 
still got a little bit of scholarship, but I couldn't possibly win with zero points 
from a judge. She got banned from ever judging again, and she said it was worth 
it. It was worth it. So, my life wasn’t supposed to go that way. Very soon after 
that I had this experience of Black Expo. It was a competition. I chose not to sing, 
because I was like, I want to act." So, I did the acting competition. And I did a 
monologue that my uncle had written that was about being black. It was a 
beautiful 
[40:00] 
monologue. Beautiful monologue. I placed, but I didn't win. Again, same reaction. 
Audience booed. They booed. They came up to me, they were like, "But you're 
not black. You're not black. Why'd you even do this? Why didn't you sing? You're 
not black enough to do a monologue about being black! Look at your hair! You're 
so, you’re so light! You're not really black!" So, I lost that competition, also. To 
make up for it, they asked me to sing as a guest star for the big event, and I did, 
but it was like, Wow! People are just people! People are just people. And it turned 
out, the girl that won was (laughs) related to one of the judges! 
[41:00] 
Gee: Of course! 
Williams: And so, did it make me bitter? No! Did it make me understand I had a long road 
ahead, and I was going to constantly have to, you know, leap over these obstacles, 
because of self-hate and confusion, and not understanding our oneness? Yeah. It 
just strengthened me more. Just strengthened me more. 
Gee: So, you lose one competition because you're black. You lose another competition 
because you're not black. 
Williams: Um-hm. 
Gee: How does that crossroad—how did that crossroad at that time make you feel, and 
how did you not become defeated in your passion? 
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Williams: Well, I had my mother and I had my father and I had all these people that had 
nothing stop them from moving forward. I mean, 
[42:00] 
who was I to quit? I couldn't quit. I knew who I was. I knew what I could do, and 
I knew that I was going to do something. And all this was was obstacles to teach 
me something new. And I really did think that way. I'm very old! (laughs) I was 
very old, you know? Coming up being the oldest in the situation that I was with 
my mom. I mean my mom said I learned how to walk at six months, because I 
had to walk. I didn't have—I was potty-trained and I was walking by then because 
she couldn't carry me. She couldn't! So, I had to walk with her to wherever I was 
going. So, it started that soon, where I had to grow up and I had to accept, Okay, 
life has challenges. Things happen. You know? And I've had to have therapy and 
all that kind of stuff to get through a lot of experiences, but 
[43:00] 
I think when things happen to you, you can make one of two choices: One, you 
can be defeated, quit, and become bitter and hateful and blame the world. Or two, 
you could say, This is just life, this is my lessons that I'm learning to take me to 
the next place, and keep on moving. You know? Those are your choices. 
Gee: Right. So, going back to your experience here at Ball State. You had your 
community in the theatre world. Outside of that, what was your educational and 
social environment like here at Ball State during your time here? 
Williams: Socially I didn't have a life. (laughs) I think I went to one party in four years? And 
I was very religious. Okay? I grew up in the church, going to church six days a 
week. And at that party there was orgies and drugs, 
[44:00] 
and none of the stuff I was interested in. So, that was it for me. I was like, Ehh. 
This is boring. You know? And at the time I didn't drink. (whispers) I do now. 
(laughs) 
Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: At the time, I didn't drink, and I definitely didn't do drugs or none of that kind of 
stuff, and I was saving myself for marriage, and I wasn't interested in that scene. 
So, I was like, Okay, well I saw it. I went, I did it (unintelligible). Not interested. 
And so, I didn't have a lot of friends because I wasn't a part of that. And being a 
theatre major, I was a big part of that. So, I didn't have—I worked with people, I 
liked people, but I wasn't friends with people. Until my senior year—Well, I had 
my boyfriend, but we broke up because he wanted to hang out and I didn't. So, he 
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did his thing. I mean, he was a hormonal teenage boy and of course he gone go 
get that! 
Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: He wasn't getting it here! (laughs) So, he went and did his thing and I went to 
school. My senior year I met my best friend. 
[45:00] 
Who is still my best friend today. She was a year younger than I am, she was a 
junior. And literally, it was a summer, Summer Stock, and I was sitting by myself 
like I always am. And I heard this little voice (high-pitched voice), "I need a 
roommate! Is there anybody here that needs a roommate?" I said, "I need a 
roommate!" She goes, "Hey! Cindy!" Cause everybody knew who I was (laughs). 
"Cindy, I'm back. Come back and meet me!" And that's how I made my first and 
best friend at Ball State. I just talked to her yesterday. She's still my best friend, 
and we ended up moving to New York together and we moved—we lived in 
Arizona. And you know. It's an ongoing friendship. Beth Wagner. Her father was 
a professor here, a math professor here for many 
[46:00] 
years. He just recently passed. So socially no, I didn't have a life. But when it 
comes to everything else, I really—I just kind of stuck to that world. I was too 
busy to do much else. And then I still had my church kind of. I was going to 
church, but I was exploring other things. I was learning about other religions. In 
my church, my grandfather was very good about teaching us about all the 
religions, because he was like we all love God, you know? Even those that don't 
know it, we all love God. And so, we learned about other religions, but when I 
was in college I started exploring my spirituality in other ways. I started 
meditating, started learning about chakras, started really diving into my 
spirituality. And seeing that Christianity was definitely a road to wholeness, but 
there were other roads, too, and that was okay. 
[47:00] 
And I found that for me I—Jesus is my, you know, the one I pray to the one I see 
and the one I walk with, but I also commune with nature and I love all people no 
matter their decisions when it comes to how they come to wholeness— 
Gee: Right. 
Williams: —and oneness with God. So, I was experiencing all those things. That was the 
one thing that would take me away from just the acting and the singing. And I had 
a wonderful—I cannot remember her name—I had a wonderful vocal coach who 
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was a vocal coach in the music department. When I first came to Ball State, I 
didn't know if I was going to be a music major or a theatre major. I had no idea, 
because I loved them both. And I remember when I met with her, I was like, "I 
don't 
[48:00] 
know what to do. I don't know which one-—I'm undeclared, because I don't know 
which one to do." And she said, "Do you want to be a music teacher, or do you 
want to be a singer?" I said, "I want to be a singer." And she said, "Coach with 
me, and be a theatre major because singers need to know how to perform." 
Gee: Right. 
Williams: So, that's what I did. Back in those days, didn't have musical theatre programs yet. 
I would have done that, you know, had that been there. But you know, my 
spirituality and theatre, acting, singing with my band and all that kind of stuff, 
that was my world. 
Gee: So, while you were here, John E. Worthen was the president at the time, and his 
big focus was university technology. How was technology incorporated into your 
education while you were here? 
Williams: It wasn't. (laughs) I didn't know nothing about techno— 
[49:00] 
technological anything until much, much later. It wasn't a part of my story at the 
time. It has become a huge part of my story now, you know, cause I'm a writer 
and everything and so the revolution, the tech revolution has become obvious part 
of my life, but at that time no. 
Gee: Okay. In a 1986 edition of the Ball State Daily News, there was an article on the 
issue of minority enrollment and they were wanting to focus on maybe creating a 
program like the IU Groups program. What was the racial climate and your 
perception on diversity while you were here at Ball State? 
Williams: There weren't that many kids of color and they segregated themselves, the ones 
that did. Umm I remember in my dorms, I don't remember any other girls that 
[50:00] 
looked like me. I was it. I don't remember. And I lived in the dorms it was all 
girls, and it was (laughs) it was mainly gay girls. It was a lot of lesbianism, how I 
got introduced to that world. I'd never been a part of that before. I saw things I 
was like, Aaahh! I mean now it’s like, (unintelligible) whatever. I lived in 
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Hollywood for 18 years. 
Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: But (laughs) that, at the time, was new to me, and—But racially, it just, because I 
wasn't a part of those social groups—And people let me alone. I mean, I had my 
experiences with racism of course, you know. I had a few with my roommates. 
Both were—there were issues with racism. They were nice girls too; they just 
didn't know. They were both from small white towns, and they all of a sudden, 
living with the only negro 
[51:00] 
in the whole building (laughs) and it was hard for them. And they coped different 
ways. And so, it wasn't a very good experience for me, but it was a learning 
experience for me. I wasn't really paying attention enough to be able to answer 
that question truly, except to say it was very segregated and—but when it came to 
my teachers I never—I don't remember one experience having a racial issue. Not 
one. I was here at a very good time. 
Gee: Now you mentioned your experiences with your roommates while you were here. 
Would you mind expanding on one of those experiences? 
Williams: Not a problem! I was, my first year—This is my first year away from my family, 
even though they were just right across the way, it was the first time moving away 
from my family. And I was very excited, you know, I think, I was like, I'm gone 
be a great 
[52:00] 
roommate! And I think I'm one of the best roommates ever, because I'm very neat, 
I'm very clean, I don't mind working, I don't mind sharing because I had to share 
with so many people. You know? This girl took that to a completely other—a new 
level. Now at the time I was dating a boy, a white guy, that I started seeing. He 
was my very first boyfriend at Northside. Boy, did he suffer for that! So, he had 
his own apartment, so often times I would go over there. By then I was a 
sophomore, and I would go over and stay with him in his apartments, The Lofts. 
He lived in The Lofts downtown. Because I wasn't comfortable there, because she 
just took over the room. I'm neat! She wasn't; she was a slob. I mean stuff 
everywhere. And she did not understand boundaries, because 
[53:00] 
I wasn't important to her. I was me; I was this little black girl. And she was nice, 
don't get me wrong; she was very nice, but she—her perception of me was less 
than. I wasn't—I was less than her. So, she was very comfortable with—One time 
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I came home, and all my drawers were open, and all—I had like a makeup drawer 
and a jewelry drawer. My jewelry was everywhere; my makeup was everywhere. 
She and a girl, who was in my bed! In my bed! 
Gee: Wow! 
Williams: Were in my things. Using my makeup, trying on my jewelry. I was mortified. I 
was like, "Why are you in my things? Why do you think that it is okay for you to 
be in my things?" "Oh, I'm sorry. I 
[54:00] 
just, you know? We're just hanging out." I'm like, "Don't hang out with my stuff! 
Hang out with your stuff! I would like you to put everything away, and I'm going 
to leave while you do it, because I'm very angry right now, and I don't want to be 
improper. So, put my stuff away, and when I come back, be out of my bed so I 
can clean my sheets." I dealt with things like that all the time. Came to a head 
when, it was in the spring, year was almost over. I'd been dealing with these kind 
of things throughout. I have asthma, so I have a fan. I always keep a fan, because 
it's the only thing that would, for so many reasons, calm me from having asthma 
attacks. The cool air, the breeze, the sound; it helps me. To this day I use a fan. 
[55:00] 
It doesn't matter how cold it is outside— 
Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: —because that was the only thing that would stop me from going to full blown 
asthma attack. And I came home, and it was hot and my fan was gone. My fan 
wasn't there. I was livid! She was there; she was asleep in her bed. And so, I 
proceeded to start getting my things ready for the next day. I'm so (unintelligible). 
I got my clothes out of the closet. I had my little ironing board; I'm ironing my 
clothes. I have a habit of talking out loud to myself. I have always talked out loud 
to (laughs) myself, or conversations that I want to have with other people and I'm 
unconsciously doing it. I guess I was saying everything out loud. 
Gee: Um-hm. 
Williams: Yeah I said some pretty awful things, I think. I didn't know I was saying it out 
loud. 
[56:00] 
I was just mad. And so, I—after I finished ironing my clothes, I laid down there. 
And I was worried about sleeping. I was like, How am I going to sleep? I went 
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into the bathroom, and when I was in the bathroom washing up I heard this loud 
"BANG!" And after I finished, I was like, Oh, I wonder what that was? I went 
out, and the door was open and the fan was sitting in the doorway, and she was 
gone. I was like, Oh! Hmm, I wonder how she knew? Ok, awesome! The next 
day, I came home, which was unusual. I normally stayed out at the library, 
Student Center, somewhere else. But that day I came home, and she was packing. 
And she said, "You're just not right. You're not right! You're so mean. I can't 
believe you were saying those things!" And I said, "Well what'd I say? What? I'm 
sorry! What?" She's like, "So what I let somebody use your fan? It's hot! You 
weren't here!" 
[57:00] 
(laughs) She said—she goes, "And to call me fat! Why did you call me fat? I can't 
help it! I have a physical disorder that makes me fat!" I was like, "I'm sorry! I 
didn't mean to call you fat! I don't even remember saying that!" She said, "You 
called me a fat slob!— 
Gee: (gasps) 
Williams: —And that was the meanest thing anybody's ever said to me! That was the 
meanest thing. I will never talk to you again." And she moved out, and I had the 
place to myself for the last two (laughs) months of school. And I remember, at 
first, I felt horrible. I was like, I did not mean to hurt her. I feel so bad! Felt so 
bad, for about five minutes. 
Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: And then I was like, She is gone! Yes! Yes! I'm sorry I hurt her feeling, but she 
been on my nerve for all this time and she's gone now so God bless her! 
Gee: (laughs) Okay, so in that same 1986 edition, there was 
[58:00] 
also an article about a play, Raisin in the Sun, by director James Hardin at that 
time. And they had the opportunity to travel to Ireland for some awards they had 
won. Were you a part of that group? 
Williams: I was! I was! 
Gee: How was that experience for you? 
Williams: Oh, my gosh! It was wonderful! It was amazing! I had already done Raisin in the 
Sun in high school. I played Beneatha? I think that was her name? Beneatha? Or 
Dorothy? I get confused, I've played a lot of characters. I think it was Beneatha? 
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Beneatha! Which is the daughter, right? And so, I was very familiar with the 
character already. And my uncle, James Williams, who is one of my main 
mentors, played Walter Lee. A woman that went to my church played Mama. I 
didn't know the kid. They got a real, you know—he was the right age to play 
Travis. The guy that played the African prin—African prince. He wasn't a prince, 
but 
[59:00] 
an African love interest for me. But it was phenomenal! It just happened to fall on 
a year where they did not have competitions through the states. They chose a 
group to represent the United States. So, they chose us— 
Gee: Wow! 
Williams: —to represent the United States. And I'd only flown once before. I was talking 
about this earlier how I took a flight from Chicago and it was terrifying. That was 
my first flight. I flew from Muncie to Chicago, and it was thunder storming, and it 
was only a few seats. So, I was afraid to fly, but I'm having to fly to Ireland. And 
so, this was my second time on an airplane, and oh it was beautiful! It was so 
much fun. We were in of course, you know, the pole seats, you know, we're all 
tight together and everything. 
[1:00:00] 
But we had so much fun! My boyfriend went, and my aunt went because her son 
was playing—Oh okay! I was confused. My cousin Akbar, Akbar Shabazz, 
played Travis. He played Travis. And my—So my aunt got to go because he was 
a minor. And so, it was a family affair. We were there, I can't remember how 
long? Maybe a week? A little over a week? I'll never forget flying from the ocean, 
the blue, blue, blue, blue, blue ocean to the yellow fields of Ireland. And then the 
green. (sighs) And like I said I've always embraced who I am, and I'm Irish. I got 
a lot of Irish in me. And I felt like I was going home. And, you know, I expected 
all these redheads and everything, and they looked nothing like that where we 
were. We went to Dundalk, 
[1:01:00] 
Ireland. Which was, at the time, it was very violent. A lot of the religious fighting 
was happening at the time. But Dundalk was a place where everybody could go. 
So, there were southern and northern Irish there. No fighting allowed. That's 
where the show was. And we won! We won! My uncle won for best actor, best 
play. And it was beautiful, and not only did we do the show and affect a lot of 
people in a positive way, they had never seen a show like that about people of 
color. They related to it. It was—has a universal message. Also, we got to sing 
and we would—because I think I was—Was I seventeen? I don't remember? But 
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there I was old enough to drink. 
Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: I still didn't drink, but I went to the pubs. And so, I got to hang out with the 
people, I used to—got to go to the dance 
[1:02:00] 
clubs. And then my uncle and I did a lot of performing around the different 
places. We went to Dublin. Got to perform, got to sing in the pubs. And then I 
was learning Irish music. It was just, it was a phenomenal experience. It's funny 
you mention it, because I'm writing my second book now, which is self-help 
memoirs, and I'm writing about that right now, the Ireland experience. It was 
amazing. 
Gee: Okay, so we've briefly went over this earlier, but in 1987 you did become the first 
African American Miss Ball State! 
Williams: Oh cool! I was the first! Yay! (laughs) 
Gee: Yeah you were the first! 
Williams: Uh huh! 
Gee: I know we already went over this a little bit, but just what are the key moments 
you remember about that process? 
Williams: Well, when I won, I truly—when I won Miss Ball State—I truly had no clue that I 
would win. I really didn't, because it was new territory 
[1:03:00] 
for me. So, when they crowned me Miss Ball State—I brought the crown—I was 
completely flabbergasted and had no words, because I didn't expect it. I didn't 
think that they would vote for me. And the people that were there supporting me 
were so lovely. Rob Loy, who was from the Miss America pageant world, was 
there, and he was so awesome and that was a moment I'll never forget. And I 
have, because of my background and I think because of the things that I've lived 
through, I have a very odd way of showing joy; I start crying! (laughs) 
Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: I'm not the "Yyaaayy!!!" kind of girl. I'm the (pretends to sob) "I can't believe that 
happened to me!" kind of girl. 
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Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: And I remember crying and feeling so blessed because 
[1:04:00] 
I knew that in my way this was a part of change. For Muncie, it was a part of 
change. This place where I'd been so dogged out by white people had just 
crowned me Miss Ball State. It was huge. Preparation for Miss Indiana was a 
whole lot of fun, because I think a lot of things that I learned helped me in my life 
later. How to communicate with people, because the training that I did for Miss 
Ball State was all me trying to guess. The training that I received for Miss Indiana 
was professional help. They—people really teaching me how to walk, people 
really teaching me how to communicate in such a way that'll help me to win. That 
was very, very helpful in my life. Also, you know, learning how to shape my 
body, because at that 
[1:05:00] 
point I never, because of my asthma, I wasn't very athletic. I danced, but not a lot 
because I would have asthma attacks and pass out. And I got—I had a guy there 
that I was dating who was a bodybuilder, and for the first time I started going to 
the gym and learning how to shape my body because I never liked the way my 
body was shaped. I was very thin. I didn't realize it at the time, I thought I was fat. 
It's crazy! Throughout the years you're like, I'm so fat! And then the next decade 
you're another fifteen pounds and like, I'm so fat! And every time get bigger. But I 
didn't like my body. He helped me shape my body. I remember liking the way my 
legs looked for the first time. They had that athletic shape. So, physically I was 
learning things, and that was a whole lot of fun. It was a new journey. Doing- 
representing the school, you know, learning how to be comfortable talking 
[1:06:00] 
to people. As an actress, I had no problem. And I guess I was a youth pastor, so I 
preached, but that's a different world than speaking to pe—someone representing 
a university. 
Gee: Right. 
Williams: So, I learned that. So, there were a lot of special moments. 
Gee: That's great! And that was in '87, your junior year. Eighty-eight, you're 
approaching graduation, exciting time! You were in a group, called Spirit, with 
your Uncle James Williams. 
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Williams: Um-hm. 
Gee: I read a little bit about it, and you guys didn't refer to yourselves as your typical 
music group. It was more of a creative outlet. 
Williams: Um-hm. 
Gee: Tell me more about how that group functioned, and how you guys performed. 
Williams: Well, my uncle and I, we started a group in Muncie for low to moderate income 
families to have a way for their children to learn how to act, learn how to sing. 
[1:07:00] 
So, we had that group, and out of that came Spirit. So, we danced. We sang all 
kind of music. The music, it wasn't gospel, just spiritual Christian music anymore. 
We actually started singing more popular music, but only if it had a positive 
message. We had a mixed group of people. Doc Peterson played with us, who is a 
big name in Muncie, Indiana. Michael Hayden, who is my uncle, was our 
guitarist. Tazzy, Cathy, his sister, sang background. Dirk Etchison, who also 
was—that was my first boyfriend, and he went to Ball State also—he was in the 
band. He sang. It was a mixed group, interracially mixed. We performed all over 
the place, 
[1:08:00] 
and it was so much fun! And I was just one of the lead singers, and it was 
amazing and it was a creative time. And we wrote music, and my uncle was a 
great lyricist and we did a lot of his original music. And it was awesome! 
Gee: So, with that experience—You were obviously going on the theatre track, 
performing, acting, but you were in this musical group as a singer, you came into 
Ball State wanting to sing. How did you submit yourself in knowing you wanted 
to pursue acting more than becoming a singer? 
Williams: At that time, I didn't know that. I consider myself a singer first, because I never 
stopped singing. Even though I was doing all this acting, I was singing the entire 
time. I'm telling you, I never stopped. I was singing somewhere, acting 
somewhere, dancing somewhere, and very well in school. I loved school! I loved 
college! So much more 
[1:09:00] 
than high school! I despised high school. But college, I thrived in my classes. I 
loved it! I almost was a science major, I mean minor, because I took so many 
science classes. I loved science. I love science! I still do! I was just so busy—But 
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I sang all the time, because I sang in the church choir, I sang in the group, I sang 
in the musicals, so I consider myself a singer first. So, when I went off to do my 
thing in the world and I got Mo' Better Blues, I had to make a decision from that 
point which one I was going to focus on. And because I sang and acted in that 
movie, and the reason why I went towards the acting was because I experienced 
the world of music. Not the actual singing part of it, but the "world" of it, and I 
[1:10:00] 
didn't like it. I wasn't interested in the things that they did. I wasn't interested in 
the parties and the drugs. I just wasn't interested in it. And I could act and stay out 
of that. They still did it there, but it wasn't such an intimate part of it. I could keep 
myself away from that. Now, did it affect my career? Yes, because friends hire 
friends! And I wasn't a friend. I wasn't–I chose not to be a friend to that world. So, 
I didn't work as much as other people, because I didn't want that world. I wanted 
to act, but I didn't want to live that kind of lifestyle. So, I figured with singing, I 
said, Look, I can always have a band. I can always sing. I don't care if I'm not 
making money at it. And so, that's what I did. I continued singing. I was in bands. 
That was the other thing. 
[1:11:00] 
I had a record deal. I had a record deal, but they wanted me to sing a style of 
music I didn't want to sing. I was like, That's not who I am! I want to sing songs 
that mean something. I don't want to sing about love and sex all the time. I want 
to sing about what's happening in the world. Like I was a Tracy Chapman kind of 
girl. You know, I want to say something. And this was before Tracy Chapman. 
This was before Alanis Morissette. I was doing that kind of music before they 
came. I was singing those kind of lyrics before they came. I was in, you know, 
rock ‘n’ roll bands in LA [Los Angeles]. We performed all over the place, but I 
never made a lot of money. As a matter of fact, it was so hilarious. We had this 
big show with a lot of record people come, you know. The studio came—the 
studios came to see Cynda Williams. And I had cut off all my hair. I had really 
short hair. I wore funky clothes. 
[1:12:00] 
I was never Clarke Bentancourt. That's not—I was playing a part. I was not a jazz 
singer. I didn't know anything about jazz until I did that movie. I wasn't a jazz 
singer. I wasn't a torch singer. I was a social-consciousness singer. And we did 
this huge concert. And I got (unintelligible) all these people. "Oh my gosh! You 
were so great! You were wonderful! You were wonderful! We got to talk. We've 
got to do this; we've got to do that! Where's Cynda?" They didn't know. They 
were looking for Clarke Bentancourt. They were looking for the hair, and the 
dress. I had on combat boots, and a skirt that was plaid and, you know, some 
form-fitting top with leather. (laughs) You know? I wasn't who—I wasn't Cynda. 
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I was some other girl. That they were actually interested in! Until 
[1:13:00] 
they realized I was Cynda, and they wanted an easy sell. They knew they could 
sell Clarke Bentancourt, because Clarke Bentancourt had already gone to number 
six on the R&B Charts. They knew they could sell that. They didn't know if they 
could sell me, because nobody was like me. Nobody's like this band. This mixed, 
interracial rock ‘n’ roll band, talking about life, and you know, going back to the 
sixties folk kind of lyrics. They didn't have anything like that. And they didn't 
want to work. They didn't want to break any rules and bring someone new onto 
the scene that would say something. Nothing wrong with loves songs. Nothing. 
But, at that point love songs—you know Whitney Houston, Mariah Carey. That 
was the big thing. That was the money. And that's what they wanted me to be. 
And that's not who I was, and I was like, I'd rather act. 
[1:14:00] 
Gee: Pausing on that break out role, which we'll get back to in a sec. You're graduating 
now. Moving on into the world. Figuring out what you want to do. At your point 
of graduation, what was the value of your education? 
Williams: It was so huge! I remember my junior year, or my sophomore year, I worked—I 
don't remember if it was sophomore year? Whatever. I worked as a professional 
singer one summer in Michigan, upstate Michigan, and it was a phenomenal 
experience, and I made a lot of money. I was waitressing, and they would tip me 
based on the singing. And when I came back to school, it was extremely difficult 
to finish, because I was like, I don't need this. I love it! But I don't need it. I need 
to get out there and start working. I know I can make money as a singer. And 
[1:15:00] 
my vocal coach said to me, she said, "Why are you here? Right out of school you 
could have gone out there, and I think you would have already done something. 
Why are you here? Why did you go to school?" And I said, "Because no one in 
my family has ever graduated from college." She said, "Isn't that a good reason to 
finish?" "Yeah, that's why I'm here." So, even though I was frustrated, and just so 
excited to get out there, I stayed and I finished and I continued to learn. And I did 
some great shows. And I learned so much from her. (sighs) I wish I remembered 
her name. I feel really horrible that I don't. She was amazing. She had been a 
professional opera singer herself in Austria. But, I was the first. I was the first. I 
mean after that— 
[1:16:00] 
I mean everybody has passed me far (laughs) and beyond. My brother's a lawyer, 
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my other brother got his masters in this, my sister's a lawyer, and everybody's 
doing their thang. (laughs) Everybody passed me, and not just my immediate 
family. But at that point, no one in my extended family had graduated yet. Now 
my uncle's a doctorate, my father ended up, you know, going back to school and 
ended up getting his master’s and working on his PhD. My mom was the only one 
that was never able to finish. Her health just got too bad. But, it was like the 
beginning of that rollercoaster of education in my family. So, it was worth it. I'm 
glad I stayed. And I don't know if it was because of me? I doubt it, because I'm 
telling you of my siblings I think I'm pretty smart when it comes to life, and 
people, and all of that, but they academically outshined me by far (laughs) They 
were just like (unintelligible) 
[1:17:00] 
"Oh you're cum laude? Well, I'm magna cum laude. I'm summa cum laude." And 
that's what they were. They were like just—they are just super, super, super smart, 
talented, successful people. But, I am very proud that I graduated. I am very proud 
of it. And I know it helped prepare me for what was coming. 
Gee: So, after your graduation, what was your game plan as far as getting into the 
entertainment world, your next steps, moving out of Muncie? What was that for 
you? 
Williams: I was very confused for a slight second. My family was pushing me. My uncle 
and aunt, who were kind of managing me at the time, were pushing me to LA. I 
had gone to LA a couple of times. Once, with Ball State, and also doing a play 
with my uncle. And they really wanted me to go to Los Angeles. I had no 
[1:18:00] 
interest in going to LA. I wanted to be in the city. I was from Chicago, wanted to 
go to New York. That's what was drawing me. Broadway was drawing me. And 
against my family's wishes—My parents wanted me to go to Chicago, because it 
was close. It's safer, in their opinion, than me going to New York City. My uncle 
and aunt wanted me to go to LA. Nobody was happy with me and my decision to 
go to New York City. My best friend Beth, who's my roommate, oh boy her father 
hated me because she decided to quit school and move with me to New York. So, 
we moved—First we went to Connecticut, because we wanted to find a place to 
live, get jobs and all that. And Connecticut was close enough by train to do that. 
And her mother lived there. So, we moved to Connecticut, and I got two full time 
jobs. Two! 
[1:19:00] 
I was working all the time. Burger King and some department store. 
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Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: And I was working and living in this house and miserable, because it was the first 
time I was away from my family. And her mom, God love her, was very prejudice 
person. (laughs) Notice, I did not say racist, I said prejudice. She just didn't like 
anybody that wasn't like her. So, she wasn't always very nice, and she wasn't 
always nice to my friend either. But, it was perfect because we were able to raise 
money, find a place, and we moved to first Queens, which was awful! It was 
awful! It was awful! It was an awful place. Roach-infested, small, stinky, 
dangerous. And my friend, she was blonde and blue-eyed. They hated her. I was 
constantly protecting her. I never mentioned this, but I was a fighter growing up. I 
was very—I mean I fought every single day. I stopped doing it when I (laughs) 
moved 
[1:20:00] 
to Muncie. But I got—I was glad I had that grit in me when we lived there, 
because I was constantly protecting her from people because I would stand up to 
them. I'm like, "You want to touch her, you touch me first, and you won't like 
what you gone get." 
Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: And so, they left us alone, but it was dangerous. We weren't there long. Pretty 
quickly, she got a job right away. She's so amazing. She's just got a great job right 
away. I—Dirk, who was my boyfriend, not anymore we had broken up—but he 
decided to come to New York too, and he went to AMDA [American Musical and 
Dramatic Academy]. I don't remember what that stands for, but it's like a college 
for theatre people and musical theatre people. And so, he was dating a new girl, 
and she was awesome and she worked at this restaurant and she got me a job. So, 
that's how I got my first and last job, 
[1:21:00] 
real job, for many, many years. I didn't do—After I did that job, I started acting. I 
never went back to a real job until now. Now I substitute teach, because I have a 
kid and I got to pay bills, because she's my priority now. But that's what I did. I 
moved to New York. We moved into Manhattan. We got a place, 49th Street. I 
mean, literally Times Square. We lived on Times Square. It was eight hundred 
fifty dollars for a box that was about that big (gestures). I mean, there was room 
enough for a love seat, and that's it. 
Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: The kitchen and the bathroom were part of the same thing. You just went around a 
little corner. It was teeny and eight hundred fifty dollars a month. Now it's 
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probably for one thousand dollars a month. But back then, eight hundred fifty 
dollars 
[1:22:00] 
was a lot. So, we didn't eat. (laughs) I think I ate one carton of shrimp-fried rice 
every three days. I ate on that. And I walked to work. And I walked forty-three 
blocks to work every day. And I was a hostess. I started off as a hostess, and then 
they really liked me, so I started working during the day, during—The restaurant 
wasn't open during the day, so I answered the phones, and then I started doing 
bookkeeping for them, and I ended up bookkeeping for three of the restaurants, 
and I would hostess at night. And I went out right away, within the first two 
months, and started auditioning. And I got my first Off-Off-Broadway show, 
Two-by-Two. It was a musical about Noah's Ark. And I remember that audition, 
standing in that line terrified. I was like, Oh my 
[1:23:00] 
gosh! I'm auditioning! It's New York people! (screams) And I was standing there 
and I was listening to the auditions, because you could hear them. And I was like, 
I'm better than that. (both laugh) I can do that. Oh come on! Please!? And I got it. 
And very soon after that people started coming into the restaurant, because 
everybody knew what I wanted to do. They knew I was—And everybody was 
like, "Oh you're so pretty! What do you do?" In New York, everybody, every 
hostess, or actor, we're all actors trying to get a job. And people started coming in, 
"Love Supreme? Have you heard about Spike Lee's new movie? Love Supreme- 
Gee: No. 
Williams: -Love Supreme." That's what they were saying. I was like, "Nah, I don't know 
nothing about it. What's Love Supreme?" They're like, "Here!" And people started 
bringing me articles about—it was turned into Mo' Better Blues, that's what it was 
called. Multiple people, people I didn't even know, were coming to me saying, 
"You need to audition for Spike Lee's new movie." I never considered movies. 
[1:24:00] 
I didn't even watch movies. I was movie illiterate. I was theatre. But for years 
people had been telling me, professional people had been telling me, "You need to 
move to either New York or LA and do movies. You'd be a better movie actress. 
And you're a theatre actor, because you're so subtle. You do a lot of work with 
your face. Your face speaks volumes, and you can't see that on a stage." And I 
don't know how many people suggested it? And I was like, Why not? I'd seen 
School Daze, I'd seen She's Gotta Have It, because he was the only person doing 
it at the time. I remember being here watching School Daze saying, "That was 
supposed to be me!" (both laugh) "They stole it—That was supposed to be me!" 
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Do the Right Thing had just come out, and I watched that movie seven times in 
the theatre. Every time I had a 
[1:25:00] 
day off I would go see that movie, and I studied it. Because I would literally walk 
down the street practicing what I was going to say to him when I met him. That 
talking to myself, I knew exactly what I was going to say to him when I met him, 
because I practiced it over and over again. I practiced the different versions of 
what he might say to me. So, when this audition came about, it was a general 
audition. They had been to Chicago, they had been to New York once already, 
they had been to Los Angeles, and they had not found the girl. They didn’t like 
anyone yet. So, I went to the casting offices, and it turned out that it was a casting 
office for several different casting directors. I got there at eight in the morning, 
which is when they said the office opened, and I had no idea who I was going to 
meet, what was going to happen? And no one—There were casting directors 
there, but not 
[1:26:00] 
the one for me. So I was like, Ok? I called my boss, because I was supposed to be 
at work, and I was like, "Hey, Louie I’m at this audition. Is that cool?" He was 
like, "No worry. We'll cover the phones. You do that." I didn't know how long I 
was going to be there, so I always have a book with me. Always, because you 
never know when you might have to wait. Midwest training, right? I sat there, and 
I started reading. And a casting director would come over. "Who you here for?" I 
said, "I'm here to see Robi Reed." They're like, "Oh, not here yet. You need 
anything?" "No, I'm fine. Thank you!" Somebody asked, "You need some water?" 
"Sure, I'll take some water. Thank you!" And I'm reading, and I'm reading, and 
people keep coming out looking at me. It's a circular space, and there's offices all 
around. And they're coming around and they're like peeking at me. Eleven o'clock 
rolls by, so I've been sitting there since eight, and 
[1:27:00] 
this woman comes over to me. This little, tiny, petite black woman with great big 
eyes. And she comes over to me, she goes, "Hi, I'm Robi Reed." And I go, "Oh! 
Robi Reed's a woman?" (both laugh) And she said, "You—Why are you here?" I 
said, "I want to audition for Love Supreme." And she said, "Wow! There's no 
auditions today. We're doing a cattle call tomorrow. But because of who you are, 
I'm going to see you right now. When I walked in the door, everybody came over 
to me and said, 'Give that girl a shot! She is sitting there, she is patient, she is 
nice! She is someone you need to give a shot.'" So, she asked me what my name 
is. I said, "It's Cynda Williams," because I had decided to become Cynda 
Williams. And, so I went in and I signed in Cindy 
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[1:28:00] 
(laughs) because I just hadn't gotten used to writing that yet. And I remember her 
telling me, "Before we even begin this conversation, I need to ask you are you 
okay with nudity? There is nudity in this movie." And I remember turning cold, 
because like I said I was very religious, you know. I was like (whispers), "Oh my 
gosh! I don't know, I don't know, I don't know? Can I make a phone call?" She 
said, "Sure." So, I called my grandfather. I was like, "Pa-pa," that's what I called 
him. "I am at a casting office going to audition for a Spike Lee movie, and I don't 
know what to do because they’ve told me that there's nudity in this movie and I 
don't know what to do?" "Are you an actress?" I said, "Yes." "Because do you 
play other people?" 
[1:29:00] 
I said, "Yes." "So, I don't understand the question? Do people live in this life, and 
have sex or show their bodies?" I said, "Yes." He goes, "You're playing a person. 
You're not playing you, you're playing a person. If it's too much don't do it, but 
give it a shot." I was like, Wow! Not what I expected to hear. So I said, "Okay! 
I'm fine with that." And that's when I had my first audition. Next day, I came back 
I had my second audition, and each time I had to sing every time. That first 
audition with Spike the next day, I had never auditioned for a movie before. I had 
only done commercial stuff, so I stared at the camera. I was doing all my lines to 
the camera. He was like, "Eer, stop, stop! Have you ever auditioned for a movie 
before?" I said, "No." He goes, "Okay, I can tell. Talk to me," (laughs) "Don't talk 
to the camera. This is not a 
[1:30:00] 
commercial." And at the time I was in a commercial class. He's like, "Don't talk to 
the camera. Talk to me." And that was the first of six auditions for a month and a 
half. And every day he would call me, and I realized later that he was creating the 
character based on me. He would ask me, "What do you think her job is? Who do 
you think she is?" So, there's a scene in it where I'm working in a record store. 
That came from me. Everything about this character I created, because he used 
me that way (laughs) and I didn't even have the job. And I remember at one point 
getting very frustrated after about six weeks of this. Hearing from him every day, 
and I was to the point where I just don’t care anymore. I was like, "Look, I am not 
coming in there anymore. I don't want to sing anymore. I don't want to talk 
anymore. I want to know if I have the job, because if I don't have the job there are 
other things I can audition for. Please just tell me what's going on." 
[1:31:00] 
And this was after an audition, and I had left and walked all the way home, and he 
called me back and that's what I said. I was like, "I'm just frustrated Spike. Just 
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tell me. Do I have it or not?" He said, "Come back. Why'd you leave so quickly?" 
I'm like, "Because I was done." "No you're not. Come back" Because I had just 
auditioned with Denzel. And I went back frustrated. I was like, Okay. What now? 
And I walked in the room and Denzel, he said, "I just wanted to tell you that you 
have big feet." I was like, "What? I have big feet?" I actually have very small feet. 
(laughs) I was like, "Okay?" He goes, "I'm just kidding! You got the part!" And 
so— 
Gee: So, before we touch on that experience, one thing you mentioned is that you 
deciding to be named—called Cynda. Why 
[1:32:00] 
did you have to make that decision? 
Williams: There was a Cindy Williams already in Screen Actress Guild. And if I was going 
to be a part of that guild, and in order to do movies you have to be—you know, 
lead roles in movies—you have to be a part of Screen Actors Guild, in a union 
film, which it was because it was for Columbia Pictures. I knew I had to change 
my name to something. I was never fond of Cindy. It's grown on me as an adult, 
but when I was a kid I never liked it because people made fun of me. "Cindy 
Brady, Cindy Brady. It's a white name. You got a white name." And all my— 
After my cousin Richard and I, all the rest of my cousins they had very 
Afrocentric names. So I never liked Cindy, but I loved Williams. It meant 
something to me. Williams meant something, so I knew it was my first name. I 
didn't know what to change it to. So, 
[1:33:00] 
my sister's name was Monica. My other sister's name was Sodiqa. I was like, Ah, 
ah, ah. My middle name is Ann. So I got to take the “a” off and put it on there. 
Cyndica? Ew that sounds weird! (both laugh) And this is all going in my head. 
I'm not expressing this to anyone, I'm just thinking about it. Cyndica? Cyndica? I 
said how about Cynda? That's pretty! Cynda! And I haven't told anyone. I go visit 
a friend of mine in upstate Michigan, and her mother's calling me Cynda. I'm like, 
This is weird! So I ask my friend, I was like, "Hey Lis, why is your mom calling 
me Cynda?" She goes, "Oh she's not. It just sounds like that. That's her accent." I 
was like, "Your mother doesn't have an accent. What are you— 
Gee: (laughs) 
Williams: —talking about? She's Polish! I mean, now what kind of accent are you talking 
about? It's not—She's calling me Cynda." She goes, "Well, let's go see." So, we 
go downstairs, and I say, "Mrs. Bessette, are you calling me Cynda?" And she 
says, "Well, yes 
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[1:34:00] 
I am!" I said, "Well, why?" She said, "Cindy is a cute name. You're not cute. 
Cynda is a beautiful name. You're beautiful! You're Cynda!" I was like, "Now I 
know what my name is!" (both laugh) 
Gee: So, now you're Cynda Williams— 
Williams: Um-hm. 
Gee: —and you're auditioning for Spike Lee for this movie that went from one title to 
Mo' Better Blues. 
Williams: Um-hm. 
Gee: You're about twenty-four at this time and you’re in here with Spike Lee, Denzel 
Washington. Did you have any like "pinch me" moment where you're he— 
Wesley Snipes is there! How did this make you feel? This being your first big 
film, two years after you've graduated college. 
Williams: Well, first of all, it's actually a year. It was a year, so it was really quick. But you 
have to remember Spike Lee was, because of Do 
[1:35:00] 
the Right Thing—which was just out—becoming a big person, becoming a big 
name. Wesley wasn't a huge star yet. Denzel wasn't a huge star yet. Denzel had 
done Glory, but it hadn't come out yet. That's what took him to another level. So, 
we were all newbies. As matter of fact, I had been acting longer than Denzel. 
Denzel didn't start acting until he was in college, and he was still pretty young. 
He's older than me, but not by that much. Spike—She's Gotta Have It and School 
Daze weren't huge yet. It wasn't a big deal yet. Do the Right Thing is what made 
him, and it had just came out. So, we were all kind of young. Now, they'd been 
doing it longer then me when it comes to the movies. And there were moments 
where they were like, "Young kid," to me. But, 
[1:36:00] 
I had no question about my ability to pull this character off. I wasn't intimidated 
by them at all, because I had been training for this my whole life. And the only 
"pinch me" moment is I was getting paid to do what I loved to do. And to me I 
thought I was getting paid a lot of money. I wasn't. (laughs) I found out later 
unfortunately. I was making scale, the least amount you could make. Which was 
really hurt me for a long time because I played a lead role in a major studio film 
for the least amount you could make. So, it was very difficult to move my quote 
from that point. It hurt me, financially. But I was just happy to be working, doing 
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something that I loved to do and getting paid for it. For the first time I had money, 
because the other job was paying for my, 
[1:37:00] 
barely food, and for my place. But I didn't have any money for anything else. So, 
now I actually have money. I went and I bought my father like three pairs of 
shoes, maybe more. I bought my brother shoes. I brought my sisters clothes. 
Bought my mo—I just started—I went crazy. For the first time in my life I was 
actually able to buy clothes for myself. I had been wearing hand-me-downs my 
entire life. I always wore hand-me-downs. And I bought myself a leather jacket, 
and jeans, and shoes. Shoes that weren't from Payless. For the first time, I could 
actually spend money, and I'm not a big spend-thrift. I still go to Goodwill, you 
know, because I just grew up having to do that. But that was (singing) awesome! 
(both laugh) I loved it. 
Gee: So with that experience, you're 
[1:38:00] 
coming into a new world, being able to do more for yourself. And when you 
decided that you wanted to steer away from singing it was because of the singing 
world. 
Williams: Um-hm. 
Gee: What was the movie world like in comparison? 
Williams: You know, I can truly say that I don't know? Because I didn't live in it. I acted. I 
did my job, and I would go home. I didn't participate in the parties. I didn't get to 
know the people, because the first movie I had some rough experiences, that I'd 
rather not get into. I write about somewhat—some negative, life-changing 
experiences on a personal level, not a professional level. And I just didn't want to 
be a part of that word. Unh-uh. And not because I thought I was better than, or 
whatever. It just wasn't who I was. It wasn't who I was raised 
[1:39:00] 
to be. So, that's why I loved acting because you didn't have to be a part of that 
world. If you wanted to be a superstar you did, but all I cared about was acting. I 
didn't care about the fame. I cared about acting. I've never cared about somebody 
knowing my name. (unintelligible) I don't care about that. I just care about being 
able to dive into a character and create someone brand new. That's what brings me 
joy, And the money! (both laugh) So I can take care of myself and my family, I 
like that! But the fame part of it, I always dreamed of being a character actress. It 
took some time for that to happen because of my look. I got the ingénue roles 
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often. But I didn't care about becoming Halle Berry, what Halle became. I didn't 
want that. As a matter of fact, I like my anonymity. For the longest time, no one 
knew I was the girl that was in this movie, the girl that was in 
[1:40:00] 
that movie. No one knew I was the same person, and I liked that. Because that's 
why I did it. I did it to create people that were new, and someone could learn 
something from and get something from. I didn't do it to become famous. So, I 
didn't hang out. I didn't do that. I didn't live in that world. 
Gee: Good! So, you talk about being you. In the nineties, this was an iconic fashion 
era. People my age are trying to rebuild it. 
Williams: Um-hm. 
Gee: How did you use fashion to reflect your personal style and personality? Seeing 
that you got into the movies, and now this was a time for you to be able to go out 
and buy new clothes, buy new shoes for yourself. 
Williams: I've always been a down-to-earth girl. So, I wasn't at the expensive shops. I wasn't 
at—I was never a brand name girl. I didn't get the Gucci and the Chanel. I didn't 
do that. So, 
[1:41:00] 
I had my own style. I created who I was, and it was all me. And Cynda and Cindy 
were two totally different people. When I was being an actress I was wearing 
what they put on me, and often times I would keep those clothes for audition 
purposes, because my wardrobe was nothing like that. My wardrobe was jeans 
and t-shirts, and sweaters, and combat boots, and Converses. That was me. And 
so, I really am not a great person to talk to about fashion, because I've never been 
a part of the trend. I've never changed my clothes with the season. I still have 
clothes today from the nineties, from the eighties. I kept everything, and I never 
pick and choose what I'm going to wear based on what's in. I wear what I want to 
wear. And I don't care (laughs) what anybody thinks about it. I'm just me. 
Gee: Okay, 
[1:42:00] 
so moving forward from that. In 1998, you were in a film called Relax, It's Just 
Sex, and you played Sarina Classer. Tell me a little bit about the role you played, 
who she was, and how you got yourself prepared for that role. 
Williams: Relax, It's Just Sex was my first time playing a lesbian character. And it was just 
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the beginning, because I've played so many. (laughs) For a while there, I became 
the go to girl to play gay, because oddly, in spite of my prude-prim ways, I was 
good at acting. And people believed me when I would do love scenes that—this is 
believable. This is real. The man—(unintelligible) he's my manager now—Steven 
Wolfe was producer and owner of that company. 
[1:43:00] 
Great guy. One person that is still in my life, and he's one of my managers now. 
When he came to me with this, he was like, "I know it's—you're not gay. I know 
this, but I know you can do this. It's a great script." I read the script. I loved the 
script. I loved the person. For the first time, I loved the person I was going to 
play. Most of the time in the characters, I didn't like me. The characters I was 
playing, I was like, I have to learn to love this character, because I don't like her. 
This movie I actually liked her. I was like, This is the closest to Cindy that I've 
ever played, it's just she's gay. And, it was very interesting because by then I'd 
done a few love scenes with men. And Lori Petty, who was my love interest in 
that film, she was terrified. She'd never done a love scene before, especially with 
a girl. 
[1:44:00] 
And so, that was the beginning of me choreographing love scenes in movies. I 
choreographed it. I said, Okay, let's do this. Are you comfortable with this? Let's 
do this, let's do that. (unintelligible) Because-—and I would tell her, "Just imagine 
I'm whoever you're in love with. That's what I do. Just imagine that I am him, her, 
or whoever, because that’s what I'm doing when I'm looking at you. I'm 
imagining that you're,"—whoever I was with at that time. I don't even remember? 
I've been through a few. (laughs) I think I was married to Arthur at that point. 
"Imagine that I'm that person, and this will be real." And it was, and it worked 
out. She didn't ever lose the fear, but she loosened up enough for us to be able to 
shoot those scenes ad get through it. And after it was out and we, you know— 
[1:45:00] 
people would watch it. People would come up and, "You're gay! You're gay!" 
And I'm like, "(unintelligible) No, no! I'm not gay. I love women. I think women 
are beautiful, but I prefer men." 
Gee: And you had experience with nudity, which you talked to your grandfather 
about— 
Williams: Um-hm. 
Gee: —so, that helped you become more comfortable with being able to express 
yourself in that way. But in that time, being gay, especially in the African 
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American community, was kind of frowned upon at that time. 
Williams: Um-hm. 
Gee: How did you overcome, with your spirituality and the views at that time, being 
able to portray that character, and just in your everyday life helping—through that 
role—helping others be comfortable with their sexuality. 
Williams: Well by then, and way before then, I came—for me, personally—came to the 
conclusion that God loved all people no matter race, or—That's one great thing 
about being different. If you come to the conclusion 
[1:46:00] 
that God loves you, how could I say that God doesn't love him or her, who just 
happens to be gay? So, I didn't have those issues at those times. And because I 
was kind of alienated in my own world and I have a whole lot of friends—And 
actually, I had quite a few gay friends. It didn't bother me one way or another. No 
one commented, no one cared. I know for a fact that there are people that didn't 
like me for it, you know. To this day there are people that don't like me for it. 
They think I'm a slut, they think I'm a whore, they think I'm all these things. I 
don't care what they think. I know who I am. I just happened to be an actress that 
has played certain characters. And I love people. Two of my best friends are a gay 
female couple. I love them. I don't care. So, it didn't affect me at all in a negative 
way. 
Gee: That's great. 
[1:47:00] 
Now, spinning off from acting. In 2005, you became a certified hypnotherapist. 
Williams: Um-hm! 
Gee: What was the purpose in doing that? What drove you to accomplish that? 
Williams: Well, my whole life I had always been someone that people came to when they 
had a problem, when they had issues. So, I have—I think that's the grandfather in 
me, because he was a counselor. I have that instinctually—I have the ability to 
help people. Most often by just listening. I find the best therapists are the ones 
that listen to you and you fix your problems. They just give you a safe space to 
talk. Right? People started calling me the set shrink, because every time someone 
would have an issue, there would be a knock on my trailer and they would come 
to me and talk to me. I did a movie 
[1:48:00] 
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that had a very crazy cast and crew. (laughs) Nuts! Hilarious, great people, but 
they were (unintelligible) cuckoo! And (laughs) everybody kept coming to me 
with all the fights, and all the end fights, and all the—Everybody kept coming to 
me. And I was overwhelmed and it drained me. And it had been building up to 
this point, because I knew how to help people, but I didn't know how to protect 
myself. And that was the final straw for me when I did this film. I was so worn 
out by the experience, that I didn't even go to the cast party, because I didn't want 
to see the people again. The producer called me, but I said, I can't go. I can't face 
them again. I feel like I am a husk. I feel like my blood has been drained. 
[1:49:00] 
I have to recuperate. And I remember lying there thinking, Okay. And I talked to 
my—called my dad, because my dad had just finished up—he became a 
counselor. And I was like, "Daddy, what do I do, because I don't want to walk 
away from my career, but I need to learn how to help people in such a way so that 
I have skills. I'm not just going off instinct on how to help people. But I have 
skills and I can protect myself." And he was like, "I don't know? I don't know 
what kind of program? Because it would take you away from your career. Do you 
want to be a therapist?" I said, "No, I don't! I just want to be able to help those 
people that come to me. I'm not trying to start a new career. I love what I do." I 
promise you within a day, my husband at the time said, "You know, I was 
thinking about going to this school HMI [Hypnosis Motivation Institute]." 
Because he had an interest 
[1:50:00] 
in becoming a therapist, because his father was a child psychiatrist. And he loved 
that. He read books about it all the time. I read books about it all the time. I'd had 
therapy and had help. He's like, "I met this guy named Todd Sandman." I was 
like, "Hold up! Who!?" He said, "His name is Todd Sandman and he runs 
admissions in this school called Hypnosis Motivation Institute in Tarzana, 
California, and I'm thinking about going there but I don't know how I could do 
it?" I said, "Back up! Todd Sandman? I know a Todd Sandman. I went to Ball 
State University with a Todd Sandman. He was one of my best and only friends 
that I maintained, but I haven't seen him for years. I wonder could it be the same 
guy?" He's like, "I don't know? Do you want the information?" I said, "Yes, 
because I need to get into a school." And it was a one year program. One week is 
teaching you how 
[1:51:00] 
to hypnotize people. The rest of it is teaching you how to be a therapist for 
vocational/advocational things, which is the kind of stuff I would do when people 
want. Although, those always open up deeper, deeper things. So, sure enough it 
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was Todd Sandman. I think he graduated a year before me from Ball State theatre 
program. And he had gone off—he got his masters somewhere in Seattle I think? 
And he ended up becoming—you know, taking a step away from acting and that 
world for a while, and going to HMI, becoming a hypnotherapist. And they loved 
him so much he continued working, and he became in charge of their admissions. 
So, he was like, "You're in! Come on, let's fix it!" And it was great to reconnect 
with him! He eventually came back to Muncie; was over the Civic Theatre for a 
long time. Now he's moved back to California. He's in San Diego getting married. 
[1:52:00] 
He's getting married, I think here? At the Civic, they're going to get married. He 
and Robert. But anyway, it was life changing. At the time, I was very unhappy in 
a lot of different ways: in my marriage. It taught me about myself. I started 
understanding my patterns. I started understanding myself. I started understanding 
why I made the choices I made, and how to make better choices. I still stuck into 
some stuff I needed to get out of because of my religious background, but it 
helped me tremendously. It helped me be able to cope with life, and it taught me 
how to help people. And I became certified. I could work as a hypnotherapist, and 
I considered doing 
[1:53:00] 
it for actors. Being a hypnotherapist for actors. People that have stuttering 
problems. People that have stage fright. People—any issues that actors had, I 
thought I could incorporate. I could coach them, do—you know, coach them for 
acting, because I'm a very good teacher. And, also that—But, as soon as I made 
that decision, I started working all the time. Started getting jobs as an actress, and 
it took me away from it. But, from then on I was always able to use the skills that 
I learned that year in my own life and in helping others. 
Gee: So, you've talked about theatre helping you heal, overcome your struggles 
growing up. Talked about your friends and family coming to you to help them 
heal. What is your end goal? What do your memories serve for you in this healing 
process? 
Williams: Well when I was a child I knew wanted to act. I knew I wanted to sing. But I also 
knew I wanted to write. And I wanted 
[1:54:00] 
to inspire. And I wanted to serve. I never knew what I was going to write? I never 
knew what it was going to be about? I didn't know if it was going to be a novel, or 
whatever? But I knew whatever I wrote would be—the purpose would be to help 
people somehow. Give people hope. It was before my daughter was born. My 
daughter is almost sixteen, so maybe eighteen years ago, I woke up out of a dream 
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and I had a vision of where my life was supposed to go. And in this vision, I saw 
myself standing in front of a large crowd. And there was a screen behind me. And 
there was—I had just finished watching a short film that I was in that was the 
subject matter that I was going to speak to the crowd about. And there was back— 
in the back, people were at a table where I had books, and there was a table with 
music. And in it, I realized that I had done all of these things, 
[1:55:00] 
and they all were cohesive, and they were all about helping people. I didn't know 
what or how—I didn't know if it had to do with my acting. It had to do with—But 
the acting and all that was always a platform for me to get in front of people, or 
talk to people and help them. I'm good at talking to people, like my grandfather. 
So, I didn't know what it was going to be about. My daughter turned five. Before 
that she was with me all the time. Every movie. Every movie. But, then she 
wanted normalcy. She didn't get that for a while, but she told me, "Mommy please 
don't leave me anymore." So, I decided to take a step away from my career and 
raise my daughter. I thought that was very important. I didn't want nannies raising 
her. I wanted to raise her. So, when I came back to the Midwest—I decided to 
come back to the Midwest. It was right after the 
[1:56:00] 
Great—what do they call it? Wasn't the Depression— 
Gee: Recession. 
Williams: —Recession. The Great Recession! Where I thank God I allowed God to lead me, 
because I almost bought a house under that. And I was told very clearly, Unh-uh! 
Don't you do it! Don't you do it! And I didn't know why, because it seemed like 
such a great deal, but I didn't do it. And I was having issues with my marriage, 
and I decided to come back. The family members that I had that lived there, we all 
got this gut feeling to leave LA at the same time. My brother moved away to 
Texas and sold his bungalow for a huge sum of money and bought this great big, 
massively-sprawling mansion in Texas and became a lawyer there, and his wife is 
a nurse and they're living there raising their family. All my family moved away. 
My cousin Anissa came back; she was actually back in Muncie. She worked at 
Ball State for a while. Now she's— 
[1:57:00] 
her husband is a college football coach, so they change jobs all the time, but 
started here. He was a coach here at Ball State. All my family left. And I was like, 
There's nothing here for me. My daughter's an only child, and she doesn't have a 
tribe. She needs a tribe to raise her. Not just he and I. She needs a tribe, because 
she's hot! She's a hot mess! And she needs multiple voices teaching her, and 
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leading her and guiding her. So, that's why I came back. After moves here and 
there—because I actually—we went to Singapore for a couple of years. When I 
came back, we ended up—it was just she and I. Her dad stayed in Singapore to 
continue teaching as a professor there. And I started hearing this loud, obnoxious 
voice saying, “Write, 
[1:58:00] 
write, write, write, write”. Just like that. Nothing else. Write! And it drove me 
nuts. I was scared. Even though I knew I’d always wanted to, I was afraid to write 
because I knew it was going to hurt when I started rehashing things. Because I 
knew what it was—It was going to be about me. Because at first, I tried to—I was 
like, I'm going to write this book called Pink Panty Confessions. And it's going to 
be other people confessing. It's going to be like Chicken Soup for the Soul, and 
other people are going to write and tell their stories. And nobody wanted to do 
that. So, I knew I had to do it. If I wanted people to open up and heal through 
confessions, I was going to have to do it first. So, I started writing a blog, then I 
finally wrote a book, and it's been out for about a year. And had these things 
called Pink Panty parties. And I go around—I thought it was going to be just 
women from the ages of eighteen to forty-five, and no it's not. 
[1:59:00] 
I have elderly, white, black, every—Teenagers. All different—It's wide open to 
people that are reading the book, even with a title like Pink Panty Confessions. 
And because so many people would assume, especially the Bible Belt, that it's 
erotica. And then they find out that it's not. But those people that read my blog 
knew what it was, because the blog was called that. And so now I am—That is my 
focus, and I am working with Catherine Gardner and (sighs) I'm not sure of the 
name? I'm completely blanking on her name. There's a woman here that's from 
the—I don't know if its tcomm, or whatever—but she's directing the film and 
producing the film, a professor here at Ball State. Catherine is creative writing. 
She wrote the script. And we're making a movie. And William Lee, 
[2:00:00] 
and his daughter, and his aunt, we're all in it and it is a beautiful film. We're 
shooting it at the end of April, and that I know is the first film that I'm going to be 
able to show when I'm speaking to my people, and I'm selling my book, and I'm 
walking on the music that's inspired by the stories in the book. So, it's happening. 
Gee: You've had a fantastic story. Before we close this interview, is there anything that 
I haven't asked you about, or any last-minute advice that you would give to 
anyone pursuing their dreams and looking towards that next step after Ball State? 
Williams: Well, the only thing I didn't talk about very much was my daughter, Sophia 
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Plummer, and she is the joy. She is pure joy for me. Yes, she's a teenager, and I'm 
going through it. But that was a great decision. I didn't think I could have 
children, 
[2:01:00] 
and had her. And the relationships that I've had in my life have been challenging, 
but have made me grow. And helped me understand who I want, and now I've 
been given that. I would say as advice to people, is to follow your passion and 
your joy. Whatever that is. Maybe your joy is family. Your job might be the Post 
Office. That's okay. Because I think people confuse—and they're like, "Okay 
well, that means I got to—If I'm going to follow my joy and my passion, that 
means I'm going to do something and not be practical. I'm scared!" Your joy, 
whatever it is that brings you joy, that's what you do. I really 
[2:02:00] 
believe that, and you don't give up on that. As hard as life can be, and life is hard 
for everybody. There is nobody exempt from it. From the richest to the poorest; 
from the blackest to the whitest. We are all going to be faced with life challenges. 
If you love it, don't give up on it. That's what I would say. 
Gee: Thank you for that advice. And on behalf of the Ball State University African 
American Alumni Oral History Project, I'd love to thank you for your 
participation. 
Williams: Thanks! 
[2:02:35] 
End of interview 
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Gee: Hello, my name is Marquice Gee. Today is Tuesday, April 4, 2017, and I'm 
interviewing Muriel Weeden on Ball State's campus as part of the Ball State 
University African American Alumni Oral History Project. Hi Ms. Weeden! How 
are you today? 
Weeden: Hello, I’m doing very well. 
Gee: First, if I could get you to state when and where you were born. 
Weeden: I was born in Mound City, Illinois, July 19, 1941. That’s right above the Mason- 
Dixon Line. 
Gee: And what were the names of your parents? 
Weeden: Dixon Coleman Coatie and Georgia Mason Coatie. 
Gee: And how many siblings did you have? 
Weeden: I had four brothers and three sisters. 
Gee: So that’s a total of eight— 
Weeden: Eight of us. 
Gee: —including you right? 
Weeden: Yes. 
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Gee: Okay! So, 
[1:00] 
what was it like to grow up with that many, not just children, but that 
many people in one house? 
Weeden: Well, (laughs) actually it was great, but it was different, because most of the time 
growing up—you know after we left Illinois— my sisters lived with an aunt, and 
my oldest brother stayed in Illinois, because he didn’t want to leave his friends at 
his school. And, part of the time, my youngest brother lived with my parents, and 
then my other brother and I lived with my aunt. So, it really wasn’t all of us 
together at the same time, most of the time. 
Gee: So, what was the reason for you and your siblings being—living in separate 
households? 
Weeden: Well, when I was four, 
[2:00] 
my aunt, who lived in Muncie, came to Illinois and brought my sisters and my 
brother—that is just a year or so older than I am—and myself, brought us back to 
Muncie. And then, my baby brother, Bob, had just been born. And my parents 
then moved to Muncie with Bob. But there really wasn’t any place that we could 
live, because they would not rent houses to people with children—that many 
children. So, when my parents came—at one point my parents, my baby brother, 
my brother George, who was older than myself, and I, we lived with an 
[3:00] 
uncle. And then after that, George and I went back to live with the aunt and my 
sisters. And my mother and father, and my baby brother actually lived in what 
was a—had been a chicken coop, because they had to go in it—it was like a big 
shed—and to go in and clean it out real good, and that’s where they lived for a 
while, because no one would actually rent a house to people with that many 
children. My aunt was a—what they called a domestic. She worked for a family, 
out here on Briar Road, at the time. And my uncle was a barber, and he had a 
barbershop. And so, my sisters remained in the house with them. 
[4:00] 
And, when my parents finally were able to get a house of their own, my brother 
George, and Bob and I lived with my parents. But, my siblings were quite a bit 
older than we were. So, they didn’t want to change schools, or they were about 
ready to move out on their own, so they didn’t live with us. 
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Gee: So, you all lived in separate households, because there weren’t landlords at the 
time who wanted to rent to families who had that many children. And you moved 
to Muncie from Illinois at such a young age; at the age of four. How— 
Weeden: Um-hm. 
Gee: —did it affect you growing up not living with your mom and your dad? 
Weeden: Uum, not at all, because I saw them. And then, when I live—I think I lived with 
them when it was crucial, because 
[5:00] 
when they moved here and lived with my dad’s brother and his wife, then I lived 
with them. And that was preschool. We didn’t have preschool, but I would have 
been preschool age, because my parents moved here when I was four, also. And 
then when I was five, I was still living with them, went to the old Garfield 
Elementary School, which is no longer there. But, I went to kindergarten, and that 
sparked my love for school. I don’t remember who the teacher was? I don’t 
remember her name? I know it was a lady. But, I just—I loved it. And, then they 
had half-day kindergarten. So, you either went in the morning or the afternoon. 
And I went in the morning, and I remember 
[6:00] 
that first day crying because my mom wouldn’t let me go back in the afternoon. 
And I said, “Well, she said I’ll see you later.” (both laugh) And my mom said, 
“Well, yes. But she means tomorrow.” So, I just—it was almost the same as if I 
lived with them all the time because we saw them regularly. 
Gee: That’s great. With so many siblings, what are some of your more fonder 
memories growing up with as many siblings as you have? 
Weeden: There’s always somebody around to talk to, to play with. Just to be around. And 
because I was the youngest girl, there was always somebody around to do the 
work. (laughs) To do the dishes or to clean. 
Gee: What values did 
[7:00] 
Your parents try to instill in you growing up? 
Weeden: One of the most important things that they taught us was to help other people. Not 
to judge people by their circumstances, or by their outward appearance. We were 
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always feeding people. We found out that our house had been marked by what 
they called hobos, because we lived near a railroad track when we finally got a 
house of our own. And, they would jump off the train and—because it was about 
two blocks from our house—they would jump off the train and come to our house 
because they knew that we would feed them. And, my dad was a pastor, and my 
mom, before she married, had been a—well she drove 
[8:00] 
for an evangelist and she traveled. So, we always had people from the church at 
our house. It was like, just a big family. And so, they taught us just to accept 
people as they were, not to make judgments based upon people, and to be 
available to help in whatever way we could. And so, I just kind of grew up doing 
that, and then, expecting everybody to do the same thing. And I found out that 
wasn’t the way it worked, because a lot of people did not want to help other 
people. They would, you know, say, “Well, I got mine. They can get theirs.” But, 
I’m grateful that my parents taught us to be available to help other people. 
Gee: What were some of your initial reactions 
[9:00] 
when you moved to Muncie? 
Weeden: I don’t know that I—I mean it was just some place that we moved. It didn’t have 
any real effect on me, because Mound City, it was not a city. It was just a little 
country place. I don’t know how many people lived there? But it seems like 
everybody that I met—there were a lot of people that moved to Muncie from that 
area, and they just said, Southern Illinois. And, it just seems like everybody that 
lived there, we knew them. It was just a little small place. It was just moving from 
one country place to another little country place. 
[10:00] 
Muncie didn’t seem that big at that—it wasn’t that big. Still not. But, it’s home. 
Gee: From your youth, do you have any memories of stereotypes that you saw, or 
witnessed, against African Americans in like popular culture or advertising? 
Anything like that that stood out to you? 
Weeden: Growing up in Muncie, I didn’t—you didn’t see it. I mean, there was no 
advertising or advertisements that had African Americans in them. There were no 
role models—As a matter of fact, I never had a person of color as a teacher until I 
was a 
[11:00] 
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student at Ball State and I was twenty-nine years old. I never had a teacher in— 
from elementary through high school, never had a teacher that was a person of 
color. I remember when the first African American teacher was hired in Muncie. 
She lived like down the next block from us. So, I think the stereotyping basically 
was we were invisible. There was nothing that you could look at and say, Wow 
that looks like me! Or, I could do that! Because there was just nothing. 
Gee: I want to come back to that thought. But, I want to trace back to—progressing 
your childhood, you attended Muncie Central High School. 
Weeden: Um-hm. Um-hm. 
Gee: What was your academic and social life 
[12:00] 
like in Muncie? 
Weeden: Academics, that was good. We were on track, because my parents made certain 
that we were. But, there was no encouragement from the school to do good in 
anything. No one ever mentioned to me that I needed to take the SAT. No one 
ever talked to me about applying for college or going to college. Or, What do you 
want to be when you graduate? There was none of that. I don’t remember—I 
don’t even think they had counselors. We had, what they called, deans. And the 
deans were basically, I guess 
[13:00] 
[14:00] 
they’re for discipline. I don’t know? I don’t think I ever talked to them. At one 
point, we had advisors, and so the advisor’s job was to talk to us about after high 
school and preparing for whatever. My advisor, I remember, was my senior 
English teacher. His name was Frank Stafford. I just—I loved him. He was an 
excellent teacher, and I loved English. And I remember saying to him one day that 
when I graduated I wanted to go to college and become an English teacher. And 
he says, “Oh no Muriel! You don’t want to do that. Oh, that’s the worst thing you 
could want to be.” And he just told me how bad that was, and I shouldn’t try to do 
that. So, the next time I thought about and I said to him, “You know, I think I 
would like to be a psychologist.” 
He said, “Oh no! Oh my God! Why would you want to—I don’t think you want to 
do that? That’s not something that you would want to do.” So it was—everything 
that I was interested in, I was—it was like being discouraged from trying to 
achieve anything that—It was like that was not in our—you know, Stay in your 
lane. That’s not in your lane. There was no one, no one in the school that 
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[15:00] 
encouraged any kind of doing anything academically. I had a teacher, senior class. 
I think it was Civics. I remember her vividly, 
because her name was Frances O’Hara. And she hated me, and she made the 
classes difficult as she could. And I remember everyday sitting in the hall 
listening at the doorway while she taught the class, because she always found a 
reason to send me out. She would say that I was late, or that my feet were sticking 
out in the aisle. Just anything. And I have my report card at home now, the report 
card when I had her. And she had given me a nice big, fat, red D. And I asked her 
why I got a D? Because I alw—even though I sat in the hallway—I always did 
well in class and I made good grades in there. And I said, “Why did I get a D?” 
And she said, “Because, I just don’t like you!” 
[16:00] 
And she could do that. And she did it. And she got away with it. So, academics I 
would say that it was my parents that made sure I stayed on track, despite what 
anyone else did or said. Socially we had a lot of fun. But it was if you went in the 
cafeteria, the African American students were on one side, and the other students 
were on the other side. No one made us do that, but I mean that’s just the way we 
did. Socially I didn’t do a lot as far as going out and that, because I wasn’t 
allowed to. My parents were very strict. My dad was a pastor. It was the Church 
of God in Christ. I don’t know if you’re familiar with them or not, but 
[17:00] 
Pentecostal and very strict. We had church just about every night; well we did 
every night of the week. And sometimes three times on Sundays. So, that was our 
social life. That was all we did basically. 
Gee: So, Muncie Central, you said that you had an advisor that you would tell, you 
know, this person the things that you thought you might want to do with— 
Weeden: Um-hm. 
Gee: —your future. As a part of the education field, having been a part of that as your 
career and having been a counselor, what would you say now to instructors, 
advisors that say those same things to students now? 
Weeden:  To encourage students to be the best of whatever they want to be, because if it’s 
what they want, they will really work towards it. As a counselor, that was one of 
the things that I did. I never 
[18:00] 
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told the student that they couldn’t do something, or that they shouldn’t do it. And 
I found a lot of the other counselors—their students would come to me because 
they would be very discouraged. There were students who wanted to apply to Ball 
State, and counselors would say, “Oh, you’ll never get in Ball State. Why don’t 
you try for Ivy Tech instead?” I would say to them, “If you want to go to Ball 
State, you apply to Ball State and let Ball State make the decision whether or not 
you will get in. Or any other school.” I think that students should be encouraged. 
As a matter of fact, the reason that I wanted to be in the educational system was I 
was an adult and I had children, 
[19:00] 
but I worked with the youth at out church, and many of them were in high school. 
And they would come, and I would hear them talking. And they were being told 
the same things that I was when I was in high school. And just to realize that the 
same thing was being done to them that had been done to me, I thought, “I want 
to be in the educational system so that I can encourage these kids to try to do 
whatever it is they want to do.” I had a student who said she wanted to be an RN 
[registered nurse], and when she went to the counselor and talked they said, “No. 
Well, I think you would make a nice nurses aid.” Whatever that they wanted to 
be, they were always told that they should try for something a little lower. And I 
just—I was appalled 
[20:00] 
that that was still being done to kids. All those years later, still the same thing 
going on. 
Gee: And with the situation with your teacher, Frances O’Hara, how did that make you 
feel for her to, you know, call you out, try to pick on you every day, and then 
blatantly to your face tell you she dislikes you? How did that make you feel, and 
how did you try to handle that situation? 
Weeden: Well, back in that time, the teachers were in charge. They were in control. And 
with my parents, the teacher was right, so you didn’t argue with them. But, I knew 
that—Well my feeling was, You don’t like me? That’s your problem. Because my 
dad always told me, “Your job is to learn. They already know. They have the 
degree. So, your job is to learn.” So, you know, 
[21:00] 
don’t argue with them. You don’t talk back. But, you learn all that you can. So, 
when she said, “I just don’t like you,” I thought to myself, I don’t like you either. 
But I knew I better not say it. So, I just looked at her. I didn’t make any response 
to her at all. I just looked at her, and I knew that that was a one-semester class. 
And when that semester was over, I didn’t have to deal with her again. So, I just 
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let it pass. When I took my report card home, I didn’t tell my parents what she 
said, but they knew how she had behaved the whole semester that I was in there. 
So, it didn’t really—it bothered me enough that I ha—I’m seventy-five years old, 
and I have not forgotten. So, I can’t say that it didn’t 
[22:00] 
bother me at all, because obviously it did. But, it did not make me feel like any 
less of a person. It didn’t make me think that I was stupid or anything. And then, 
my dad was like—everyday he’d be like, “What did you learn?” You had to learn 
something everyday, and he always said, “You’re smart because you’re my 
child.” Those kinds of things that I was told all the time. So, it didn’t really matter 
what she said. 
Gee: And going back to you growing up in Muncie, and you know, going through your 
day to day. You said your uncle had a barbershop, — 
Weeden: Um-hm. 
Gee: —the uncle that you moved in with. What were black businesses like in Muncie at 
that time, and what did they do for the community? 
Weeden: Well, 
[23:00] 
most of them were small home things. His barbershop was in their house. There 
was a large front room, and that’s where he had his barber chair, and the family 
lived in the rest of the house. There were—I don’t really know about a lot of the 
businesses? I know there were beauty shops, taverns I heard of. There was, like, 
the little clubs. I never went to any of those, so I really—I just know that 
whenever I wanted to get my—If my mother wasn’t available to wash my hair, 
whatever, it was someone doing it in their house. They, at that time, they didn’t 
really have—I won’t say real businesses, they had business—they just didn’t 
[24:00] 
have a lot of the places. We had—there were two African American doctors. 
Doctor Smith and Doctor Braden. And everybody said Doctor Braden was afraid 
of blood, so (laughs) he was—but his office, I think was—I think that was in his 
house, part of it. And then Doctor Smith had and office on the corner of Kirby and 
Madison. And, mostly African Americans or—when I was growing up, at one 
point they called us colored, and then I’ve been black, because they went through 
all the different phases to get to African American. But, we went to our doctor, 
and it was just—Doctor Smith was the doctor. 
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[25:00] 
I was trying to think—there might have been—Oh, yes! There was a restaurant on 
Kirby Avenue that—oh! —they had the best food. I can’t think of the man’s name 
now. Oh, his name was Roach, and it was called Roach’s Cafe. And that was the 
only restaurant that I can think of when I was young. Yeah. 
Gee: Now, was Roach his real name? Or was this just a nickname? 
Weeden: No that was his last name. 
Gee: His last name! 
Weeden: Uh-huh. Roach. 
Gee: Do you remember his first name by chance? 
Weeden: I don’t. It was different, like Am-? Ama? No I, no I don’t know— 
Gee: (laughs) 
Weeden: —I don’t remember. Because we just called him Mr. Roach. 
Gee: (laughs) 
[26:00] 
Weeden: But he had the best food. He had a nice restaurant right on Kirby; I think it was on 
Kirby and Pershing Drive? 
Gee: Okay, and transitioning. After high school, you went to the Indiana Business 
College and received a Junior Secretarial Certification? 
Weeden: Um-hm. 
Gee: What exactly is that certification, and why did you choose to go this route after 
high school? 
Weeden: The certification is just—actually is not really that. It’s a certificate they give you 
stating that you have completed—I think it was a nine-month program— 
accounting and bookkeeping, that kind of thing, along with shorthand. (laughs) I 
took that. But, the reason I went to Indiana 
[27:00] 
Business College, was my parents had—my mother had told me that they could 
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send me to Ball State, but they could not send me out of town to school or 
anything because they could not pay that much. They could pay for me to go to 
Ball State. And I didn’t want to go to Ball State. I wanted to go out of town. I 
wanted to go someplace and live in a dorm. So, I didn’t go to Ball State, and when 
school started I w—my mother was a nurse and she worked out at Ball Memorial, 
and I was taking her to work one day and it just happened to be the first day of 
school out here. And I saw all the students going in and out the Administration 
Building and the Student Center. And I just started crying 
[28:00] 
because they were in school and I wasn’t, and I just—I wanted to go to school. 
So, my mother allowed me to go to Indiana Business College, and I took that 
program. But, that’s the reason I went, because I didn’t want to go to Ball State. 
And I actually wound up years later going to Ball State. 
Gee: Okay, before we move forward, if I could ask you to fix your jacket so the 
microphone is flipped out. Sorry. Yeah, there we go. That’s fine. And speaking of 
waiting to go to Ball State, it was actually a ten-year gap between going to the 
Indiana Business College and coming to Ball State. What was the reason for 
taking such a long hiatus between the schools? 
Weeden: Well, I got married. Two times. (laughs) I adopted a child, 
[29:00] 
and then a few years later I had a child. Married twice. Divorced twice. Just kind 
of not knowing what I was doing with my life. Didn’t know what I wanted to do. 
The kids would say, “Trying to find myself.” I did not want to be a teacher. That 
was one of the things—I didn’t know what I wanted to do, but I had decided I did 
not want to be a teacher. I had worked—I had always worked, you know, I always 
had a job doing something. 
Gee: Um-hm. 
Weeden: But, I had gotten to the place where, at one point I was working like three jobs at 
a time, 
[30:00] 
and I had two kids. And that was just too much. So, I had applied for welfare. 
And, there was a caseworker who had just—apparently, he had just graduated and 
was new, because he really worked. If it had not been for him, it probably would 
have been even longer before I went to school. But, he happened to check my 
scores on the test that I took for—I don’t even remember what it was for? But it 
was—it happened to be the same test that the caseworkers had to take for 
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employment. And he asked me why I wasn’t in school? And he said, “You should 
be at Ball State, because your,”—he said my test scores 
[31:00] 
were so high. Well, no one had ever told me what my test scores were, so he 
started pushing me towards going to Ball State and just helped me with what I— 
No one had ever told me what I needed to do to—I actually, when I came by and 
saw the kids going, I thought I could just go into the Administration Building and 
sign—fill out a form or something and pick my classes, and I’d be in Ball State. 
But he told me that I needed to take the SAT, and he found out when and where it 
was given. Made arrangements for me to take the test, and just helped me with 
everything that I needed to do. So, that’s why it was so long. I was just struggling 
trying to live between all the mistakes that I was 
[32:00] 
making. 
Gee: Do you remember, by chance, the caseworkers name? 
Weeden: No! And I should have, because I remember all those people that were negative. 
But, I don’t. I just know that he was new, and he had just graduated, and was 
really interested in helping people. I mean, that was—he did that with a passion. 
And, I think he left here and was transferred to Allen County, up in Fort Wayne. 
Gee: So, you said that in this time, you had kind of decided that you didn’t want to be a 
teacher. And then you came to Ball State and you graduated with a major in 
Elementary Education and a minor for the Teacher of Disadvantaged. So, how did 
you get back on the teaching track? 
Weeden: Because that was the only—there 
[33:00] 
was a teacher shortage at that time, in the United States. And so, they were giving 
money to people who wanted to be teachers. So, that was the only way I could get 
money to come to school. And that was to say I wanted to be a teacher. 
Gee: And, if you could go into a little bit, explaining your minor: Teacher of 
Disadvantaged. What exactly is that? 
Weeden: Yeah, they stopped that. I don’t know how long they had it? But it was new. They 
started it, and I was in one of the first groups to be that. It was like trying to fight 
the kids who were in poverty in disadvantaged areas. Muncie did not really have 
real disadvantage, but they—I had to do like student teaching in an area like one 
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of those schools that had 
[34:00] 
the largest number of low-income students. That’s what they called 
disadvantaged. And had to—I did my student teaching—The school where I did 
my student teaching is—I don’t know if they even, if it’ even still there. I know 
it’s not a school anymore. But, it was on—it’s in the part of Muncie that’s called 
Shedtown. It was basically low-income Caucasians. And the most—a lot of them 
had come from like Kentucky. It was very prejudiced. That was where—that 
school was where I had to do my student teaching. I was the only person of color 
in the school. 
[35:00] 
But I found that—I just, I loved it. I loved working with the people. I didn’t have 
any problems, basically. I didn’t have problems. And they were disadvantaged, 
probably the most disadvantaged area in Muncie. And I remember the first day, I 
went to the school. I went to the teacher’s classroom, and the door was shut. And 
so, I was looking through the window of the door, and there was this one little girl 
who had pulled her—well I didn’t know she had pulled it—but, her desk, she was 
all the way in the back of the room by herself. And the teacher was up teaching, 
and I was at the door so she, “Come on in! Come on in!” So, I opened the door 
and I went in, 
[36:00] 
and the teacher told the class who I was. And when she said that I was a student 
teacher, and told me to just have a seat. So, I sat down in the back of the room, 
and I noticed when I sit down, this kid took her desk and moved it back up and 
joined the rest of the class, and never removed herself from the class again. So, 
the goal was to learn how to teach students who don’t have what they need, 
whose—they’re not going to get it when they go home. And they may not have 
the food. They may not have the clothing. But, find a way to make sure they get 
the education that they need. And I think now, that would probably transfer 
[37:00] 
to most of our schools in Muncie. There’s a big problem with disadvantaged 
students. 
Gee: Did you ever ask, or find out the reason why, the little girl was either sitting in the 
back of the classroom, or why she chose to move when you came into the 
classroom? 
Weeden: The teacher said she removed herself from the class, and she said to me, “Well, 
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she’s not going to stay there. She won’t sit with the class. She doesn’t talk. She 
doesn’t participate.” She said she would move herself back again. So, the teacher 
had not put her back there. I don’t know why she had chosen? But for whatever 
reason, she just had chosen not to be a part of the class. But, the 
[38:00] 
day that I got there she just moved up with the class, and she stayed with the 
class. And it was a really interesting class. I’m fortunate in that I have loved every 
job that I’ve had. So, even though I didn’t want to be a teacher, I loved it. Yeah. 
Gee: So, were there any other obstacles, or anything you faced while student teaching 
or being in Shedtown? Or anything? 
Weeden: The—I didn’t really exp—I didn’t expect any problems. But the teacher did. And 
so, it’s like, “Oh, we have this colored person here, and I don’t know what I’m 
going to do. I’m afraid that the parents are going to be upset, because 
[39:00] 
you’re working with their children.” And I’m like, “Why? Why would they be 
upset that I’m working with their children?” “Well, because you’re colored.” And 
I was like, “Um-hm, okay?” So, she had gone to the principal, because she was 
just so concerned, and she was worried that there would be a problem once the 
students went home and told their parents that they had a student teacher who was 
colored. I didn’t think that that was much a problem for the students as the teacher 
thought, because I’m thinking they will go home and they will say, “We got a 
new student teacher today.” I wasn’t expecting that they would go home and say, 
“Oh, gosh. We got a new student teacher today, and she’s colored.” I mean, the 
kids, they don’t think like that unless somebody’s 
[40:00] 
telling them to. So, she was part of my problem. The biggest problem. And every 
day she was saying, “You let me know if you have any problems. If anybody says 
anything.” I’m like, “Okay.” So, one day at lunch, this little boy from my class— 
because I would go down to the lunchroom and sit at the table with the kids; one 
day a week I would go down. And, this particular day I was sitting at the table 
with some of our students, and this little boy, one of our students, wanted me to 
arm wrestle. And I said, “No, that’s not appropriate. I’m not going to do that.” 
And he kept trying to insist that I arm wrestle him, and I said, “No!” And so, then 
he says, “Well, I don’t care, because nobody wants to wrestle a ‘n-word’ 
anyway!” 
[41:00] 
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And all the kids went, “Gasp!” They were just shocked. So, he got the lesson on 
what that word means. I didn’t get angry or anything, because I knew he really 
didn’t know the meaning of the word. He’s heard someone use it inappropriately. 
So, I gave him the lesson about what the word means, and I said, “So, I am not. 
You are not, but you just don’t know any better. But you could be.” So, that was 
the end of it for me, because he was—I knew that he didn’t mean anything by it, 
he just wanted the attention. And he was sorry that he had said it, so that was the 
end of it for me. But, some of the kids went and told the teacher, and of course the 
teacher came because I didn’t tell her and she was upset. And so, she had to go 
tell the principal and really 
[42:00] 
make a big deal out of it, you know. But, that never happened again. And then, for 
my project I was having the class—we were studying, I think it was Indiana 
history. And so, I said that I had told her what we were going to do. So the last 
day, for our finale, we were going to cook foods that they would have had years 
ago, and I was going to invite this reporter called Dick Greene from the—it was 
called the Muncie Star then. I was going to invite him to come in, because he was 
very well known, and he did the history—he studied history of Indiana and he 
wrote about it. I had told her I was going to invite him. She said, 
[43:00] 
“Oh, he’s too busy! You’ll never get him to come!” I said, “Well, yes! He’s 
coming!” And she said, “Oh, he is too busy. He won’t come. What else are you 
doing?” I said, “Well, I’m going to invite all the parents to come and hear the 
presentation, and then the kids are going to serve them their food.” And she said, 
“Oh, we cannot get parents to come. These parents will not come to school. No 
matter what’s going on, we cannot get them to come. So, for that reason I’m 
giving you a B for your grade, because it’s a good idea, but it’s not going to 
happen. It’s not going to work.” So, that day came. The place was packed. All the 
parents came. Dick Greene came. And she apologized. She said, “Oh, I’m so 
sorry. 
[44:00] 
I never thought he would come.” But what she didn’t know was that I knew him. 
We were friends. His wife had been my second-grade teacher at the old 
Washington School, and we had kept in touch all those years. And I had worked 
at the Muncie Star—in the Evening Press—in the classified department. And so, 
he worked there in the news department. So, I saw him like every day. And I 
knew that—He told me, “If there’s ever anything I can do to help you, just let me 
know and I’ll do it.” So, I knew he was coming even though she insisted that he 
wasn’t. But, it was—I mean just things like that. People expecting that I could 
accomplish less than— 
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[45:00] 
I just felt like, had I looked like her, she would have believed what I said. But, I 
didn’t. And so, she thought that I could not deliver on what I said I would. So, 
things like that—Even at Ball State there was a lot of discrimination going on. I 
didn’t have a problem in undergrad. But, in grad school one of my professors— 
and I wish, I have tried so hard to remember his name, but I cannot. But, he had a 
wife who taught at Ball State as well. And, he did like everything he could—He 
was so very negative, 
[46:00] 
rude, and disrespectful. And he told me once, “I would never recommend you to 
be a counselor.” And I said, “And I would never ask you to.” But, he was just so 
rude. And, he taught a class that was required. It was like Research. And, he was 
the only one who taught the class during the school year. So, I took the class. I 
got—He would not help me. He was always saying something rude. He would not 
approve any subject—Every topic that I picked to do my research on, “No! 
That’s—No! That’s not a problem! NO!” I mean, he turned everything down 
without telling me why. 
[47:00] 
And when I would ask him, it would be like that I was just stupid or something. 
And so, I had to go to another professor in the department, and ask, “What am I 
doing wrong?” He said, “What are your topics?” So, I showed him all the 
different topics that I had chosen. And he was like, “Oh, well that’s good! Oh 
boy, that’s a good one! That’s good! I don’t know why he’s turning these down, 
because this is exactly what you’re supposed to be doing?” But, he turned 
everything down, so I dropped his class. And, someone told me, “Take the class 
in the summer, because that’s the only time he doesn’t teach it.” So, I signed up 
for the class. I was going to take it in the summer. Get it out of the way. And of 
course, not enough people signed up, so the class was dropped and I wound up 
having to take him again and have him. So, I just put up with him. 
[48:00] 
But, I wrote a letter to the president of Ball State University, and sent a copy to 
the department chair, and I sent a copy to the professor as well. And I had a 
meeting with the president at that time, and he asked me why didn’t I wait. I said, 
“Most people would have waited until they had graduated, but because it’s not for 
me. It’s for the people who will come after me and may get this man in class. No 
one should have to put up with that kind of behavior from a professor.” I just have 
experienced things like that all along growing up in Muncie. It’s like, three people 
of color, three together, 
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[49:00] 
that was a crowd. And you could be arrested for standing on the corner just 
talking. I mean they could—because you might be planning to riot or something. I 
don’t know what they would think, but they did things like that. 
Gee: And did that make you feel intimidated, or even scared sometimes to go out or do 
anything? 
Weeden: No. I’ve never, never felt intimidated. Never was afraid. And, I give a lot of credit 
to my dad, because he always made us feel like we could do anything that 
someone else could do. If they could do it, that we could do it better. 
[50:00] 
So, we were never taught to be afraid. Matter of fact, my dad—my mom would 
get on my dad because he actually taught us to fight. (laughs) And she said, 
“You’re supposed to be teaching peace!” But, it’s like, I could never come home 
without my brother from school, because if my dad said, “Where’s George?” I 
better say he’s outside the door, or something. Could never say, “He got in a 
fight.” Because if he got in a fight, then I better be there, you know. If one of us 
had a fight, we all had a fight. Not they we jumped in and jumped on anybody, 
but we were there to make sure that they were not going to be jumped by 
somebody 
[51:00] 
else. So, I was never afraid. No. 
Gee: And just to backtrack and clarify. The teacher that heavily doubted you while you 
were teaching at Shedtown, do you remember her name? 
Weeden: No, no I don’t. She died. I remember that. I saw it in the newspaper. I don’t 
remember the principal’s name. I just remember certain incidents and particular 
kids. Matter of fact, the little boy that called me the n-word, I remember later, 
going to church with him. He invited me. Asked me to come to his church, and 
they were having a revival. So, I went to church with him one night. Yeah, I 
remember that. The church was on 12th Street. 
Gee: Now, being at Ball State, 
[52:00] 
we actually got to interview your youngest brother, Bob Coatie. 
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Weeden: Um-hm. 
Gee: Were you guys at Ball State at the same time? 
Weeden: We were, but he was doing his master’s and I was doing my bachelor’s. 
Gee: And so, did you guys get to interact with each other often, or? 
Weeden:  Not at school. Not really. I hardly saw him at school, just that we graduated at the 
same time. I have a picture at home of the two of us with—I don’t remember—we 
were with my dad, but I remember our dad was at our graduation. 
Gee: Being that you waited to go for your undergrad, you were a nontraditional 
student. 
Weeden: Um-hm. 
Gee: How was that for you, attending Ball State for your undergrad as a nontraditional 
student? 
Weeden: It was interesting. It was fun, and it was a real learning 
[53:00] 
experience. As I was over at the Student Center, I just had—was walking trying to 
get the traffic office, and I saw Vivian Conley Lounge. One of the problems, was 
I remember being at a class, and there was a Grad Assistant who was teaching, 
and everything was like geared towards the—most of the students were people 
who had just graduated from high school, and they were like eighteen and 
nineteen. I was like twenty-nine, and I remember saying something to him, 
because some of the questions that he asked I felt didn’t relate to me, because they 
were geared towards kids who had just graduated. 
[54:00] 
And then, they would talk about partying all the time, and all that. You know, 
those kind of things, which I didn’t do. I had two kids and a job. But, once I 
mentioned it to him, he appreciated it because he said he didn’t realize I was that 
old. But, it was—I think it was better for me, because graduating—Starting school 
at twenty-nine and then when I graduated, I think that helped me as far as 
teaching because I didn’t have a lot of problems with the kids. I think the students 
tend to see me more as kind of a mother figure. So, I really—I never had 
problems with behavior. I mean, kids were kids, 
[55:00] 
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but I never had discipline problems, because I treated the kids just like I did my 
own. And so, I think they just kind of saw me as another mother. 
Gee: And how was it—you know you said you were twenty-nine, you had two kids and 
a job, and you were attending school. Was that a struggle for you emotionally? 
Financially? How did you juggle all of those responsibilities? 
Weeden: Well, I had help. My parents—I always lived near my parents. Most of the time, I 
could stand in my front of my house and look down the street if I wanted to send 
my kids down there. I could stand in front of my house and watch them walk the 
two blocks to my parents’ house. So, I had a lot of help. 
[56:00] 
If I’d had not had my parents, I don’t think I would have been able to do it, 
because I would not have been able to afford a babysitter. Because I was working 
part-time, and then at one point, I was working two jobs, and I was working at 
night. In undergrad, I had of course day classes, but I could only work for the 
three years, because the fourth year—and I didn’t know this until it happened— 
but I couldn’t hold a job because I had to do student teaching. And they said, 
Well, when you’re doing student teaching, we will increase the amount of money 
you get because you can’t work. Yeah, it was a struggle. 
[57:00] 
It’s just something you set up a routine, and this is what you do. And then the kids 
is like, you got to be on the move. You get up in the morning—I can remember, 
my kids were four years apart, and when my son—I did get him in daycare; it was 
a very reasonable daycare. And he only went like half-day, because he was in 
kindergarten. So, I would send my daughter, who was four years older than my 
son, would take him to daycare then go across the street to school. So, if the 
daycare had not been right there and reasonable, I would have had to be at home. 
Then, having my dad, because my dad was a pastor, he didn’t work a job. You 
know, I don’t mean that pastoring is not work, but 
[58:00] 
he didn’t have somewhere that he had to go and clock in. So, if I needed—if one 
of the kids was sick and I needed him to get them or something, he could do that. 
I didn’t have a car, so that was a problem that made things difficult, too, because I 
had to ride the bus back and forth. My oldest brother bought me a car. Just a lot of 
things. My family just kind of grouped around me to make sure I was—would be 
successful in what I was doing. Matter of fact, I went to my—my older brother, 
my oldest brother is a pastor, and I went to his church Sunday. And he said, “This 
is my baby sister, and I think she was the first in our family to go to college!” And 
I wasn’t actually the first one, but just the fact that I went meant something to 
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everybody in the family, 
[59:00] 
so everybody just kind of helped out. 
Gee: And, seeing that you were a nontraditional student, probably didn’t have a lot of 
time for a lot of extracurricular activities— 
Weeden: No. 
Gee: —but you did participate in the Minority Student Union. 
Weeden: Um-hm. 
Gee: What was that experience for you? What was your membership like in that 
organization? 
Weeden: I remember being in the choir. They had a choir. The—what’s it called now? 
Gee: Voices of Triumph? 
Weeden: Yeah, Voices of Triumph. 
Gee: Yes. 
Weeden: Then, it was just I think Student Union Choir. But, I went to a few meetings that 
they would meet over in the Minority House—we called it the Black House. And, 
we would meet over there, and sometimes there would be speakers that came in. 
And when—I just kind of counted stuff like that as a part of my class time. So, 
[1:00:00] 
most of the stuff was during the day that I participated in, while my kids were in 
school. Then, I could do that. I worked in the evening, so a lot of night things I 
didn’t—couldn’t participate in, but my boss, if it was something like for a class, 
then he would allow me to take off and come to that. That didn’t happen very 
often. But, I was never in a sorority. Never made a lot of friends. I think I might 
have had one fried? One or two? Because I was commuting back and forth. I 
came to school at time for class, basically, and if I had an hour between class then 
I stayed out here at the—went to the library or somewhere and studied. 
[1:01:00] 
And when the class was out, back home—because I either had to get ready to go 
to work, or I had get ready fix dinner for the kids or something. So, I mean, you 
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just have to want to do it, because there’s not that fun time in there. 
Gee: By not being able to join as many organizations or joining Greek life or anything 
like that, did you feel—did you feel like you missed out on anything? 
Weeden: I felt like I missed out on a part of the experience of being in college. It was just 
like every day—it was like you just go take a class. That’s what it felt. You may 
have a class three days a week, and so where other kids were out here and they 
were going to— they were doing things like they were pledging. They were just 
doing 
[1:02:00] 
things that seemed like so much fun, but I had to get on the bus and get back 
home. So yeah, I felt like I missed out. 
Gee: Now, we read a text called Ball State University: An Interpretive History, and in 
that text it spoke of BSA, Black Student Association. I don’t know if that was 
similar to the Minority Student Union? 
Weeden: Probably the same group. 
Gee: Okay. In 1986, the president was David Coatie, who was basically acting as sort 
of an activist on campus at that time. Do you have any relation to him? 
Weeden: That’s my nephew, but—well, yeah. He’s my nephew. He lived in New Castle. 
His—well, that’s not even a part of the answer. I started to say his mother had a 
lot of kids. But, that was a very large family. But, 
[1:03:00] 
David was very active at Ball State 
Gee: Okay, and during your undergrad you worked at the Muncie Star, it was called at 
the time, in Classified Advertising, as you mentioned before. What all was 
entailed in that position, and what was the experience you got while you were 
there? 
Weeden: It was classified ads that you see in the newspaper. My job was to write those. So, 
we did customer service. People would either come in or call in, and place an ad. 
And we had to write them up—like they would tell us what they had to sell, or 
what they—Some of them were doing memorials, or if they wanted a picture or 
whatever. So my job was to take their ad, and then we placed them—for the 
newspaper—made sure 
[1:04:00] 
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we got them in on time. That was it. Just customer service. 
Gee: And this is what you worked up until you had to do your student teaching? 
Weeden: Um-hm. 
Gee: Okay, and you mentioned an issue you had with a professor. I don’t remember if 
you mentioned if it was your Research Methods professor? 
Weeden: Research. 
Gee: Okay, so we’ve talked about that a little bit and how that was not really a good 
relationship, to the point where you had to write to the president of the university 
and to the department heads. Were there any other experiences like that that you 
faced during your time at Ball State? Undergrad and during your master’s 
program. 
Weeden: I think, basically, my experiences were good. I came back the year after I 
graduated. I was working in Marion, and so sometimes on my way home I would 
stop over at Teachers College just 
[1:05:00] 
to see what was going on. And, they had all these different committees, and they 
had a committee for, I think was the committee for minority recruitment. And, I 
was looking at their organizational thing, and the chairman of that committee was 
that same professor. And, I questioned, “How is he the chairman of the committee 
to recruit minorities, when his stand was he didn’t believe that we belonged 
here?” And they said, Well, he volunteered. So, I think maybe they just— 
someone got in the department that—for the wrong reasons. But, I never had a 
problem with any of the other 
[1:06:00] 
professors. 
Gee: So, given that situation with that professor, and you know, you did at this point 
make others aware of this situation— 
Weeden: Um-hm. 
Gee: —unlike when you were in high school, and you kind of had to accept it as it was. 
With this professor, you made administration aware of what was going on, and it 
doesn’t seem like he was reprimanded in any way for what he did to you. How 
did that make you feel about Ball State’s claim for diversity and inclusion at that 
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time? 
Weeden: Well, I felt like Ball State was just like the rest of Muncie. I think, a lot of times 
there’s a problem dealing with people who are different. They just don’t 
understand 
[1:07:00] 
how people think, or what people do, and they tend to treat people differently. But 
because you look like me, I understand what you mean, or I understand your 
thinking. And so, a lot of times perhaps I’ll make excuses for it, and I think that’s 
the way that Ball State was. I think that Ball State has grown a lot, and I think 
they have a better record for diversity now than they did. Because, then even, they 
were trying to bring professors in, people of color. I had, think his name was 
Michael Brown? Excellent professor. Of course, he didn’t stay. In undergrad I 
had a, 
[1:08:00] 
I think it’s James Scott, taught I think it was Intro to Sociology. Wonderful 
professor, and he didn’t stay either. But, I think that Ball State was trying to grow 
in that area and bring in people of color, so that they would be more diverse. And 
there would be people here who actually would be held accountable for their 
actions. But, I just—I’ve never been afraid to speak up, and so even if nothing 
happens, then if I speak up and address the issue, you can’t say, “I didn’t know.” 
Gee: Right. 
Weeden: Because I’m going to make sure that I address it. Whether they do anything about 
it or not, I got through his class, and 
[1:09:00] 
I got hired as a counselor, and I didn’t need his recommendation. 
Gee: Right. And you mentioned that you never had an African American teacher until 
you came her to Ball State— 
Weeden: Um-hm. 
Gee: —at the age of twenty-nine. 
Weeden: Right. 
Gee: How did—Did that further impact your decision to go into education? Even 
before you met this professor, not having any African American teachers. 
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Weeden: Well I wanted to go in because I wanted to make a difference in the lives of 
minority students. Then, after I got to Ball State, there were so few. I started 
thinking; the Caucasians needed African American teachers as well. So, that 
helped me realize that I had made the right decision, 
[1:10:00] 
because I think a lot of the problems stem from the fact that a lot of Caucasians 
grow up not having been around people of color, so then they don’t know how to 
deal with them, or how to get along with them. If we—I mean if we never come 
together, if—like I grew up never seeing—there was never an African American 
principal, assistant principal, teacher, student teacher. None of that when I was 
growing up. I never had any of that. So, to me it would not be surprising that not 
many of the kids said, “I want to be a teacher.” We didn’t see teachers, so that 
wasn’t something necessarily that we thought about being. And had there not 
[1:11:00] 
been a national shortage of teachers, I would not have thought about being a 
teacher, because that really wasn’t something that we did. But, there was a 
shortage, and so that helped my decision. And then when I got to Ball State, Dr. 
James Scott was my first teacher, my class. And when I went in that classroom, 
and he came in, it was like, Hallelujah! I had never, ever seen a black teacher. 
Never! 
Gee: It was like seeing a unicorn! (laughs) 
Weeden: Yes! Yes! And I mean I was like telling everybody! “Guess what!? My teacher, 
my very first class, my teacher is a black man!” 
[1:12:00] 
I mean, it was just exciting. 
Gee: So, following your undergrad, you came back to Ball State for grad school where 
you received your master’s in Counseling Psychology. During that time, you were 
also a Graduate Assistant. What did you do in this position? 
Weeden: I worked most of the time at a Learning Center. I don’t know if they still have 
that? 
Gee: Yeah. 
Weeden: Okay. 
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Gee: Um-hm. 
Weeden: The Learning Center—I was a Grad Assistant over the Learning Center. I 
supervised tutors, and signed—got people signed up, matched up with the tutors 
for whatever they needed help with. Before I started working in the Learning 
Center, I did little whatever they came 
[1:13:00] 
up with for me to do. 
Gee: So, after you finish your undergrad and your grad school programs, what was the 
journey after graduation as far as moving into your career? 
Weeden: Okay. Well, I grew up in Muncie. Went to Muncie schools all the way through. I 
graduated undergrad. Could not get a job in Muncie schools. Then I—when I 
came back and went to grad school, graduated, could not get a job in Muncie. So I 
went to work in Marion as a vocational counselor. And, I worked at Tucker area; 
whatever the long name was that had Vocational Technical College. My job was 
to—I went to the high school in 
[1:14:00] 
Grant County and to ta—make presentations to the students and enr—try to get 
students to enroll in Tucker. Their enrollment was very low, and so they said they 
needed the enrollment increased. So, that was my job. That’s what I did everyday. 
And, at Marion High School, they had given me a table and a place that I could sit 
down at the cafeteria, and I—at the cafeteria during lunchtime. And then during 
the day, I could be in the area with the counselors and send for students, and come 
in and talk to them and tell them about the school and different opportunities. So, 
I got students enrolled. Another thing that I did, was I went out and talked to 
community groups like the Coalition of 
[1:15:00] 
Clergymen, which was the pastors. And I would go to churches and make 
presentations. That first year, the enrollment more than doubled. And I found that 
I really enjoyed doing that, but I didn’t know how it worked—common sense 
would have told me if I would have thought about it—but if the kids were 
enrolling to go to Tucker, that meant they were coming out of the Marion High 
School, or whatever high school. And so, the next year when school started and I 
went back, I was being jumped by the teachers, the department chairs, business 
department, because they said I had taken so many of their kids and got them to 
enroll, that they had lost a teacher 
[1:16:00] 
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in their business department. I didn’t know how it worked. I just thought I was 
doing what I was asked to do. So that year was more difficult. I was not allowed 
in the counselors’ office to work. I was not allowed in the cafeteria to work. I 
could just sit at a little desk out in the hall. I was not allowed to send passes for 
students. It was just if when students came to go to lunch, if they wanted to stop 
and talk to me they could. If not, too bad. I just couldn’t talk to them. I could no 
longer send for them. I wasn’t—I couldn’t take a pass and send for them any 
longer. But, I still went to the 
[1:17:00] 
county schools. At the county schools I could go in to the auditorium and they 
would bring the students in, and I would talk to them that way and got students to 
sign up. Then, during that—after school started that year, was when Muncie 
Central called. And the principal at Muncie Central called the principal at the 
school at Tucker and talked to him. And the principal at Tucker came in and he 
literally begged me not to leave. And, I would not have left. The only reason I left 
was because my mother was very ill. I had actually—The reason I was at Ball 
State in grad school, was because I came back to help take care of my mom. And 
so, 
[1:18:00] 
I took the job in Muncie, and I came to work in Muncie—I believe it was either 
the end of September or the beginning of October, and my mom died in February 
that following year. So, I was in Muncie until I retired. 
Gee: And did you hold any other job positions besides the Marion Vocational School, 
and then going into Muncie Central? 
Weeden: In undergrad—well not in undergrad—after undergrad, I went to Wisconsin and I 
taught school in Milwaukee for twelve years. And then, I came back to Muncie. 
Gee: And what positions did you hold within Muncie Central? 
[1:19:00] 
Weeden: Counselor. 
Gee: Okay. 
Weeden: For three or four years, I think I was the department chair. 
Gee: For counseling? 
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Weeden: Um-hm? 
Gee: Okay. Now, you have three children? 
Weeden: Yes. 
Gee: And what was it like for you—you know obviously you had your children before 
you went to college, so you’ve been a mom for a while. What is it like for you to 
be a mom? 
Weeden: It’s a lot of work. A lot of work! It’s—I think it’s a growth process, because I 
have three: the oldest one I adopted, then I have a birth son and a birth daughter, 
but each one of them is different. 
[1:20:00] 
They’re just so totally different. So, you learn a lot, and you have to be—you 
can’t be stuck in one like, I’m right because I’m the mom. That’s not always the 
case that you’re right. I’ve learned to be patient, and I’ve learned to listen 
sometimes. And it was difficult for me sometimes to—it’s like, because you want 
to have your hand in everything. You don’t want anything to slip by. And so, 
you’re trying to do so much. But, I learned how to allow other people to help, and 
I found 
[1:21:00] 
out that people are willing to help if you allow them. When I lived in Wisconsin, 
there was—people moved to Milwaukee from New York, and this woman had 
five kids. And, her kids were in the school where I worked. And, it just so 
happened that I had them in class, and they said their mom was looking for a 
place to live. So, I told her the townhouse next door to me was empty, and she 
was able to get it. And, I never had to cook after that. (laughs) And that helped a 
lot, because she had five kids, so she was always cooking a bunch of stuff, and 
she was always feeding my kids for me. And things like that just happened all 
along. 
[1:22:00] 
So, I just had a lot of help, and it wasn’t as difficult for me, I think, as for some 
people that have just been overwhelmed by—but I could come home and sit at the 
table and grade papers and know that my kids were okay. So, I have a son, who 
it’s—I think it’s difficult trying to raise a son when you’re not married. His dad 
died when he was ten, I believe. But, he always had other men in his life, like my 
dad, my brothers, my brother-in-law. They were always doing things with him, 
but it’s just not the same. 
[1:23:00] 
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So, I just—I feel like I learned a lot from my kids. And, I’m learning even more 
from my grandchildren. 
Gee: (laughs) 
Weeden: They are a different breed. Yeah. I’m learning a lot from the one—the five-year- 
old. She’s—I just, every day I just say, “God, please protect her,” (both laugh) 
because she’s one who says what she thinks, and she asks questions, and not 
everybody appreciates that from a kid. I think that—I think God put kids—gives 
us children as gifts, and watches to see what we’re going to do with them. And, 
one of the things 
[1:24:00] 
that I’ve felt with her—because she’s so active, and I’m afraid that people get 
frustrated with her because she’s just doing stuff all the time. I just had this 
feeling like God was saying, Don’t ever beat the life out of her. 
Gee: (laughs) 
Weeden: I mean, she flips all the time, so I just say, Flip! Flip! But, you don’t want to take 
your kid to church and have them (both laugh) flip down the aisle. (both laugh) 
But, you know what I did? For New Year’s Eve, for our—we have Watch Night 
Service— 
Gee: Um-hm. 
Weeden: —and so, I was doing a skit. And, I had told them, “She is going to flip in this 
church,” because that’s what she does. And so, I wrote it into the script, and she 
was allowed to—she had to come out and play and flip across the front of the 
church. And so, 
[1:25:00] 
you know, it just says there’s room for all of us. 
Gee: Um-hm. 
Weeden: I learned that from my kids. We’re all different, but don’t stifle the gifts that your 
kids have. And, it was the same thing with the kids that I worked with in school. 
And, I did substitute teaching, too, after I retired. I guess I didn’t have enough. 
(both laugh) Yeah. 
Gee: What values did you try to instill in your children? 
Weeden: I tried to teach them to not be stuck on material things, but to grow inside to have 
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a heart for other people. Trying to—and with my grandchildren, trying to teach 
them 
[1:26:00] 
not to be bullies, but to treat—and my kids, too—to treat other people like the 
Golden Rule. I don’t really hear people talk about the Golden Rule anymore, but I 
tried to teach that to my kids, and I try to teach my grandchildren, “Do unto 
others, as you would have them do unto you.” Treat people the way you want to 
be treated, and don’t say mean things to people. Help somebody, and just don’t— 
well, I say don’t be hateful. To me that’s one of the most important characteristics 
that a person can have. Just be kind. Be helpful to people. And you never know 
how much people appreciate it and what they’ll do for you if you’re kind to them. 
[1:27:00] 
Gee: How did you try to prepare your children for the possible racism they could face 
in life? And did they face any challenges like that? 
Weeden: Yes. Unfortunately, I didn’t do as good a job as my parents did with me, because 
every—life being busy, and they’re busy and I’m busy. With the one that I 
adopted, we spent more time with her, because she was the only baby around. So, 
we would try to teach her, Don’t take it personally. Because, back then—let me 
see, she is fifty-four—and when she was a kid, I can remember times going to the 
Public Library downtown with my mother. 
[1:28:00] 
And a lady was coming up the stairs—up the steps—with her little girl, and my 
mother and I and my daughter were coming down the steps. And this little kid 
sees us, and she goes, (screams). And she’s just like she’s scared to death! And 
she’s hanging onto her mom, and getting behind her. The mom says, “You’re 
okay, don’t worry.” But what she said to my mom was, “Please, don’t get no 
black on me!” I mean, my mom wasn’t—But, the kid didn’t know. And so, I had 
to just—like, my daughter was like, “Well, what’s wrong with her? Why is she 
doing that?” And so, I had just to explain that to her in saying, “Don’t take it 
personally when people do or say things like that, 
[1:29:00] 
because they don’t know any better,” and just tell her, “You are better than,”— 
which I shouldn’t have said that I’m sure—but, “you are as good as and better 
than some.” So, I just tried to encourage them. With my youngest daughter, who 
is eleven years younger than my son, it was different because I was working like 
in the high school. She was seven years old when we moved back to—when we 
moved to Indiana. When she moved; I moved back. She was seven years old, and 
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when we were in Wisconsin she had not experienced any kind of discrimination. 
She had gone 
[1:30:00] 
to a Spanish Immersion school to start, and everybody had to speak Spanish. 
Everything. From the time you got—well, she didn’t have to speak it on the bus, 
but when she got off the school bus, until the time she got back on the school bus, 
everybody had to speak Spanish. So, it’s like everybody was the same. You were 
Spanish! But when we came to Muncie, I think that’s the first time she 
experienced anything. They would say stuff like—and a lot of what she 
experienced was from African American students. “You trying to be white, 
because you make good grades.” As though being smart was something that 
belonged to the 
[1:31:00] 
Caucasians. With school, when I was in high school, there was a quota on the 
number of African Americans that could be in the Honors Society. So, it wasn’t 
open to just everybody to be in there. My daughter—just some things that 
happened. I remember once, students at the last day of school, they would bring 
water guns to school, and they would let them go out and have a water gun fight 
on the lawn away from the school. One day, my daughter and her—couple of her 
friends, they had brought their water guns to school. They were in their 
backpacks, no water in them. And, a teacher tried to take them away from them, 
and they went into the 
[1:32:00] 
bathroom. This man, teacher, followed them into the ladies’ bathroom, and then 
called the lady, a woman teacher, to come in. And she came in to take their water 
guns from them. Other students had them. Theirs was in their backpacks, and they 
came in to take them because she said, “They were ‘going’ to put water in them.” 
They didn’t have water. But the teacher said, “Well, the man said that they were 
going to put water in them.” And so, it was his job to take them away, and they 
did take them. I worked in the school at that time. I was working in Muncie 
Central. I had gone from being this passive person that just sat back. So, he took 
them—took the girls to the office and took 
[1:33:00] 
their water guns to the office. And one of the— I’m doing a hall duty, and one of 
them came and told me—because I see all these other kids, all these Caucasians, 
with water guns and nothing being said. So, when they came and told me that they 
had taken their—well my daughter came, said they had taken her water gun. I had 
just bought that water gun the night before! 
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Gee: (laughs) 
Weeden: And I’m like, What? Who took it? Where? So, they had taken it into the office, 
into the assistant principal’s office, and put them in that. I was so upset. I don’t 
know if it was over the fact that I had paid money for this big water gun, or what? 
But I went in there and took the water gun back, and then got the other two girls’ 
water guns, too. And I was like, Lord, I need a break. I know I need a break, 
because when I 
[1:34:00] 
would see different things going on, I would make note of differences that were 
being made among students. At one point, I was going to write a book about the 
things that were happening in the cla—in the schools, because there were 
(unintelligible)—people were making differences between the students, and I 
don’t think they even realized what they were doing; that they were making a 
difference. But, it’s like, when they would give—like send a kid to the office, and 
they would write down what the infraction was. I had—there was a white student 
and a black student. Their reports said the very same thing. Exact wording. 
[1:35:00] 
Teacher had—because they were both doing the same thing. And, the teacher had 
written it down, had sent them to the office, and when they came—they were both 
my students. When they brought their papers over to me, what the assistant 
principal had written to send home—and I saw those papers—what he had put on 
the minority student’s paper was not the same as what he put on the other paper. 
And, as the one student was disruptive, and the other student had moved 
something. But, the minority student was disruptive. I had to speak up about that 
because, I said, “You don’t understand. As a parent, you send me a paper home 
saying my kid is disruptive in the class, that paints a picture for me 
[1:36:00] 
that’s quite different from saying that he just moved his chair, or he got in the 
wrong seat. That says a whole different story. And being a minority parent, I 
know how minority parents perceive that.” And the person who wrote it said he’d 
never thought about it. He didn’t realize that it would be any—that it was 
anything different. But, it was. Being there with my daughter, there were times 
when we were looking for students for different awards or scholarships, and they 
had to have a certain GPA, or they had to be in a certain—have a certain rank. 
Her counselor never considered her, and he would sit there and say, 
[1:37:00] 
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“I don’t have nobody. I don’t have anybody.” And I’m like, “Did you check your 
list? Well, I know you have one!” And he says, “Oh, well I thought you’d take 
care of her?” So, it was like kind of always pushing her off to the side, and not 
giving her what she was entitled to. She had to put up with a lot of things. I think, 
basically, because I was working there in the school. 
Gee: Okay, what—your father was a pastor— 
Weeden: Um-hm. 
Gee: and you are now a pastor, correct? 
Weeden: I’m not a pastor, but I am a minister. 
Gee: Okay, so what role has religion played in your life? 
Weeden: Well, I would say not religion itself, because I just see religion as like a lot of 
rules. 
[1:38:00] 
But, spirituality guides my life. I have just always been a person that I try to seek 
after God. Wanting to know more, to understand more, and to be able to do more. 
So, before I went to grad school, I felt that God was leading me to come back to 
Muncie. And I didn’t want to come. I mean who wants to come back to Muncie? 
After I lived in Wisconsin, it took me a year to learn how to get around in 
Milwaukee, but I had become accustomed to it. I loved it up there! It was like 
God was saying to me, Go home and help your dad. For two years, 
[1:39:00] 
I struggled with that, because I didn’t want to come back to Muncie. But it just 
seemed like everything, everybody I came in contact, every time I went to 
church—no matter what church I went to—it was like I was getting the same 
message. It would be something about go home, like the Prodigal Son. Somebody 
preaching the Prodigal Son. Or, it just continuously—and I finally—the reason I 
decided to come back to Muncie when I did, was I was working for the 
Archdiocese. They’re inner-city Catholic schools. And so, they had decided that 
they were going to start a new something with the schools, and they were going to 
close all of the schools, and everybody had to apply for a job. And then they were 
going to open it up; it’s going to be a new school system. Which meant, 
technically, that I didn’t have a job. And so, they were 
[1:40:00] 
asking me to apply to be the Director of Music for all the schools, all of their 
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schools. And, I just finally said, Nope! I guess this just means I need to go home? 
I don’t have a job. So, I wrote my dad and told him that I felt that I should come 
home, that I was praying and I felt that God was saying, Go home and help your 
dad. And, my dad wrote me back and said, “I have been praying for two years that 
you would come home.” And that’s how long I had been struggling with the idea 
of coming back. And he said, “I knew if I asked you to come that you would, but I 
wanted you to decide to come.” Then, I applied to Ball State, and got accepted, 
and came back to Muncie. 
[1:41:00] 
I came back to Muncie on July 4, 1985. That was on a Wednesday, I think that 
year. No, it wasn’t a Wednesday. That was on a Saturday. And that Saturday— 
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday—four days later I was all moved in and 
everything, and went to Bible Study on that Tuesday. And that Sunday, my dad 
turned the church over to me, and said, “This is what I need you to help with.” So, 
I pastored the church for four years, simply because my dad asked me to. That’s 
not my calling to be a pastor, but I had to do it because he asked me to. When the 
first day—I came out to be interviewed for the 
[1:42:00] 
Psychology program, and when I—the last year that I was in Wisconsin, the 
Archdiocese had said they would pay for one person in each school to go to 
Alverno College and take this course, because when—up there they have like the 
school psychologist in the community school. But, before they get to the Catholic 
schools, they have to make their rounds to all of the public schools first. And so, 
usually they didn’t get to us until the end of the school year. So, if we had a kid 
that needed to be tested, you didn’t get results back until the next year. So, the 
Archdiocese said that they would pay for one person out of each one of the 
schools to go to Alverno College. So, they had to choose someone, and I was 
chosen from our school. And 
[1:43:00] 
in order to—for the Archdiocese to pay, they had to give me one day a week 
where I could take the whole afternoon and give me a room, an office, and I 
would test students that were recommended for testing. Doing that, I just decided 
this is the chance to get to be a counselor. I enjoyed the testing, but I wanted—I 
thought I could do that and be a counselor. But when I got here, they told me to 
do the testing I would need to go into Educational Psychology instead of 
Counseling Psych. But I wanted to be a counselor, so I stuck with the Counseling 
Psych. And that day, I went home and I got a phone call, and they said, “You 
didn’t apply for Grad Assistant.” And I didn’t even 
[1:44:00] 
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know what Grad Assistant was? And I said, “Oh, was I supposed to? I didn’t 
know?” And they had a position available. And actually, they didn’t have 
anything for me to do, but they needed—they had the position, so they needed 
somebody in the position so they wouldn’t lose it. So, I got the job, but before I 
came I had been praying that—I believe very strongly in prayer, and I had been 
praying, and I said, God I need a job, because I need a way to make money, but I 
can’t work a lot of hours because I had my one daughter with me; she was seven. 
I’m helping take care of my mom, who was an involute. And, I had the church. 
So, I need a job, but not too hard and not too many hours. And they called me, 
and I said, “What do I have to 
[1:45:00] 
do?” They said, “Well, come back out here and fill out the papers, and we’ll tell 
you what to do.” So that’s what I did, and that was my job for the first year. 
Gee: Great! As we get close to the end of the interview, I want to make sure we get in 
some really important questions. I saw a photo from one of the reunions of the 
black—Ball State University Black Alumni Constituent Society. Are you a 
member of that organization? 
Weeden: I don’t know? I don’t know? I know the Ball State Black Alumni—is that the 
same thing? 
Gee: Yeah, yeah. 
Weeden: Okay, yes. 
Gee: Okay, yeah. Because I saw you in the photo, but I didn’t know if you—So what is 
your participation in that organization? 
Weeden: Just when they have their reunion here, usually I 
[1:46:00] 
come to the dinner, and the picture taking whatever. I don’t do the tour, or 
anything. But, basically, that’s it. Last year I didn’t come, because my brother 
wasn’t able to come, and I didn’t come. 
Gee: Okay. And as far as—you said you went through your whole educational career in 
Muncie. You’ve lived in Muncie pretty much your whole life. Besides your time 
in Wisconsin, you haven’t ventured far from Muncie. What is the love and pride 
in the Muncie community that you have that keeps you here? 
Weeden: I did live in Ohio for a short time. My son was born in Ohio, but I came back to 
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Muncie. The thing that has always brought me back to Muncie has been family. 
And 
[1:47:00] 
the thing that keeps me here I think is just that I don’t make change easily. Like 
when I moved to Wisconsin it took me a year to get accustomed to being there. 
And when I moved back to Muncie it like took me a year to get accustomed to 
being here. And when I felt that I should move back, it took me two years to make 
that move. I don’t adapt to change very easily, very quickly. And so, it’s easier to 
stay here than it is to go anyplace else. 
Gee: And one of my final questions: What changes, and/or similarities, do you see in 
the African American community from when you were growing up to now? 
Weeden: When I was growing up, everybody was family. It was like, you knew people, and 
even if you didn’t know them, if you saw them on the street or passed by them 
you spoke. You looked at them, and you would say, Hey, how are you doing? Or 
something. And now, people— 
[1:48:00] 
I mean, they don’t look at you. They don’t speak to you. It’s like you just—you 
don’t know people anymore. It doesn’t feel like family, and I think that’s a loss 
for us. 
Gee: Before we close the interview, is there anything I haven’t asked you about that 
you would like people to know about your life, career, or experiences at Ball State 
or afterward? 
Weeden: Not—well, I was the first African American hired in Muncie at AT&T. At that 
time, it was Indiana Bell Telephone Company. And I was the first person hired as 
a long-distance operator. Previous to that, they only had them in housekeeping 
and the janitor. 
Gee: And what did that accomplishment serve 
[1:49:00] 
for you in your life? 
Weeden: Well, it gave me a good job! (both laugh) And it opened the door for others to 
come in, because after that they started hiring African Americans. 
Gee: And is there anything else you would like to add? Any final advice or comments? 
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Weeden: I love Ball State, and I’ve met a lot of wonderful people out here. Some of the grad 
students were really helpful. There was one from Teachers College, that—he doesn’t 
work for Teachers College, but he works for the alumni I think. But, he met me 
someplace and talked; we had coffee and talked. And he just made things available. I 
like the way that they try to keep you up to date on what’s going on at Ball State. And I 
enjoy the 
[1:50:00] 
students, because I have found students at Ball State to be very personable. And we 
have college ministry at our church, and there are some of them that come to that. I just 
enjoy being around college students. 
Gee: And do you have any advice for any future educators? 
Weeden: Get to know the kids and treat them like you would want your kids to be treated. And 
expect great things from them, because kids tend, or everybody, tends to live up to 
your expectations. So, expect the best. 
Gee: Okay! Well on behalf of the Ball State University African American Alumni Oral 
History Project, I’d like to thank you for your participation today! 
Weeden: Um-hm. Thank you! 
[1:50:48] 
End of interview 
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Pre-Interview Notes 
Conducted b y Frank Lacop o 
On 2 /21/17 
Init ia l Te lepho ne c o ntact w ith Cynda Williams 
-An Indiana native w ho had aspirations to leave the s tate for drama school, but had two c hildre n 
befo re she was a ble to achieve that dream. As a r esu lt, she improvised by attending Ball State. 
-The drama d e partment provided w hat she descr ibes as exce llent tra ining t ha t put her on the path 
success as a n actress. 
-Has had very successful drama career, mainly in H o llywood films. 
-S he recently wrote a successful book on he r life experiences and trave ls a g ood deal at present 
as a result. She thu s ha s a tight schedule but w ill g ladly participate if we accommodate for that. 
-Cynda Williams w ill m a ke a n excellent ora l his tory interviewee. W hile s he caught me off-guard 
w ith a pho ne call w hile I was walking across campus and 1 was thus unable to record many 
details of her perso na l informatio n , s he had a clea r spea king voice and is manifes t ly eager to 
participate in our project. 
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CYNDA WILLIAMS 
BIOGRAPHY 
Cynda began a professional life of acting and singing after relocating to New 
York from her native Chicago. Her debut film MO' BETTER BLUES 
directed by Spike Lee, was a critical and commercial success. Blessed with a 
role that also required singing, her song HARLEM BLUES went # 1 on the 
R&B charts. That film opened the door to her next performance in Carl 
Franklin's ONE FALSE MOVE - the true icebreaker for Cynda's career. 
T his break out independent film appeared on many Best Film lists and 
Cynda was nominated for the coveted Spirit Award. 
Cynda has since appeared in numerous films including: Christopher Nolen 
Il's 72 HOURS, Stewart Wade ' s TRU LOVED, John Nolte's 
BEAUTIFUL LOSER, Salvador Litvak's WHEN DO WE EAT, Billy 
Wirth's MACARTHUR PARK, P.J. Castellante's RELAX ... IT'S JUST 
SEX, Darin Scott's CAUGHT UP and Wes ley Strick's THE TIE THAT 
BINDS. She has also performed memorable quality television roles 
including: BET's HIDDEN BLESSINGS, LIFETIME'S THE COURAGE 
TO LOVE, HBO's DOROTHY DANDRIDGE, Oprah Winfrey's ABC 
miniseries, THE WEDDING and PBS' TALES OF THE CITY. 
Cynda also sings and acts on stage. She most recently appeared in THE 
TALENTED TENTH, LANGSTON IS MY MAN, HOPE RUNS 
ETERNAL, TWILIGHT IN LOS ANGELES, 1992, MAKEEM' 
LAUGH, MAKE EM' LAUGH A CHRISTMAS CABARET, 
IMMEDIATE FAMILY, DREAM GIRLS and Mother 4 ,5 &7. 
Cynda sings· professionally for film and on the stage. She sings Jazz, 
Americana and R&B with The WES Group, Micheal Martin Band and The 
C & Ronnie G ' s Band. 
Cynda continues creating content- writing screenplays, musicals, and books. 
She looks forward to bringing her creations to life with the commercial 
production of these works . Her current project is the release of her first 
book, Pink Pantie Confessions, a self-he lp memior. She is producing a 
fictional film loosely based on her book. Cynda continues to sing, and accept 
quality roles in fi lm, te levision and theatre. 
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CYNDA WILLIAMS 
ACTRESS 
SAG/AFTRA 
FILM 
A CHANCE TN THE WORLD (20 17) 
RAY MEETS H ELEN (20 16) 
72 HOURS (2014) 
TURNING POINT (20 12) 
HOME WEDLOCK (20 11) 
TRU LOVED (2008) 
BEAUTIFUL LOSER (2007) 
DlV!NE INTER VENTI ON (2007) 
WHEN DO WE EAT (2005) 
MACARTHUR P ARK (2001) 
RELAX ... ITS JUST SEX ( 1998) 
CAUGHT U P ( 1998) 
ONE FALSE MOVE (1992) 
MO' BETTER BLUES ( 1990) 
TV 
BOURBAN STREET (2006) 
OUR HOUSE (2006) 
SHOOTER (2004) 
VlOLA TTON (2003) 
HIDD EN BLESSINGS (2000) 
T H E COURAGE TO LOVE (2000) 
INTRODUCING DOROTHY DAN DRJDG E ( 1999) 
T H E WEDDING (1998) 
GANG TN BLUE ( 1996) 
TAL ES OF THE C ITY ( 1993) 
THEATER 
IM MEDIATE FAMILY (2014) 
DREAM GIRLS (20 13) 
IMMEDIATE FAMIL Y (201 2 ) 
LOVERS & LULLABYES (2007) 
TWILIGHT LOS ANGELES, 1992 (2006) 
HOPE RUNS ETERNAL (2006) 
LANGSTON IS MY MAN (2005) 
THE TALENTED TEN TH (2004) 
SKILLS 
ACTRESS, SINGER, WRITE R. TEAC H ER 
TRAINT C 
DIR. MARK VADTK 
DIR. A L AN R UDOLPH 
DIR. C HRISTOPHER NOLEN 11 
DIR. N IYI TOWOIA WI 
DlR. PAX U W OGHlREN 
DLR. STEWART WADE 
DIR. JOHN NOLTE 
DIR. VAN ELDER 
DIR. SALVADOR LITVAK 
DIR. BILLY W IRTH 
DIR. P.J. CASTELLANETA 
D LR. DARIN SCOTT 
DIR. CARL FRANKLIN 
DTR. S PIKE LEE 
STUDIO C PRODUCTIONS 
HA LLMARK CHANNEL 
S HOWT IME 
S HOWTTME 
BET 
LIFETIME 
HBO 
NBC MINI SERIES 
SHOWTIME 
BBC/PBS M INI SERIES 
MARK TAPER T H EATRE, C A 
MUNCIE C IV IC THEATER, TN 
GOODMAN THEATRE, IL 
CELEBRATION THEATRE, CA 
BALL STATE UNIVERSITY, IN 
NATE HOLDEN CTR., L.A., CA 
THEATRE 3, V A 
4305 V ILLAGE THE ATRE, CA 
JOHN COP POLA, LA; JOHN KIRBY, LA; J EF F COREY, LA; GEOFFREY SAD WI TH, NY; ELIZ ABETH 
TURCOTT E, BALL STATE UNIVERSITY , 
SA from BALL STATE UNIVE RS ITY ( 1988), HYPNOS IS M O TlVATl O N INSTITUTE (2005) 
CONTACT 
STEVEN WOLFE - SNEAK PREVIEW MANAGEMENT (323) 962-0296 
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tournament, hoopla 
ritis Foundation 
'1he leg, come' is iu!t th• 
com.c pa1.·· Gerbe" "''"-"It 
adds a little bit of J•uBh:er lo the 
contest. The guys re>J.y h•m it 
up." 
The basketball compelit1on i> 
dtl'idoo into two >"r.s. Eadlteam 
plays •wo l2·minu!c games 
dtVid~ by a min,te hili I When a 
l"m "''"' bolh gameo. 11 
adi'.UKe:>lo ·he sir.gle-
('.imil:a:ion round that afternoon. 
Conpu~lon Is stparar"<< lor 
mm and wnmtn . ..-ith two 
divi>~ors A aod B. for boll\ 
grcups 
PriGr 10 ~limmtwn play. 
memte•s cf the SO!crilv w II 
prc!:<tH s:uflcd par.da bear the 
soro·ity's S)•mb•>l, •o 3-yeac-<~ld 
Arthritis "ocndation Pos·er Ch1ld 
Hat I. who "ffers rom 
pulyarticu.ar juvenile rheumatoid 
arthriti> 
Hays is :he daugtler of Rlls"'ll 
Hay:i, ilrt Pnvironmf'n!al contrcl 
rler.h:J;nir fr.r Rall S:ate'~ 
Physrcal Plant. 
While tte most visille pilll cf 
thP wc•r ·y'~ hiM~ c1rivf' s thf' 
ba<ketball marathcn, the sororlf) 
munbers will also be on 
comrr.unity ~lreets coile<tin~ 
contnbuticns. 
"For OJr ~reel collec:ti<n~. Y~·e 
wd ~ 11t tht" l'Orrli!IS 0 1 Jack~Oil 
and Tillotson. \kGalliard an< 
Wh«>!lo!, the 5u<mble Lig>' 
and m th• Villag•, · Gerbets said 
1'1@ §tree! coltPctoos are 
USU>ily th• bigge>l part cf lhe 
func-ra.s,ng" 
BJsinesses alsJ adv~rtise in a 
sponsors book thai is pr nled 
courtesy o: Greek's Pizzeria 
The toJ lhree trophies for the 
men's and women's divisil)n< 
were donated by the Collejiate 
.Boo< E"ha '~'Alley Shop. 
Donations were <ohcted from 
part't1'< unlvml·y 'lurnni, and 
Murcte res1denl< 
"We a.:.J pJtl!l·le colle hon 
Ca!l! dtn.llcd b)'lht ArthniLS 
Fourtd;:.t~ 1 at uea bu~ir.es~.·· 
Gerbtr; •<klee. "Those only rabc 
a couple hundred dol'.m. 
!he Bcil Stole Datly News. Wednesday, April, 19~7 • 5 
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Stgge experience advantag~ous 
Confidence boosted by winning pageant 
Junior Cindy Will ams, a theatre major, took firs! place in 
:he Miss Ball State Scholarship Pageant Sunday at-
:ernoan in her first attempt at winning a beauty/talent 
contest. 
BYGREGOPY SH.-VERIChel PtiOio;~pMr 
BY JUUA SPAI.OtiG 
Cl•ntiR~rttr 
H!r lim auemtto capt·ne a 
..,h,~mhlptbenttllllem pagean: 
lrtlt 'Na~ su~~ful For j(rninr Cind) 
Wiitiam~ 
The oewlv named Miss Ba:l State. 
who w<.Ss;>onsored by Alpha Psi 
Omega drame fr<ltmily, s1id she 
wes surprised anl excited whe1 s1e 
heald the announcer ~•I htr """" 
at ~'' t~>l vf SLnday'$ ;>ageanl 
'I reilly wonled this," Williams 
.,., "I md h·>l'ftll would Yl.n. bJI 
tlt.l~ no ide• I ~1) tltl" 
Wllllams said :t.e oompellucn 
was shff, bull)er expenence in stag~ 
pe!f~rmanet !ave her the edge 
~~.ere were a lol r:i beautiful aod 
lilented pwp:e there," she saic. 
B!<au>e W percent of I he point> 
.. rut<! i11th• pogo:aul wtt< based on 
talent Williams Slid lite wasni as 
r.enous luring m pertormance half 
as. she was c.uring he1 inten·ie\.1.-
wilt the judges. 
"I think the judjcs knew I was 
r:eroous, bu: $0 wu cveryo:le else,'" 
she 5aid. • 
1\'ith pe<lotmaoces in Ball State 
proc!octions "Jacques Brei is Ali>e 
and Wrll and U>lng in Pans,"·,- u 
tws" and ·r;~ Me Kate· under 
t.er btl!, lhelheatre major sanr 
"BengA!ivr' Iron the m'JS ital 
"Co-npany" lor 11e talent 'o~~>n of 
the >:geant. 
Williams soid she decided tc 
oompete in the P'\:1<411 obout • ytiJI 
ago btcaHe shed dn I han th>l 
kind of exptneoce. and illocked 
fJn. Bul shr •lsc ""' <Ltr<Cted by 
t\t opportunuy to express her~elf 
tnrough mttlenl,• :ra~ she sa1d 
she pic~ed "' Iron her jrandfalltrr, 
Rc\' . .l.C. Williams. 
NCAA championship loses to Academy Awards in ratings game 
~EW YORK (AP)- lr.u~ar111 lito ) 
hne ek>d Otll ; \\In O'i@r Syracuse 
lor the NCAA bask~tbal 
:hampiorsh!J, bel ltc Acld•m> 
A.wardo. iihO\V WBS lhe big oVIrner 1f. 
theAC tii•~•n ratinss 
Acco1ding to ratinRs I roll 3 "•· 
inr ""'"'· lhe Oscm ~: a 33.8 
TJitin~ li!int1.a S3 ~t ;ufl lwbnfay nig!rt. 
The mov.e ,,..,,11; exunagacta 
on ABC "" uuly lttou·tu-htod 
ajHrn>t the jdllt un CBS •Iter 9 
p n F..'T. fle j<me had stared at 8 
prn 
The "li'l i! 1 per<:cnt>gc of the 
m:ion's estimaltd 67.• million 
tnr.lrlHids Nith telrvi,.on. The 
~~;"lui' 1c; il pfrcerrage ol the a~·ailable 
\·iewing 1ucicrrce. 
Th~ yeilr'> Chc"' show cid con· 
•lderabl) better tl.dn lut )t•r's. tt.e 
low!st-nted eve• wllll a 21.3 r•tillg 
mda43!1\:ue. 
Indiana won m the fintl ~ecol'ds.. 
74-73. Bllt the ga-ne'$ nhng •g•m•t 
lhe OlC>rs wos only 1~.1 lo'ith a 
>hart ol27. 
1\e wa:rheJ htm m1 utut lite 
hel~ peo?iC and !eve so. rr.any 
ur.cl)ncitiona:lv.'' s~e saic. 
"Through rry i1lent and my 
~wf.,..umll•fe as a performer, I'd 
like to ~n thole thing1 11 • diff•rent 
way." 
An ~&)() ;cbo:arslllr a c'fl<'< 
radio, <!innEr for t-.vo at • Mexicar 
~huant. three month5' 
m•m~rship ala health spa <nd 
~venl gi~ certifJO'Jie> were 
included i~ the list of prim 
Wil.iam> recei•ed. but she s.>1d 
being d10wn n.er the o•.he 35 
contt>Stants hit~ 1 Slll\'id]m:;,uriug 
'I'm blade ard lth1nk th•t's a 
my Dig~:comp.IShment "she said, 
tCdirg 1.11t s1e ··''!the on.y biiCk 
""nun who com~et~ in the 
pogewt aher two blacl comes;•nts 
dro1pf<i ou: earlier in tl.e tun!c>l. 
1 <'l'llh>t \li~< Rat . .lr>te is 
$Cmethln! e\·eryone should be a 
~art of" she satd 
Williillll& v-;ho will go on to 
~ompdc in the ~11ss lndi,na pag<anl 
n June, said co:-tfidcnce w~ he:r 
jreatest gain from the exf)<rience of 
•:ompding :or and wirning the W1~s 
:!aU Stale 1111~ 
' T'le .al·,,:~)'' ~ad cnnfiun:e in 
11y perfonring. bul ~~an inM; dual 
I h>ven't had mJ<t unlit now 
KMp mace In yocr 
home. car or carry it . ...,1!t' ~ou. 
It's s.,~~•e. easy to use and eftec-
ll,·e p•ctect on from pnfsicat 
a track 
... just in case 
Law Enforcement 
Products Co. 
Ph.289of>&IU 
3309 N. New ~ork (just north ot M~9a liard) 
SAV! $2.00 
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ARTS UPDATE 
EVENTS 
"CHJLDRENS' Al/f' EXHIBIT, May 14 An Building Rooms 12l •nd 
m from 9:JJ a.m :o 11•30 • 11. 
"tl'JLEPSY EDUCATIONISJPPORT GROLP.'' 11ay 1!. 7 p.1l. to 
8~0 p.m. ColleJe A\~nue Ln ted ~llhodi~ Cnun:h. 19E8 W W•i11St. 
"SECOND ANNLAL AREA 6 SE~JOR GAMES," s"irom n!. gdf, 
bwfin1. l>asklthat, ou:t rr. tmn~. rra:k mJ field, lilliud>. ... ,,, tro· 
n~ and others, for mlrvi3uals 55 .nd older, May 23 to 27. 9 a.m. to 5 
p.re. Calf 289-J JSJ to r'!ls:er. 
EXHIBITS 
HEALTH.(ARE ~1:'111\G DESIGNS BY AMERICAN ARCHITECTS. 
t~rough May 16. ex1ibiior ga l1ry 8 • m rr 5 p.m 
"AFRICAN ARf: .N CULTIJRAL OJNTEXT:· sele:tloos tom the 
W•lly ard Brend• lollrr., roi!P<tinn. throuih April 29, 14useum of 
Anthropology. Burkhldt F.uildln! Room 320. 
"53RD ANNUAL S'IUDEN7 EXHIBITION." through May 15, 2:30 
p.m .. Art G~lery. 
"53RD ANNUAL TRI KAPPA REGIONAL ARTISTS EXHIB:TION." 
throLgh ~'~ 11. ft IVa~n• MJ!eUm of An. 3 1 E. MainS .. 
"SCULPTURE ALL ARDJ~O." 4.000 )eor, of .:Liptur~. througil Jen. 
ll, rt. Wayne ~useum cJ An. 31 J E. Main St 
FILMS 
"S~If.ES Or A SJINMER NIGHT.'' l'ay 18. 7:30 p.m, Pruis !tall 
fret. 
_____ LECTURES 
'"llE OJNnWrn' OF GRE~K CULllJRE." Bt11url Knox, ll~rvard 
Univem:y Lily 5. II e.n., Sudent Center forum R'""'· 'ret:. 
MUSIC 
STIJO,NT BRASS ~HOIR May 5.! ~ m .. >ru sHalf, !tee 
WINO ENSUtRI.F, M1y R, 3 p.m., Pruls Hall. frrt 
"WHITE HEART." Chr st~n rock, ~ay 6, 8 ~.n!., ArliujtJn Theater, 
lOth S'""' '"~ Arlinjtor Amue. 
"ART OF JAZZ SERIFS," Soxuplroni>t Den~ DiB!tsio ~ith IJo.ll Sllte 
Jm En .. mble, May 1. 7:30pm .. Emens Auditonurr. 
GUITARIST PAULREII.LY,II.ay 9. 8p m .. PrJ~ Hal. 
FLUTE CHOIR. M<y 1), 5:30 v "'·· Prub 'iall, free. 
STIJDENT BRASS QU:tm:-s. \lay II. neon, Prui> Hal\ lrce 
SYt.!PifO~Y BAND\!" II, 8 p.m .. Pruis Hall 
STIJDENT CENltR MUSIC ENSEJ4BLES, ~'Y 13, neo1, Prul; Hall, 
f'!e 
"EMPiRE BRASS POPS CONCtRT," May 14,8 p.m, E11ens Audnc-
rium. T~he> $12, IU6 aoo IZ ofter AprilS. 
TltOMBONE CHO:R. Ill) IS. 8 pr., Pruis rail, J·ee. 
"QLASAR. • TEfl!aelintrmtiJn<li music b.too lily Z2, 8 p.m, Jr-
ciar• Roul s.!Jroom 140 W. Washin~onS:., IndianapcliS. T,c«l! !H 
al n:k~llaster location• 
THEATER 
"FIDDLER ON We ROOF," May 5 to May 8 Rcwory Theoter, !OJ 
W. 42ud 51.. lndiarapclis TH:krl! 110,$8 one IS. 
"ONO-ACT FESTIVAl." MayS. 6 and 7.1 p.m Stroth,Th"""· 
"A MIOOULIII~R ~!CiiTS DREAM," Yay I: to 11 8 p.m., Unl\er-
sitv Theater. 
'.lJST Bt'!VrEEN f"RENOS,"Ifay 13·14, 20·21 8 Bl><!u Olf B•oad-
•·ay Stuli> Theatre, H-7 W Jad<son St. aul tieketsat door. 
'THE t.IIJ:AOO.' Gi b:n and $J!Jivan play, ~'Y 20-23 and 28 URIS 
p.m. and lhy 29at2:30 p.n., lluncieCi,ic Theatrr 
Group incomorates singing .. dancing..arJing_ 
tSpirit' is triple threat of talent 
BY CAR PIE RUlU 
OUtlR~er 
Tte writtr foe a local rnus~•l 
~cup has w~rltrd with supersM 
bu' new $ rthKtanl lo play mght· 
dubs !ld wan~ to Sfe1d ,;, liiTlf 
teaching the busmm. 
11ie rUS<ln t\r perf11rrmg am~ 
"Sprrit" ham't played in Muncie 
nigh~c.ubs rs ""''"" trete mn't 
'"I ~xd ones to ~h) in, lame; 
Will am•. "ho 'elds the group. s.lid. 
'Me~ plac!'S wlllt hard rxk or 
ctJ:muy:westtrn nustc. '~b.: can 
pl;y h<rh, but we'rr more than 
thlt,"Wrl llamss.~id. 
"5prit" is 1 dlfer"t t)pe ofmu-
!ical group fh membm d~ribe 
tlltm!)!d~~ d~ c ·celt ve en~mblt11 
and prefe to bt coiled a !"UP of 
pedormer> rather thon • band. Till! 
seems appropriate becaure they oo 
much more than ~118 songs. The 
group incorporal" acti~g and danc-
ing n:o titir S"lows a so. Kn•)Wn ~s 
ihe"lrifl• threat' inttcp<ofessional 
world, aain!. darcinJ a:l<l ;if18ing 
pro~icc ~ m()re ae.1ti-.e (iU:let lor 
the members d the group A ~rong 
II"' of these thr" talenu is nec-
es;.ary if a ~(lrmu i! SE!/1@5 about 
mlkirg II big, Dir< J::te,rscn gmup 
mtnber, saic 
"Spirt· '' m•d• up o' •t~Jt 10 
membe-s who ~ut'lrm in vulous 
~;pac ti!S. only six or re~·fn core 
membe·s perfrvn in all the s~ows 
Jlmes Yifllrams, a C1~<SQ na· 
tiYf 'o~trites rhe I>Tics end per:uuilS 
""'Is .~nd keyooud1 He alw 'pJo-
gram! a drum IIWJire and play! 
iliss p<rts on the ke1boord. Edd) 
McP!'1k • 11uncre tesident, plays 
i1fltar TheiJur '""'istsm !erlior 
C.nl) 'r\'iLiarrs u1i01 Dirk Etehi· 
S«J. >enior ll<th Wagner md ~on· 
eie resirftnr Stacey Bartleson 
Ab>ct live l~'" ago. Williams 
forned the group ool of a de>ne to 
per1orrn and 1 strong "ill to help 
ct~e~ "ho •~ inlerestod 11 bfe9k· 
i1! irlc the wcrld of ["rfor1liJ1 
art>. Heads,., S<>rt of'"Jent ag<>nt 
in that way. 
"lie~ !Of poop!~ Nho wart to be 
on. ~·9"· but (who) don't rhink 
they" gooc enouBfl to iJin a g·oop. 
I want til giVt th!n a c.~enet 10 try 
k oot •nd "" if they can make it 
!Oml'<lay." hesaiJ. 
rind) Williams """' Mils Ball 
St:.t• 1 ~7. She has ~1111 "Spiri·" 
>ince It ~aned anc dltr.bJtes her 
..:res in the pageant a>C her fu-
ture sing1ng dtld dancir~g cartel to 
"Spirit. She plans to 110 to Chieago 
after mirg gradual len. 
"B<ir~ a port of this ~·pe d group 
has given me a ell""'' to perlorm 
l!ld bdP"f me I>< a better 1"· 
former,• she said. 
EtchiS<Jn, a tteuer mcJCrl is an-
ot.m ex'mple of .hmes '1/illiarrs' 
. <rack br ~'irg aspirrng per'ormer< 
'he boost they ne«< to gtt them on 
:ileb:ay. 
E:oioon cam• to James WIIJ~m< 
wun he was in ti!h scoool He 
wort!d to perlorm. he "'d hut he 
didn't koow eliC~il in what w~. 
Tbe 'creative '""m~e trov1des 
the "tri~l< thrmr of pertormiJ1 trat 
is needed to bf' rrol!SS!Ona .. Etch I· 
scn~id. 
Tho ,-oup ro: only whaneec 
tho,. a~tru J~r hlmlllllre """' has 
a !ttl ro· •he techiiKal aspfd of a 
mu~cal1rouv wl i<h he is sure wrll 
bt va~uable later. he Mid 
Etchrson doscllb!<i hrs nvolve-
rrentwilhJ•mes ~illiams group as 
an .. vpe:1·mirded. creative ad~cn 
lurt' 
'The !roup s a very ao.~ling 
o "· which r"Jiy helps. Other 
groJr• don't have that "!led. Its an 
'I no okay. You'rr O<l)'' altitde," 
he ;cid. 
At th< end ol the qullle:, Etch> 
son aJ;o ~ Juvin! the grocp He 
~·as ~cepted m scholarsl\11 to lh~ 
Antr~'" Mu,ical and Dra:notic 
Atademv h ~ew York, where he 
will stud) k>r two years. He doesn I 
ir"w if he ,.;n rdum lo &II Stille 
to fmisl- his d<gret. 
\\hen "Spui·" d:><s play a stri:tly 
mJ~cal show ihe them• the) center 
on is exacd) whM tJle.r ram~ im-
plies 
"I wuv. ptOpie to rfeti•te some-
thmg from " - a positi>e r .. ling 
-when tllry set "'· Th<le s spmt 
m whtcv« we do Na nrcess•rily 
:he spirit o/ God but a gocd S?iril," 
Jameo IVrfl·a:m said. 
Tht !"up's nan focus or nes· 
sagt 6 on ~n intenac·al MOliT'Unrt~ 
I hat !ames 'II Jliams and h s wifP, 
w1o does the gr•Jup's ;c:ountirg, 
bE-Ii~\'f' H'i 
"I "e tm 1 mess~ge. t's tt.at 
I he k nJdom c1 hEa·:en Is plural<>i< 
and nor-racili, · Carl"' Willioms 
said . 
But Cindy WiHams s.lid the 
grou~ ISn't Lvmplttd) a relrgrous 
one. ne muoic and lyrics aren\ Ill 
Christiill soon<firg she sard. She 
descr1bell it 's music :rom the heart 
"5puit' perlorms ofi<>ci!inal nou 
,;. wrnflQl<d ~y Ja1l'-' Wilii•m~ 
They mallt pial pop a1d show· 
tun~ mwic. Cu!D$ WtlliaJT$ ~id. 
The) hal'! done )3ZZ anl coun:ry 
rrun: a:K: C\'C:'l rome hard rock. 
When propi< nre<JI group to pl1y ~ 
a fuoction1 thEy ul. James Will Lam~ 
aoo hel DUI together the k.n1 ct 
gr~JP n<edel fr•Jm the aJ rnembm 
h!cancontacl. 1E saKI 
James '1/illiJms trav~led 'or I; 
yem. \!d:h \ariQ\Is btnc:h lf.d mus. 
e>l g'OUps !>!foro 1<lormed "Spmt." 
He's be+n on afbJms as • barl-
grou'i vocal 'or estlbliste-J fer-
formeR such as Tina Turner, Eartt 
Vli1d md Frre. Jrrl Ch•l• Khan 
When .llroes WLiems was wrth a 
group c;lled 'Biadl Ugllteni1g,' .t 
rnd!e "' ~bum unre tt.e """' 
Bug bill exterminated in South Carolina 
COLUMBiA, SC (AP; - Vli'h 
3 ,..,,.y rY rllMonr. lht' H1l1 Y Df 
Repr~senmr.·ts E'Attrm n~r~ a . 
~11 holt wodr hn't nldP lhf' 
pnylllg rra1~1 ~oJrh Ca'lliil<' 
crrclall1!f<:t 
Tte•e wal li!t e a.ierrali•e 
wilt' Rep. l¥oody Avdltt:o 
•rode to tbe pocium with hrs 
to~" firm y 11 ehttl and sut 
r.~cd a down-wme oft.nlltrve: 
the oxk•ooch. 
Ayd:11u noted 'hilt I~ ~ale 
alroady hod plerty ol ;~mbols. 
·'This thing'! been around 
South Ca<olina lo• ~ or 60 biJ.. 
'icn ye~~ and ham t chonged. 
The Houst docided to drop the 
!lltjo:t ,r ""'' sym,.ls a.tCI-
gether. 
nant with MCA r"01d1. 
'Toe never real.v ~udred hEr 
si' 01 '"rlhin!. r dor l kOJw 
wrriP thf' snngc; fnr her, I n.t 
they were for her So we cal 
Jum~a REcords and tl>!y 
sen~ tte IDng< rn, M dnn t 
on anyone l!<teni~ to tbem. 
"k-
Muse :so't l~e only thin! 
~rtes. J1mes VIUI~ms has 
two P~ls· <nl is ~~rking 
01her One cJ .heonc·oct 
Jl"rfOfmcd by a thea·er 
Notre DJJTc rrcrntly. 
Ja-n~:~S W111t.ms ~ISO 
daso cf ~11orrni1! ans 
YMCA H!'s :hlr.k ng 
another ll!OJP tog<the< to 
lhf PfO>if ri tl" 
Slme rewn h< kmr;oJ 
wan~ tu live ~he·• an 
lo~trbur, ilesa~ 
In •dj~ion 10 thO. lenior 
Weyer> "ill mte ; vijoo cf 
ril ' which viD f<atoce CinGy 
Iiams. J1mes Wrllraras s;,rd 
w•n!ed t•> fe,rurc iler btlor< 
ltiiV~! 
Jarr.es l'lil.i,ms bil> areaJy 
auch s1ua~ in the '1\"0il•J v~ 
lllrming arts ml nJw, t1roogil 
rit.' he's c«Jcentratinl on 
ol~ltl::t a d1U£t lo 5UC~eed 
todat s "DOIUt om· 
iHSeats,AJIShow~ 11.00 
11200•3:5()-1:4o-7:ll·9:21 
The Perfect 
Man ... 
tti 
@ 
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Actress Cynda Williams in Brief visit to Muncie 
By Tabat-h01 A. Tower -Harris 
Hollyv.ood actress C)mb Wuhams., zorm.'lll} ""o, ... n a:s 
.. Cind)' Wilh:,m,,'" p:)id ... Vt$11 to b-:r second homet->wn or 
Munc:u~:. l»di4.na 
OtJCUU-11}' from cruen-go ... Ill. Wtlh=tm!l mo·vcd to ~tunc ac 
dunng her -.en .or )..::urn h1&h Khool. late.r gr3du~Un& from 
Nonhstdc H i£)\ ' cboo ~he .!.so ~:~ado• tcd from Ball Stat~ 
Un.verst(y ""i1h degn:c u1 thc:at.: r 
Ln.mg tn Ch.:.as:o w» fun and cb.ngcteus.. the 
nc:•&hbo• hood t~J she hved llt was .u neht. until a gang 
caUcd the: DtKJpks. moved m and took o.,'CT 
Her Cn her f.c:c thai If had bec::omc too d;,ngcrous to hve m 
ChlC.:l,£.0 1 fe lllOYOd htS Camtly to \..tu.nctc. 
Wilhanu Y¥b no ruan"-~tr to Muncitt. BefOt~ u tO\rut.:. ~ 
bc:caUSc ).M•d vOtt hb- craudfathcr-. the Rev J C. WiJiiam:s. 
dunn& the summer Will~ di:d QHlsi.der- her n:K)Vc to 
"inne•c: ro be -cu llun:: Shod. ·• Movm& (rom cit) life to 
rown luc .. :.s ' ' ·ell ~ me" 1ng from surroundmgs of :non: 
blac.~ ~optc tO !1Ufi"Otlnd1np of mor~ ~tutt: I)L"OpJ~o~. \1.1!. 
cullur.: shc.lck lor her 
She said thal "-hil~ •n Chic.:~~. the ont~ wbrtc pc:TSOi>t' she 
•e:tJiy l,n.e ..... ~., her mOther 
As a cb•Jd. £.10'''''1:n~ up"~" daffic:yJt f01 W•IIWns bcc.au:sc 
b l.xk c hiklruo cal led !:ubonkc)' and s;aid ohm she though• 
th.-,.1 she \10M" better-than th'-'"} "ere \.Vhrk the v. h ite cluld~ 
cal k:d ber •mggcr • 
AI~ st.: wenr th.-ouw,.h r»&;.faf ch;3llcn~es.. sJ)e ~~d rh.d 
her- (lmlly .... as 8,1":31 Though sh e: ::d mits th:s1 ho Eu•o-
Anxr~an $.de ortbe umrl~ YI.:U least .sccepcrn\;. thall her 
Af~n·Amcnc.3n slde ofchc fami1)' 
• \.t) fAdlc:t raised me_ to be b1aclt. .. rr someo~ asJu:d me 
\lo< hal 1 "35.. l'd S;;&)'" bl.k.k.. I ll•uU.. tt depc:nds Ofl )OUr 
.,-ronn\~ 1-....c: been to ln:.l;md .. 1 1\:;t\oll!n~ been to A fucA. b-Jt 
1 plan to a,o.. .. ~id \Vtlham ")o 
HcT proud parent$. Charles K~nr.e•h .;and Rc:+..crly \\ •ll1.4tmS 
n:am.ed her Candy Ann V¥'iU1ams. TI~) .tiSU h.:.\<. thr« 01h-:'r 
d.JUQh ttrs. Mon.ca. Sodiqa and \.1e..gan. as ...... .:n .as '"o 
sons. Cha.~cs t l~.n and Fredlru:.k. 
1·o ~an act~s. Wut~m<J h3d rojom the. 54:.f'C4:.11 Acln: s 
G~nfd (SAG) To be J par1 of lha' unton. tto t'-''0 x:tr"':SSCS 
could have the sa:rn.! n~. to Pf'='\'C.nt 3 m L'(..QP in 1:::..0 mad. 
HOIIY'\.ood alr-eady !tad .a Cind:)' WHUam~ fonndy of the 
~ot e: to .-e:-ad e:n: 
We ~poloaize for the nussmg 
1ump page of this story in 
the:: la!it 1~ of Tl"ot: to.tuncic T1mcs... 
Thl~ i:s the story an ~~~· cnrircty 
hit Ldc-vtStQn ·m-ccm ""La,e:m.! and S.hu·1c) ... Th.:Nf«.:. 
\\r ilho.m ... had to ~h..u\1.<>e her ''-'Jl\C' I() 'C) nd:1 .. 
\VIIIlanh hkt ~\!'n aclrnJI :.nd 'ii ln~~tne ~r \lohufc hr.,.~ 
rhr('u;,"l h.;r t4~il, and t!"'= ..:~ u.rch 
She w<l.S •n tnun bnct1) JO ~Jil~ a.t ~l\1: Umtcd Mdhochst 
Chun:h '"(.;n:.ll f -..:fll"" 1n t-on \\<,nne: lnd 
\\ illt3Hh ...a rJ rhul h..;.- mfhn:n-..~..:. h.sa.'c: Oli.."C'n h('r ur~o. "-:' .. 
b~ \\c--t.;-... \.\ tlham .... :at .. a .1n ~1.:.-: hcf' ~mndt~lth..:t tfh.· 
Rc'\ J C \\II ham" ... r .. OU'h.l "-' ' " lo.!.-.;b..,... '-..m.,.~ (. n.H~ 
and O..:~h l un.:-."n~. 
SintJni ~nd .t'Cnn.: h.ld ~,.,_ n n.:, tJ ~m '\\ h• :.ncrl~in.: 
&U SLlh.:. \Vifh..lmS ,h,rk.rd u~ 11 "ul1'lln.:r lhc:lln.!' J>"U'1,•1"Dm. 
Al)..:r ~adtta(JOn 311'-...-: mO\'Cd to C onncc.ucur wuh ~ fnc.nd 
3f1d they Latc:r drctch:'d to t.akc th1:tr cha-nce.., on a mo ... ·c; to 
New-Vorl.,. 
Th~) ...... oelo..-:d 10 ~"e enouJ!h money , .. h tk 1n ConnCC1Kut 
tU ~uppor1 rhem f\>r a moru:h m I he "'Btg Appk '" A ti er the 
month had come snd ;one .;lfld \V H h;tms has no ~.a f btC3Ii:$ 
m ch.c busne:,..s.. Jle h3J to t~....:: .: job :u ::. h!O.\l~s.s at a 
rUU.U13lll , 
She ans....vcn:d the phone1 and 1hen s:.;.ned doma, $00'\C 
aa:ounun g She "'"as bk:r doeng O"ICC.ou:ung for four 
res:;:tuntn t:o~ A few months l.lk:r came her b•& bn::a..: '""h .1o 
Sp L;c- Lee-film 
He.r tirs1 n10vte ""'~ ·•Mo• Better Blue< .. w1th Speke L..::e 
"tue:n $.ht;:. m"v.:d lO N.c.w Vo.l in 1')38 •It \Arb CtM>I 
bcQU$C I cot to "or I-; " iiJt sorne vctcJan ac.UHS. Den z::el 
Washingto~ \.\ cslcy Snipc:s ~..Qd Spil..c. U:c. J f:OI co work 
w1th people th ou Mew w h a1 they were domg,... S3Jd 
WiUt:u tU 
WdJiam:s felt lh1u her lurKh n;. a pan m ""Mo' Bet:c Blues'" 
4 10 1 mont~ after mavm a 10 "'-J.ew Yolk had a Joe w do 
w1th hc:r C~tlh m God 
"'h h~ a sptnnLl.l rtung&oina on I pn:u y muc.h L-:no ...... "'~ hai 
I ~-:toted to do .:md I have :z '~~'Cry S"..con~ R"llll~ip walh 
n•y Ood. Sue when t moved toN~ Yor~ I was c'pc:cun;; 
10 do \'-ell. "' s;ud \V1I113m) 
V.'illa:uns 1-.tet' rc!oau cd from NC\\. V«k to Los AngeJc:.s 
bcc:a.tJ:sc one of the mo\:t~ that she ~ :u :~uchaon.mg. roc. 
""On\! r . J1C '-foYC ... u.as C:aSin"'il only OUI o( l...cx AnJ.CfC.'-
WiJharn feels !hal 11 tl \o-CT') mtport3.nt 10 mam(;un her 
Chlf'S.LLIU'I be.l1<:b dfid ne"~rc:r foo.Oftl$)1onJ :....: h.:r (f3ttd:u-d."' fiX" 
the: tlolly\.Oioood lifGI)'k. 11\h-c feels th~ c.hoocam JJ ,..-opcr 
fnc nds. who ,~,u compfc:mc:nt her lfc:sryk: rs chr •ondy bul 
th~ be.ncr rD3d to'-""~ 
""l t"l '\f¢r'l importan1 :o h2"V .3 SII"OOC fo-J(~ ... UOtl '-' tth )'OU.t 
f:un i ly and to be careful about ptckn ta your frwnd!.. Jl~> 
dJffic.ult oot bctng pou1. ofdu: Ho llywood sc:nc. 4tlld \'lo.'OIJ.. ut 
Holl)'wood. Jr's a " "ttY long. bud ~tnd lorleJy tOAd I've 1\..Ht 
some difficu lt time:$" buc GoJ hu .1h ... ~ pro...,Kkd rot m.:. ·• 
s;:a.td Wit tams.. 
\Vilha~ h"-es n '-lonh t lollvv..ood ""l nc\o'Cf anrendcd to be: 
a tnnvrc actress tteca~ J ·didn't h:~vc. the c:Ap:ncncc I 
pt=mncd co be a 1hc.auc Xlf'CSS on Broad'\~o~y. I dtd.n't e1epe..:1 
to :.~ "' Los An&.eJes... u J w ,thanu. 
~ ilh:tnu l1ke' fiv•t,¥ in 'onh llolly"'.ood bcc:an....c it'~ .3 
tnuhculnmaJ n:s.Ccnt&.'l' uca... n.e onl) bad rhiJ'\a About 
li"'•rta: ' " I~~ Anb-"'Clc" ~ 100c 1f~ m~~ her t;;unJI~ 
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Prograr 
accept i1 
applica' 
ll•t .. II()U"ii 
on '-.... #lr C't•n 
l)t.•~o,·lupr1lt•nl 
•h ... "\.' Jllfll~ ·'1'1 
llh· lt)tJ:"4l'.llll 
'I h• pn•;:r.11n 
c•,h·•·••u· pr1111 
lu t•lt.,:thl•• hn 
\.\illunllh·Ci 
\\hn ... t : h o uu.H. 
\a-.ahh· II H 'd f 
Th- 19!ll:ll 
tlh· p.uut pro• 
SIO.OOO .1<111 t 
prnft;'(-· ... rur t.: 
lhr' y••.;u-. \f'll 
n1ll ht- rc~ ' ,._.., . 
ch·h•rnuut• th• 
hoU'h.•O\\ IU' I ... 
c·on•t)h.• t \~ the 
'' lllhi J,.;:III.'S ' I t 
tlrul ~rr- p.untJ 
prnt•t·d tul•!... 
llunu.•uwn~r 
~':,~~:~:~~.'.1.~ ~~ 
f'lt K. .. a" ,,.,H..,f' a 
ror rnf•r~ tnro 
htw~ h• Apply 
l,n,c-rom. 
V olunte 
needed 
TEAM 
Showca 
c. 
votunh.~f"rs arc 
ht""IJl aL lh 
ShClw cn.st.• "9tl._ 
Count ) '& C(.. 
fe•tival sche 
Snt urd...ty, \ ltr)1 
Lfon·, IJchtw :t 
Fain;routad~ . 
duO.s: bct, vec-
a n <l a. p . n t . t 
u.ssignt~d lo "" 
u ldcr (n t c"'r ' 
h c·fphii;'WHh d• 
~rt>ellutt t he 
.l~ ... •.. r~t•ng \'\ilh • 
OI I W .. r:tC'IIVUif"":" 
Call H7-71 
Ft"id•'" if 
lnlf.•r.;!'.t-cd 
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BIOS 
fCNEIIRYjromp<rg~ 7 of the Muncie Bar inception as a commumty-
Hc al<() in,•cstigated Assoc:1;rtron. the lnduma and wide e'•ent. In 1988. Ftrst 
numcrou~ drscnmtnato ry American Bar Assoctauons 
complarnt~ in De lawar e: and Wll\ oomined to practice 
County. 
He ~crvcd 011 the Munere in the U.S. Dr<;trict Courts 
Houstng Authonly for two 
terms. During that time. the 
Muusy-.ma Homes bcCHmc: ~ 
ror thc northern and 
:southern distnCI!! of lndtana.. 
In the p;L«I Mr. Wcngel' wa> 
Mcrchnm Bank hosted the 
first Marli n Luther King 
Day comm umty hre:.d;ful. 
and a year lrttcr iniltatcd 
lt.oliday OO.~rvancc of ML K 
Da)' by financial 
ln511t ution• . Anderson is 
past president of the 
more imegr;ued and diverse town a uomey Cor !he towns 
place for all restdent~ to or Albany lllld Selma. Mr 
I H .. d Community Foundation. tve. e nU serve Oil Wenger was active In 
several board~ and church activities and he tmmcdiutc: paq chainnan of 
the Commu.nhy Alliance ro commiuees; Tax Abatement. 
Martrn Luthe r King Day 
Planning Commi ttee, 
Muncie Human Ri~h ts 
Comm1s:<hm. Study Circles 
for Racial Harmony, Big 
Brother~ and Btg Ststers, 
Yt.ICA. Ea~ Central Private 
served on the board o f P romote Education and 
Industry Council, Inc, 
direclOI'$ of lhe YMCA. the 
Dcl~.ware County Cancer 
Society and the Mu ncie 
Delaware County Area 
Scmor Cnrtcm Council 
M r. Wenger served in the 
lndmna General Assembly 
serve"' a10 ch.airm~n o r the 
board of l rus tee• o f the 
M I nnetrir.m C ullllra.l Center. 
He is abo an D.C1i'o'e member 
of the Community 
Committee o n Rnc•sm, 
spOn$orcd by T EAMworJ. 
bouncin& baby boy. 
Doris Faulkner 
tewart Retired 
Mu ne re music teac h e r 
Doris Faul kner Stewart ls 
known for her warm smile 
and per5anahty. 
F<w many )'c:<U'S ~hc wa~ 
the drrector for the annunl 
In his fi~t term. Mr. Wenscr for Qoahty Livm1;. of which community Chri~tmas sing 
Fredrick W. Wenger 
in Sturt"· Mich . 
received his undergraduate 
educa.uon al O l ivet 
Nnarcne Unh·ell'ity and hi~ 
law deJree from lndlnn:t 
Univers ity in 1969. 
Following graduarlon from 
law sc hool, Mr. Wen&er 
wa"' elected "Outstanding 
l"re~hman Repu blican 
Lcgiqlalor· by the n~em!M:r.; 
of the l nd iltna HO UI>C or 
Repreo.entat1~. 
He supported MOM and 
helped many people through 
Stefan S. Anderson 
he ~rves as a director. 
Cynda Williams ~~ a Ball 
S ta te Uni versity graduate, 
the dau; htcr or Charles and 
Beat rice Wllh~rn~ an d 
granddaughter o f the Rev. 
J .C. WiiUam.~. former pastor 
of Trinlt)' Untrod Methodist 
Church. 
An actress nnd si nget' in Stefan S. Anderson, 
served i n the 1 odiaoa her own right ("Mo' 'Aetu;r 
chairman of First Merchant$ Blues" llnd · one ~alse ~norney general's o ffice , Corporation and First 
before entering pnvate Merchants Bank, has been 1 
procttee in M UI'Icie. pro ud supporter of M11rtin 
Mr. Wenger was a member Luther King Day since iu 
Mo,·e· arc among her movie 
titl~. as well as made-for· 
1V moviC$), hu newest role 
h that or mommy to a 
and \VII.'> mtniste r of Muncie 
at Bethel Church 
Srcwnn. along with bc:r 
firs t husb~nd Edgar 
Faulkner. owned and 
operated Fau Ik ne r's 
Mortuary. the now oldest 
monuary in Muncie. Which 
i~ now opcra.ted by her ~on. 
Edgar Jr.. Faulkner's 
Mortuary. 
S tewart is a much lo ... cd 
a nd respected educator, 
mustciL'IJl, businesswoman. 
mother aod grandmother 
Muriel J, Weeden 
Muriel J. Weeden is .r 
ooun~lor at Muncie Centro! 
Hi~;h School . She il> a 
woman of inl'ciT'ty. Slamina 
and determmation. Weeden. 
11 past pres1dcnt of Muncie 
Bl11cl;; Expo CI99.S to 1996) 
is al •O an ord~jned m~n lster 
Weeden, a part of 1he 
minist~rial staff of Union 
MW~tOnary BaptiSl Church, 
Weeden ha, ~ "mo~her of 
love" exbortina women to 
be what God wantS them to 
be. 
James Vanleer 
James VanJecr ;, a former 
Labor RelaLion~ manager 
and :t former lnd•ana 
aSllc:mblyman. Vanleer ts a 
uustee and dcllcon a t 
Calvllr)' Bapd$1. Church. He 
is ai!IO pn:stdeOI Of the bootd 
of dtrec tors of Delaware 
County Minority HeAlth 
Coalition. 
V•nleer was lostrumentnl 
m cstabli<hins lite Muncie 
Commission on the Social 
Status of Black Males. 
He i"' a devoted h~rsl>and. 
.. 
father and Jllllldful.ber. 
BIOS ctJnL on fi<>K• 14 
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COL.UMBUS, OHIO 
Medicaid hotlinc 
refers users to 
phone sex nuonber 
(AP} - 1he volcemall systan 
an Olio's toiHree Medicaid line: 
has been refeiTin,gcallerstoa 
service not c::~ed by Mc:<licaid: 
aptor-.e sex business. 
The p.-oblem stemmed from (l 
1ypa tn the votaermail script and 
w~UJu~IW T~d)'.~~u Jourr 
Allen, a spokesman for the state 
O€parrmem of Job and Family 
Set"'W'iaes_lhe incorrect number 
had bee11 in the sysrem sinoe 
Oct.4. 
The miSTake wem urlrtolioed 
until Dan Phibbs of Jamestown 
complained that t-e called the 
number pr<Mded by thl3 vokErnail 
,.,rem . 
... 1-rtought ifs pretty po()r 
that yuu're ~line to fnd out 
somethil,g abollf your livelitood 
&lei you get that.~ Phibb5 ;5~d. 
91-year-old onan 
earns Ia""~ 
in land do1Nn under 
(AP) -A 91-yea~ld !Tlan 
has earned a h1w degr-ee from an 
Aus!Tali:m universi1y, finishing 
the si>:-yearoaurse mllre tha11a 
y~r.:;JohQad at =~uh;o bQc;;tU!>:I!! 
he said "time i:s af the essence.~ 
All;:m Stew;vt was gramed 
ll Bachelor of Lllw:s from the 
Uni'W'ersify at New t:_ngland in 
eastern Australia on Saturdav. 
Ccurse studv nocmallv s:pans six 
ye<Jflil. but Stewartfinisheld in 
just 4 1/2 years: 
-There is t\ saying in I;JW that 
time is cf the essence,- he said 
in astatel"llent issued by the 
uni'W'ersity_ ~ I t11ink if I had let it 
ru11 tac::r muc:h Ianger I might not 
have finished it"' 
Giri1Nins chance 
to set free a-pound 
grocery lobster 
(AP) -A 7-vear-ok::J gir1whc 
wanted to set free a gro::;ery stare: 
lobster has gctten her w is11 
Myranda Hutchin5an w<Jn 
the nearlyB-pcund bbster bst 
month during an anO....ersary 
oelei:JraTioll at a Bigg"s grooerv 
:!!lore in Cincinnllfi. 
1 nicknamed him Bubba 
because he wa:;r so big," said 
Da....e Brandon, tile stare's 
seafood :salesman. 
Afterwinni11g Bubba, 
Myranda.'-'5 f.,_mily called and 
e-mailed ZO<ls and aquariums, 
but none wanted to take in the 
crustacean 
"That size is unusuaJ, but 
lobsters are a dime a dozen." 
Columbus ZO<l and Aqua rium 
curator Mike 8rittsan said. 
CYNDI. WILLIAMS sits ~atir::ntly whilr:: A.l!ison H01miltorr .:lpplir::s her m01~eup in pr.:pamtion fur Hre Get. 6 ~.:rfor­
manoE of "Twilight; Los AllgEis, 1992" at Univers ity Th eater. 
a leading lady's 
inner strength 
Alumna Cynda Williams reflects on her road to success 
K"llr.lmo Stiffler Mizah • Staff Aopr~ncr 
• .u ":\-Iu" Beller Blues," Cyudil \Vill.1.un~ I s.:u1g the p<m.ts o ft" o f Denzel \\•asll:ing-
t rm . ShP has ~-..icP pl::~yFd H::~llt=" KPn'1,..s 
oldli':r st~ter i11 Thf': lno\.ie::;; "The \\'f':ddtng'" 
.<1nd ""Trrl n KJLKirrg T>mutl1} D;-rraJr·idg!-"_'" Stw 
Uu.".ll ~ul "C.Lu:;;,l:1l Up" ~vllh Bul<..L'l"lll V l.iood-
hinP "'"his thievi.tlg,ll"}Thic cmnpanion 
lm-itecl to H-all Star!?: I l11i\-'f':Tsiry a<;.~ Jnnfli':s-
simratg•t('o..:l arllsl l"or "TwHlghl: lA)S /\ngPll~. 
10'")2;"' Lb.l..' crt:illny-u.J.rillncl s.kinn.etl ut:lrcss 
'"ViUl. ~1.url, t:urly hi.Ur KllecKd un hcr C."'(f)t_'tl-
a-x:e as a lL'il{_~ ladv of Hl.r.n, ll'lt.•vls..io.u <.u"ld 
sra.ge. But th£ most :iluportant eAve:r.i.ence 
s.'ht=> "h::~rt=>tl wa<; tht=" p<t"i11 tttO<lk tntno:~\..r>: t l:w 
g~ln<;. a:;; a star ofT he <;.ilvf"r scn?:t=·n. 
Mo' Bener ·'Blues" 
"It ain'1 no joke out there."- Williams 
FoUowiJ.l.s( her coUC.I{c graduation from BaH 
Sti.ll~ in l<J88. lhe Lht:!ll 22-yot>i.L.I:-old hopd"u1 ::~t>l 
o;.ail l"of" lvl;mh~lll~tn to tr·y findin.g v.~n·l_l lh-t':rlt-rl 
1<1 f"tmrw~ ·linrl ;II li l 'Sl, \'Vi1liam ... h;uJ lo Wl)rk 
I~Wl l"llll-1 ill1t' joh-. II, JT1al;t"' t'lld" lT1t'"I:'L ,';Ol)l"} ill"-
h'l". R.hr ;:.n(l l'l rnonnno:ttr fmnul "' pl;:~r{' iT1 1\-rw 
Yrl:rk Ciry ar"Hl William-. w;to;.~·;to;.l in an ol"l:.li.Jnild-
wa}>' :musicaJ titJcd ·nvo IJY T•No; a play a tJout 
Koah's AJ:.k. '\itl). muslc by Ric.haJ."d Rogers. 
"'It \Vas e:x&::Uy hmv it 'iCJundcd," s.b.c said. "It 
CYNDA WILUI1MS, along with thB ·Twiligl1t LosArr 4 
eel5. 1992~ co.:!' I, doc:!' t1 vot:.:\1 exercise ju5t minL.Ites 
be fora tire strow. 
;.vas cute.~ 
Wl.:.r: Lhi.tl Y>t!LU" sht: gul ht~r h i.g b~i.t.k i.I.S i.I.S]lil'-
ing;j;r.IJ .-ingl"r" Clar·kt- li~t~m•·out·L in · "-·l o' li.t'll t'l' 
Jih~t!S.~ A.IJ.d \'\.'illliJ.nl~ gut lht: ~bh.U!S~ ~vh~n sm 
l"mLnd mu wh;rr l h t' prl )lf>-.,.ion;rlworld oi";H"Iing: 
;.,.-;:~,.;n~~lly IH::C" . .-\ftC"rSpikC" l ..... g:Hvt~ lwr nw o;-all 
ro l 'lln'lt' h;rl'l; ro tht' '>llldio to Lt-11 lwr o;.ht' g:or 1h ~ 
Jr;:~rli11g rr1lt', R.!Jr ~;:to; gl"r{'tl'rll'lt thC" R.t1idio door 
l:l"y Denzel Was.h:ingtau, who told il(:t' he .had 
EJ.f'"IO(I nM-<.-s o:tnrl tu~rl nt'\VS. Thr E'T)f)(llU"\VS "r\'HR 
s.he got the pan, and t11.e bad ~s was .lx!r feet 
~ven:' LUO bi:.f, t'\'l:'l'l Lhouj.l'b s.ht' ~\t'ar,.: a o,;.iLe. <;ix 
'\'rl1Jianls also 11.ad to endnr\C misrrca'Dll.Cnt 
l'nuT1 >;.t'Vt'J";rl pl"op}t> wnl"l;in.:.t t~n l ht> p:rojl:'l 'l 
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J:'\'DI.1r.NA. 
Pitcher dies 
after NYC 
plane crash 
Yankee flew into skyscraper, 
unnamed passenger also dead 
Colleen Long • Asscctrned Press 
'\IF.'\\~ YORJ.: - ..\ :o;nraiJ pla'TX' carr~'in~ 'I\"''"'' Yf"l'rt:" 
Yankcc Corv lidlc §JaJ.nrncd into a ~oJ-s.tory apart-
n)('nr l">11il<ling \..,..,,<Jll<'<;d~· <1fTM" i~ni11g a <li.o;.n"\'~"' 
.:all, .ki.Uing the pitrhcr and a s~cond pc:rsou in a 
~.:rilili lh.al rJ.iut:d IL.wl..ing' lkbri.s unlu u~ sideo,...-o.U.ts 
and trric:flv1·ais.cd fears. of anotOCl' tl:'rrortst attad: 
A W.w ~nfOJ.·;,-e.ult!lll ull"idi.ll ln Wi.ts.l.li.nglun :.J~.Iid. 
Udlt> ~m avid pilHI who ~11 hi-. li<'l:'n'Ot' during l;r.-r 
~-t!i.ll"'s uff~~ason was ;ib•.hu-.:.i. Lh;: sil)J4:lt:-t!llgtne 
;til"{'ral"l wl1t'n it plo\Vt-<:1 in 1~, rht> c:nrh and ~"I "' 11~ lOt"s 
of t~w ('("Jhrlominhnn higll-ris{' rm \-fa11h~tt<'tn'~ U p-
JWr J:,;1s1 Sidt-_ "-"·Jay;)J' l\·1il'h~~l li.lnomht't·g said bor h 
p<.'<l})l~' ;:~board \\ol.'l""o.' ktJJ,rd. 
Udlc's passport 'i~·as fo\.lll<l au tht: stl"l.:ct. a..::cord-
iT1E': In ;'I ftY II'l""i'll nffiMo:tl, spro:tkill.EJ, tnTh' .-\RsOdo:ttlYI 
P":r\::s.s on oonclit:ion ofanonym.iry. It'i~·as not inunc!li-
aLelv dt>i.tl' ~\hu wa~ aL Lhe Lunu·ul:o a.nr:::l. who was lhe 
second pa:son aboarcL There "'·as no official conftr-
m;rlitm ol" l.idlt•"-. dt'alh f"rr)m dtv o l"li<'i;rlo;. 
1-l:'dt>rdl .. ~viali;m Admini:-;Lml i o n rt><unb o;.howt-d 
lht' pbnt> ~vao;. N'~·islt>rt'd ro I idlt>, w}m had rt'f>"~!l­
l:'dly ••s..,.urt>tl rt>portt'N in :rt"~'t'nl Wt't>l;o;. thai flyi ng: 
>-•'as. s.a:fe and that the Yanb::cs. - ,..,no , .. ·c1-..: rratuua-
li.l.l:'d in 1!"17~) wht'"ll l"illl"ht<:r -I l111rman l\lt1m.;on w<~s 
.ki11L"(I ill 'tf1(! a:as.h of a plane .he h-as pi.lot:in~ -.had 
no 1-..:asrm to worn·. 
"Ttl(: flyillg·, ' ~ til(: J+ycaJ"-o1d lid1e. --~·.ho .had a 
holllC ncar Los An~.lcs, toJd TllC: I'tliladc:Jphia In-
quil"t'r I his 'illtllnlt"r. "I'm not worTi>t-d ••bm11 il. I'm 
safe up !.here. I feel \'\::IY cmnfortatJJc Wlth my abili-
lit'S flyit1g an ili :rpl;mt'.~ 
"\I() mallt':r wh~rr·.- !j:l)ing_lm in yotu l il"l". wl1t'n yt)t1 
).!.t"l liP in lh<~l plnw, .,..-t'rylhin.~'s .il;lmt".~ l.idl\'" lol<:l 
;1 Conwa-.1 Spo:rl ,.l\ t'l inlt'"rvit>wl"r \.Vh ilt> llying his 
pl:1,~ ~;-~f,~~;mt' ju .-r l"our dayo;. al"tt'" r rht- Y~mkt'"..,..· 
cmbaiT3S5ill.R"lY q1.li:lj;: ctin.llll.ation front t.hc pla}>'-
offs.. (lur:ing whlc.b. Ud1e hacl txcn 1-..:k:gated to t.lx! 
tJuJlpcn.ln rccc:nt davs, L:it:ll.c had tah::n al:ms.t:: from 
Pl.:ase 1ee CRASW, page: G 
Yankee pitcher dies in plane crash 
CAMPUS 
Crime statistics 
remain steady 
Offenses on and around campus 
remained relatively constant in 2005 
G:Jbricll<houli •Ciri~fRcponcr 
l"ht> ilnnuill l 'ampu.- (Tinl-1' ,;rari.-ri<'S rt>pt):rl .- lhr 
l~illl ~l~tlt' llnlvt>ro;.il;.· art" <~Hl1pomrhlt> l'n,m 2!'J(J4 to 
2(J0"i ;md norhing in lht' "'PW"I o;. t~rnct.- ow, I lil"t'l"lor 
of PuiJJlc Safety Gc:nc BtU"toll said. 
l)iiVt' l·~:~d .. dir;<·ro:r ill" .~l~.r~i t' n~.f.tighro;. ~md Com· 
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Actress: Williams remembers difficulties 
of gaining foothold in acting community 
Continued from PAGE I 
She was sexually harassed by 
some of the bigger-named peo-
ple throughout the filming. 
"They just want some pretty 
yotmg thing that they can get 
some booty from," she said. 
"Pretty: definitely; young: yes; a 
thing from whom they can get 
some booty: hell no," she said. 
But she held on to the values 
of her Christian upbringing and 
did not "put out," which was part 
of the cause of her conflicts. 
She explained the majority 
of casting really does happen 
on the casting couch (meaning 
having sex with people who 
head the projects). 
"I was scarred by the experi-
ence," she said. "It was trauma-
tizing." 
She also said she was forced 
to grow up quickly and become 
more astute about the business. 
She was paid the least ammmt 
a leading actress could have 
been paid at the time, which 
was $1,400 a week, and a couple 
htmdred dollars for the song 
she recorded on the soundtrack, 
titled "Harlem Blues," despite 
the fact it reached the top of the 
R&B charts. 
BILLY BOB THORNTON 
"I WANT TO DIE," -WILLIAMS 
One person who helped her 
transition from a virginal, na-
1ve girl to an assertive, thick-
skinned woman was her ex-hus-
band, actor Billy Bob Thornton. 
Yes, the same Billy Bob who 
married Angelina Jolie before 
she was half of "Brangelina." 
Williams said she was sexu-
ally abused as a child and had 
very little positive romantic ex-
periences with men. Thornton 
was the first person with whom 
she had positive relations and, 
because of her religious values, 
she felt that he should be the 
man she married. 
Unfortunately, she said, they 
did not have much of anything 
else in common and she found 
herself unhappy with the rela-
tionship. 
"Deep beneath the garbage is 
a wonderful person, he really 
is," she said. 
Also, Williams was unaware 
she was suffering from Grave's 
Disease, which is a disorder as a 
result of an overactive thyroid. 
This caused tumors, some of 
which were the size of apples, 
growing on her gland. She was 
burned out and had her weight 
fluctuated from time to time. So 
with the emotional pain of the 
relationship and the disorder, 
she felt like death was an alter-
Cynda Williams' credits 
The following are a few of Williams' career accomplishments: 
Film 1 The Tie That Binds 
1 When Do We Eat 
1 With or Without You 
1 March 
1 Relax ... It's Just Sex 
1 Caught Up 
1 Last Call 
1 Spirit Lost 
1 Black Rose Of Harlem 
native relief, she said. 
But Thornton recognized 
her unhappiness and decided 
to "let her go." Williams said 
that she did not have the inner 
strength at the time to make 
the decision to leave him, and 
would have stayed in the rela-
tionship had he not suggested 
the divorce. 
WHEN DO WE EAT 
"WE GET WHAT WE NEED TO 
LEARN," -WILLIAMS 
Having many bad experienc-
es in her professional career, 
Williams was easily able to ap-
preciate the times when she 
worked with nice, professional, 
talented people. Director Darin 
Scott was one of the few direc-
tors who made her feel com-
fortable on the set. According 
to Williams, he was well orga-
nized, creative and completely 
respectful to her. 
To top it off he had Craft Ser-
vices, a catering company used 
for the filming of projects, pro-
vide food for the actors. 
"Food is such an important 
part of the process," she said. 
She explained she had been 
on sets where they were filming 
hours upon hours, and all the 
production really offered was 
M&Ms and other jtmk foods. Ac-
tors really need to be well-nour-
ished during intense shoots. 
"It keeps the set moving," she 
said. 
Some other projects she en-
joyed working on were the "Tal-
ented Tenth," a play based on 
W.E.B. Dubois' ideology; "When 
Do We Eat," a movie directed by 
Salvador Litvak and "Caught 
Up," which co-starred Bokeem 
Woodbine. 
Working with Halle Berry was 
also a treat. 
"She is a sweet girl," she said. 
"I really feel like she is my 
younger sister." 
She did say that Berry has way 
more potential than she puts 
out there and she wishes she 
would pull from her pain to re-
ally get into the psyches of cer-
tain characters. 
1 Condition Red 
• Wet 
1 Ghost Brigade 
1 One False Move 
1 Mo' Better Blues 
Television Movies 
• Introducing Dorthy Dandridge 
1 The Wedding 
TWILIGHT: CYNDA WIWAMS, 2006 
"I CAN CHANGE FOR YOU," 
-WILLIAMS 
Williams has used her grtef to 
brtng many of her characters to 
life. She explained when one does 
not have time to prepare forroles, 
sometimes that is all one can re-
ally do. In "Twilight: Los Angeles, 
1992" Williams played the title 
character of Twilight Bay, an ex-
gang leader who was an essential 
part of squashing gang violence. 
The purpose ofthe character was 
to brtng hope to a nunultuous 
experience. The show paralleled 
Williams' life because she had 
been through many "tests" while 
in a career that most people view 
as a fairy-tale . She recently talk-
ed to high school students about 
her trtals. 
"I saw so much hope in their 
eyes," she said. "I want people to 
realize that if they persist in the 
battle of life, they can survive." 
Williams has brought hope 
to her fellow cast members 
including junior musical the-
ater and dance major, Chadae' 
McAlister. 
"It's been really inspiring," 
McAlister said. "She being the 
only person of color [for part 
of the time she was a student 
at Ball State] really had to push 
her way through .. . She really 
makes me feel capable." 
According to Twilight Bay, 
William's character, twilight is 
a place between darkness and 
light, a place that he likes to 
call "Limbo." In Roman Catho-
lic theology, "Limbo" is the 
temporary status of righteous 
souls who died but did not go 
to heaven yet. Perhaps that is 
where Williams is, looking to-
ward the light but still trying 
to overcome the darkness that 
had cast shadows over much of 
her life. 
Williams drew a parallel be-
tween Rodney King and her 
life. It is up to the individuals 
to make changes for the better. 
"Life can beat your ass," she 
said. "But I take responsibility. I 
claim 'victor-hood.' I don't want 
to be a victim.'' 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 2006 I THE BALL STATE DAILY NEWS 
DN PHOTO/DAVID BOND 
CYNDAWILLIAMS performs in the spotlight Sept. 25, during a dress rehearsal for "Twilight: Los Angeles, 1992" at 
University Theater. 
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Monday, May 1,2017 1, 2017 
HONR 390 Oral History Workshop: Ball State University 
African-American Alumni Oral History Project 
Dr. Michael Doyle 
Questions for Oral History Interview with Muriel Weeden on 
4 April 2017, 
Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana 
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Pre-Interview Notes 
Conducted by Frank Lacopo 
On 3/20/ 17 
Initial Telephone contact with Muriel Weeden 
-Muriel encountered protracted troubles with racism while a graduate student at Ball State. In 
particular, she had to work under a professor in a research methods c lass for her fie ld who was 
" not particularly e ncouraging to people of color." This was a particularly bad class, as a white 
female s tudent often a lso chimed in at times when this professor evidenced his racism to the 
whole class. 
-Her research methods professor often expressed his view that sh e "did not belong" and that she 
was in the counseling program only to satisfy quotas. 
-She was thwarted in her effort to avoid this racist professor. She attempted to d rop the research 
methods class and re-take it over the summer, but the class was not able to make and s he had to 
re-register for the class with the same professor again the next year. 
-She eventually needed to approach other professors in the department for help, as the racist one 
would not approve any of her research proposals, though the consensus in her d epartment was 
that her proposals were very good. 
-Somehow this professor ended up o n a campu s-wide committee for introducing more diversity 
in the classroom. This is still a bewildering reality to Murie l. 
-She decided to write a letter to the pres ident of the univers ity and head of her department about 
her experiences after she received her graduate d egree. This was her way of making the 
experience of future African American students easie r. 
-As a holder of a Ball State undergraduate degree, she worked in Wisconsin for twelve years. 
She the n moved back to Muncie to get her graduate degree. Then sh e gained employment w ith 
Muncie High School (did not specify w hich one). She is now retired. · 
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BIOS 
MCNEARY Jn>m pa~c 7 of the Munctc Bar inccplion ~s u communHy- bouncing bdby bo}· M uriel J . Weeden ~~ ;a 
counselor at Muncie Ccntr.d 
High School. She i" 2 
WOn\-ln of intc:;nt) ... tnm1n:t. 
a.nd detcnniru1ion. Wc(.'1Jcn 
a pa~1 pn!Sld~o:m of Munc1e 
Bloc~ Expo (1995 lO 1996! 
it :1ho .sn o:d::~incd min1~1er 
\Vecden. 3 pari of the 
m iniste.rial Sl;tff of Union 
Mtssaonary B.1ptist Church. 
Weeden bas been "mother o f 
love" cxhorung women co 
be what God w:mts them to 
be. 
He ttl so II''IYC~I igaacd ~Jalion. the Indiana ond wide evenL In 19 8. First 
numc:rouc; d t:(cf1mtnatory Amcnc:;m Bar A'~oci:::tti()n' \1t.n:ha.rth B.;Jnl.. h~cd the 
comphuntc;. in Delaware 
County 
He sct"~cd o.n the Munch! 
Hous..1ng. Authomy for two 
term. .... Dttring th:at time.. lhe 
MunS)'aJlil Homt.:S became .a 
and W3!<> adm•Ued 10 pracucc 
m the U.S Di.strJCI Coons 
ror the nonhern 3nd 
soothcm distnru or lndiona 
In the past Mr. \Vengc:r \\.--;tS 
ll'IC)C'e integrJted and diver;e town attorney for t11~ town. ... 
place fo r all res1dent< to of Alban) ond Selmo. Mr 
li"'c. He h u !1-crvc d o n Wenger w3s active in 
seven I boards and church ~ct iv uaes .1od he 
comminec::s; Tax Abatement.. 
Martan L u ther Kmg Day 
PJa nmng Comm1tlc:c. 
Muncte Human Righ t! 
Comnn.ss•on. Study Circl"" 
for RadaJ H:ttmony. Big 
Brochcr' and Big. Sl~\cr:. , 
YMCA. Eo" Ccmn>l Priv:uc 
fir,a ~1arun Luthter Km~ 
Day commnnuy break:f;;t~t. 
and a year IJtcr init•uted 
hnli<by ob«: rvo.nce of MLK 
Doy by financ i•l 
instuur ions. Andcr,on is 
past pre.5h.lent of th~ 
Community Found:u ion . 
tmmediate pa.sl c.ha.tnnan o f 
!be Community Allion:c to 
served o n 1he bo::t.rd o f Pro molc EducatiOn ;and 
directors of rhc YMCA~ the serve~ a.s chairman of the 
Delaware County Cancer board of uu .. l<::c:s of the 
lndu.<ll)' Council. Inc. 
Society :t.nd lhc Muncie 
Ocl3wan: County A rea 
SeniOr Ciuzcns Counc•l 
Mr. \Venget" ser"'ed in the 
lnd13na Genend AsKmbly. 
M:n~nsta Cultur.t..l Center. 
He lS als<» ..tn :ICU\>C member 
of rhc Communuy 
Commuate on Raci~m. 
<pon<orcd by TEAMwork 
Dor is Fa ulkner 
Stewart Retired 
Munc 1e m usic teache r 
Dons F::~oulkner Stewart t_!, 
known for her warm snule 
and pcrson:Uity 
For momy yean she was 
the dt rccLor for the annual 
In h•, firit term. ~r Wenger lot Qu.ahty Livin:., of whtch community Chnstm3!1i ~in~ 
Fredrick W. Wenger 
Frcdnc>. Wcnscr wa.< bom 
tn S1ur&1... M1ch. He 
received h1S un~rgrndu:l.tc 
educauon at 
Ia~ dctrec from lndian .3 
Universi ty tn 1969. 
FolloW1ng vaduauon from 
law ~chool, Mr. \Vengcr 
served in the I ndiana 
lefun S. An derson 
Stefan S. Anderson, 
Cynda Wtl liarM ,. a Ball 
State University gr011duare. 
the daughrer of Cllorles ond 
Be:uricc William~ and 
sronddaut;hler o f the Rev. 
J.C. Williams. formtt paStor 
of Trinity Umted Methodist 
Church, 
chajflT130 of Firsl Merchants 
auorney Jtncral's office. Corporadon and Fi rst 
befo re enterin& pnvue Men:lunts Bank. bas been a 
An acrreu :!nd singer in 
her own right ("Mo' Better 
Blue_,• and "'O ne f;a Jse 
Move'" are among h.c:r movie 
tit les, as well as made-for~ 
pqct1ce m Muocic. 
Mr. Wengcr wos a membc:r 
proud supporter of M>rtin T V movies), her newest role 
Luther King Day since llS is tha t or mom my to ~ 
btrp:/llib• .bsu .edu/cdm/p rinrviewlcol lection/M un li mes/id/9459/typclcompoundo bject/show/9418 
:u'ld was m1n1stcr o( ~tuncte: 
>1 Belhcl Church 
StcY. an. 31ong: wuh bc:r 
firM hu.,band Edgar 
Fau l kner. o w ned and 
op.c: ratcd Faulk~er s 
Mortuary, the now olde~t 
monu3I)' 1n Muncie:. \Vtuch 
is no" opcr:ned by her son. 
Edgar Jr.. Fau lkner"s 
Monu.">·· 
Stewart 1.s a much lo-..~ 
and rc,. pected edLIC.aLor. 
James Vanleer 
J:nnes: V:.nlter i" ..1 fonncr 
Labor Rdauon..' manager 
a nd a rormcr lndJan.l 
asscmbJyman. Vanleer tS J 
trus1ee and dc;~con at 
Colv>.ry Bopust Chun:h. He 
is also p<e:SI<lent of !be board 
musician, bu~incsswoman. or d irectors of OcJaw3rc 
ll'l()l.her tux! grandmother. County Mino rity Hc3hh 
Muriel J. Weeden 
Co.·diu011. 
Vanleer wa.~ instrument~l 
10 cst;~bJis-hmg lhe Mun~ic 
Commission on the Socml 
Surus-of Blacl< M41es. 
He IS a ~vot~d husband, 
f:uhcr ®d grandfather. 
BJOS cont. on JNif~ 24 
Ill 
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Ro bert S. C urtjs 
Robert Curtis is President and CEO of Cardinal Health Sys1<:m. Cardinal Health System is the parent company of Ball 
Memorial Hospital. a 400 bed teaching hospital. a home health company, a physician practice and Rehabilitation Corporation. 
and a managed care venture. Curtis came to Cardinal from Clara Mass Health Sys tem in Belleville. NJ where he served as 
Pres ident and CEO for 15 years. Previously, he was Vice Pres ident of onh Carolina Baptis t hospitals in \'linston. Salem for 
live years. Curtis holds a Doctorate in Health Administration from the Medical Uni versity of South Carolina and a Masters in 
Hospital Administration from Washington University in St. Louis. He has taught at the Wagner Graduate School of Public 
Service at NYU and is a Fellow in the American College of Hcalt,h Care Executi ves. Dr. Curtis has also taught Health 
Services management at Ball State University. Dr. Curtis serves on numerous health care policy committees at both the state 
and national level and is active in local civic o;ganizations. 
Michael R. Gorin 
Michael R. Gorin is the associate principal at Muncie Southside High School. He is a native of Muncie, Indiana, 
graduating from Southside high school in 1964. He earned a Bachelor of Science degree in 1969. He received his Ma~terfs of 
Art degree in 1975 from school of Journalism and another Master's in Secondary School Adminisrration in 1983. He has 
been employed by the Munc ie Community School Corporation for 35 years. During this time period he taught for 15 years 
the subject of government, World Affairs. and l!.S. History. He has been a secondary school administrator for the last 20 
years. 
Michael is married to Carnice Gorin. and they have two children. Their daughter Shayla, li ves in Indianapolis and 
works for the Eli Lilly Corporation. Their on Bradon Gorin is a 2000 graduate of Purdue School of Engineeri.ng. He is 
s taning his 4th year in N.F.L .. playing the last two years with "Super Bowl" champions New England Patriots football team. 
Eld. Muriel J . Coatie Weeden 
Weeden was born in Mound City, IL, and moved to Muncie at an early age. She anended M uncie Schools and 
graduated from Muncie Central High School. She earned a B.S. degree in Elementary Education and a M.A. in Counseling 
Psychology from Ball State University. At Muncie Central High School Muriel has been a counselor for 15 years and head of 
the Guidance Department for the last 5 years. She is a past pres ident of Muncie Black Expo: a member of the Martin Luther 
King, J r., Dream Team: founder/di rector of Women God Can Use Ministry; Associate Minister of Union Missionary Baptist 
Church: d irector of singles Ministry at Union: ·co-Director of Family Mintstry; member of Misstonary C hoir: Christian 
Education Panning Committee: and the Intercessory Prayer Ministry. Weeden is an advocate for youth and those who are 
unable to help themse l ve~. She truly believes "We can do all things through Christ.'' 
Dr. Scott R. Popplewell 
Dr. Scott R. Popplewell. a native of Muncie. and earned his B.S. degree in Elementary Education from Ball State 
Uni ve<"tty. Hi~ M.A.E. in Reading Educauon from Indiana Unive~ity, and hi< Ed. D. in Reading Education from Ball State 
University. Prior to his employment at Ball State University, Scott was a cla.-,"oom teacher and a national literacy consultant 
for a major publisher and served as a literacy consultant fot· the Saudi ARAMCO ~chools while he resided in Dhahran. Saudi 
Arabia. Since hi> return to Mundc. Scott >crved on the Board of Director~ of Motivate Our Minds (MOMs) as a board 
member for three year; and then ~rved a.< the MOMs Board Pre,itlent for three terms. He recently ended a two-year term on 
the Indiana Adult Lllcracy Coalition. an appointment he recetved from the late Governor Frank OIBannon. Currently. he " 
Executive Dtrector for the Indiana State Reading Assoctation and serves on the Governmental Affai rs Committee fo r the 
lntcmmional Reading. In addition to his responsibilities at Ball State, he relishes opportuntties to com.ult with schools where 
the majority of children at risk for reading failure. Scott is currentl y Assi!.tant Professor of Elementary Education at Boll State 
Univcr..ity and was awarded the Outstanding Teaching Award for Teachers College in April2004. 
Sandra D. Leek 
Attorney at Law, has served as director of the Indiana Civil rughts Commission s ince November 1992. Following four 
(4) years of leadership at the agency Governor Frank O'Bannon reappointed Ms. Leek in January 1996. Prior to heading the 
Indiana Civil Rights Commiss ion, Ms. Leek served as chairperson o f the Indiana Unemployment Insurance Review Board, a 
position she held from May 1991 through October 1992. Before service in state government, Ms. Leek worked in several 
capacities with the Legal Services Organization of Indiana. Inc. Ms. Leek has practiced civil law in both federal and state 
couns, concentrating on government entitlement programs, housing law. community economic development. and family law. 
Ms. Leek has written several articles on Indiana civil tighL~ laws and on the pro bono delivery of legal assistance to indigenL~ . 
She was the executive etlitor on the 1985. 1992. and the 1993 editions of You and The Law. a layman's guitle to Indiana and 
federal laws and regulations for more than 30 civil law topics. Currently. Ms. Leek ~erves as director of Indiana Legal 
Services, a commissioner for the Commission on the Social Sta tus of Black Males. and a member on the Indianapolis- Private 
Industry Council. com inue 0 11 page 16. 
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Memories of My Family Q&A With Elder Muriel Weeden 
Q: Who are the members 
of your immediate or 
e:~.tended family living in 
Muncie'! Where did you 
all come from. or where 
mo>t of you all born here'! 
A: ;'vty parents had a 
;l!lcnded Muncie Central 
High SchooL 
George and his wife 
Darlene are parents of 
Mark Donnell Coatie. 
Angela Allen and Tamiko 
Lynn Co:uie, grandp:rrents 
or none and grem-gr:md-
parents of four. Elder 
Muroel Weeden is the 
mother of Diane EJa.one 
Ste•ens of Kemuck}. 
Ernest Ricardo Weeden 
and Mrs. Shelli (\.far .... inl 
Strong of Muncu.:. She t> 
grandmother of six and 
great-grandmother of""· 
mother Hate! because 
that s what they beard 
other people call her My 
o ldest sister Bertha 
thought her mom had died 
because the} dido 1 call 
her "mama." Bertha 
promi'ied God if He would 
give them another mother 
~he would call her 
"mama• and that\ what 
they did. Holidays and 
bonhdays were alway' a 
big deal in our family and 
as long as our parents 
lived e,·er}·one came 
home for family gather-
ings. 
total of nine chi ldren: 
'even of them are yet Jiv-
ing. Elder Charles E. 
Coaue moved to Munctc 
after 'en ing in the mili-
tary in Korea He is th" 
pa,tor of the New Mt. 
Calvary Church of God in 
Christ He is the father of Q: Wbo is or was the 
four daughter.: Shenita "marriarch" or "parriarch" 
Gail (Earl ) Venable. 
Q: Are there any memo-
rable stories that have 
been passed down from 
generation to generation? 
Sheila Ann Coatie. that everyone in the 
Charlotte Johnson and family respected? 
BethAn Coatie. Pastor 
Coarie has 5 grandchil· 
dren and several great-
grandchildren. He was 
married to the late Saint 
Ann Dennis Coatie. 
George Wallace Coatie 
and Elder Muriel Weeden 
were both born in Mound 
City, Illinois as were all of 
the Coatie children. We 
moved to Muncte in 1945 
with Mrs. Lena Rogers, 
our paternal aunt. Her hus-
band, Herbert operated a 
barber shop in the 1300 
block of FtrSt St.--eer. She 
brought the two of us 
along with my s isters, 
Bertha Louise. Barbara 
Ann and Naomi Ruth to 
Muncie in 1945. My par-
ents. Bishop Di xon and 
Mother Georgta Coatie 
followed with Ill} brother 
Roben M ason Coaue 
shortly afterwards. 
Charles completed high 
scho<>l in Mound City. 
Dlinois. The rest of the 
Coauc Children. including 
our brother Elmer Gene 
A: Georgia Mason 
Coatie was the matriarch 
of our family and Bishop 
Dixon Coatie was the 
parriarch. My father's first 
A: My parents were pio-
neers in the Church of 
God in Christ. My dad 
traveled and preached out 
Bishop Dixon and :\fother Georgia Coatie 
wife. Hazel Henry died 17 churches. He often 
and he wa:. left with five walked from place to 
small children. The older place because that wa~ his 
ch1ldren had called their only mode of rransporta-
Bob Cm1lie and Muriel Weeden at her graduation 
from Ball State Univeristy in August 1974 
tion. Once he wa~ con-
dueling a revival in anoth-
er town and had to cross 
the river which was in 
flood stage. A group of 
men were walking across 
and everyone except my 
dad had on hip boots. 
Bishop Coatie only had 
knee boots. When the 
group of men reached the 
other side, they all took 
off their boots and began 
pouring water out of their 
boots. My dad toolc off 
his knee boots and turned 
them upside-down and not 
one droop of water was in 
them and his feet were 
completely dry! 
Q: Who are the grand-
everyone like family. 
Bishop and Mother Coatie 
were truly committed to 
the work of building the 
kingdom of God and try· 
iog to help othen. along 
the way. My mom was a 
licensed evangelist and 
my dad was the pastor of 
th e New Jerusalem 
Church of God in Christ 
for 44 years. Four chil-
dren, Charles, Benha, 
Muriel and Robert have 
followed them in the min-
istry. Also, granddaugh-
ters Rebecca Rodgers-
Clayton, Cathy Rodgers-
Carther and Shelli 
Harpole-Strong. Many 
other relatives are also 
ministers. 
ltids and what are your 
hopes for them? Q: What hopes and 
A: There are so many 
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren. My hopes 
for them are that they 
would some day live out 
the legacy that was estab-
li shed my Bishop and 
Mother Couttc. My par-
ents believed in family. 
God and their fellow man. 
My dad never met a 
>tranger, but treated 
dreams do you have for 
Muncie's m inority com-
munities 
today? 
A: My hope and dream 
for the minorit} communi· 
ty of Mun<:ie is that they 
will !•waken to the possi-
bililic" and potential for 
greatness that lies w11hin 
continued on page J7 
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continued from page 16 
each of them and stan 
moving towards creating a 
better society. We can 
change situations and con-
ditions . I would also hope 
to :;ee minorities de\'elop 
real relation::ihip:;. with 
God and know Him as the 
true source of all they is 
lacking in their lives. 
Q: When you pass 
away, how do you want 
your family to remember 
you? Bishop Coatie at Washington Carver for grandpar-
ents day. G randdaughter SheUi (L) and friend 
A: When I am no longer Tenisha Love (R) 
came in contact. I want to 
be known as someone 
who fought for the under-
dog and helped whenever 
and wherever r could. 
Most of all. I want my 
Lord and Sa\'ior to be 
pleased with the life I 
lived. If that happens, I 
know my life will be a tes-
timony to my parents. 
here, I would like to be 
remembered ~ one who 
tried ro make a difference 
in the Jives of anyone and 
everyone with whom I 
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Pastor Charles E . Coatie 
E~TER.PR.ISE JJA.IL B<:>:NI>! 
You can call us at anytime 24/7 or st:op by the office 
1302 N. Gavin t:o talk. to Frank:., Carolyn, or OdelL 
Our ~eZephone nunabers are.· 
(765) 284-6853 (765) 287-0352 (765) 284-00::: 
(765) 289-4030 (765) 741-6636 
Carol Barnes "Vice·President Odell (Scotty) Scott (I 
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Digital Supplements 
Cynda Williams Interview: https://dmr.bsu.edu/digital/collection/BSUAAAlmOrH/id/41/rec/42 
Muriel Weeden Interview: https://dmr.bsu.edu/digital/collection/BSUAAAlmOrH/id/36/rec/37 
Student Composed Video: https://dmr.bsu.edu/digital/collection/BSUAAAlmOrH/id/42/rec/35 
